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SPORTS

Businesses
help local
Santa Project
Donations
Calloway gets still needed

sweep over
Fulton County
Page 2B
NATIONAL

Man gives
FBI photo
connected
to bombing
ATLANTA (AP) — A man
says he has given the FBI a
photograph of someone wearing a military-style backpack similar to the one that carried a
deadly bomb into Centennial
Olympic Park.
Ted Miltiades was one of
more than 1,000 people to call
on the first day an FBI hot line
opened, offering a $500,000 reward for information leading to
the bomber.
"It's too early to tell what
may come from those, but
we're very optimistic," the FBI's
deputy director, Weldon Kennedy, said Tuesday. "Some
people have called in saying
they have photographs or video
tapes."
Miltiades, 35, of Atlanta, said
he saw the FBI's news conference asking for photos of the
backpack on television Monday. He also noticed that the
blast site in Centennial Olympic
Park was near a bronze, fanshaped Greek statue commemorating the 100th anniversary
of the modern Olympic games.
He had photographed the
statue about 614 hours before
the July 27 bombing.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
It's better to give than to
receive.
Many local buisncsses and
companies have taken that adage
to heart this holiday season
through their cooperation with
the Santa Project.
For the past five years, the
people of Murray and Calloway
County have extended their
generosity to those less fortunate
with the leadership of the Murray
and Calloway County Resource
Centers.
The charity drive, which was
started by the Murray Fire Department in the late 1980s, was
picked up by the resource centers
in 1992 as a way to provide
needy children in the community
with a joyous holiday season.
Last year, the project collected
an estimated $75,000 in donations from offices and businesses
in the community. Through those
resources, 854 needy children in

403 families received toys, clothing and books through the
program.
"It's amazing to see the level
of commitment and involvement
our community puts into this project," said Donna Herndon, coordinator of the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. "We
couldn't do this without their
help."
Many businesses and organizations around the community have
continued their efforts this year.
For the past several years,
Boone Laundry & Cleaners has
answered the call of needy families through donations from
employees.
Shirley Boone, the owner of
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, said
her business wanted to give back
to the community.
"The reason we started this is
because we felt like we wanted to
do something for others," Boone
said. "This is a very worthwhile
program because there are so
many people in the community
that need help. Many times we're
not aware of those needs until the
holiday season comes around."
See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

WAITINWFOR A HOME: Murray Optimist Club member Jim Thompson straightens out a tree while
he waits for customers at the sale on N. 17th Street Monday. Last weekend, 119 trees were purchased In
support of the charitable works of the club.

Patton: Miners fighting bill
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton said mine workers clinging to an obsolete blacklung program are behind most of
the labor opposition to his workers' compensation bill. '
A prominent labor official disputed the charge and ad Pauon

By ALtEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

FINALS WEEK, FINALLY: Ben Breeck pours over a book at Waterfield Library Tuesday afternoon
as he prepares for final exams at Murray State University. Breeck Is a senior majoring in history.
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WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers. Low 50 to
55. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph becoming south. Chance of
rain 30 percent.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy
with showers likely. A few
thunderstorms are also possible.
High 55 to 60. Chance of rain
70 percent.
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Cheech and Chong movie.
He said the former justiccwas
asleep in another room at the
time. The son was arrested for
possession of marijuana.

VAMPS wants
distance from
vampire teens
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
With national media attention
waning and the rumors and jokes
circulating, a group of local college students want to set the record straight that they don't believe they arc vampires.
A year ago when a Murray
State University theatre major
started the Victorian Age Masquerade Performance Society, or
VAMPS for short, he never imagined the group would ever be
linked to a murder two states
away. k
Even when 16-year-old Roderick Ferretl became a suspect in
that murder, James Yohe, 25,
didn't think VAMPS could be
linked. Ferrell was introduced to

the group through a friend, Ste
yen Murphy, 19.
Ferrell, Charity Kcesee, 16,
Dana Cooper, 19, all of Murray,
and Scott Anderson, 16, formerly
of Murray were arrested Thanksgiving night after Richard and
Naoma Ruth Wendorf were found
bludgeoned to death in their
home in Eustis, Fla. Nov. 25.
Charity Keesee is charged with
accessory to murder after the
fact. The rest are being charged
with the couple's murder.
Investigators believe the teens
became attracted to vampires because of a best-selling, roleplaying game. Police say the

JIM WHANES/Lodgor II Times photo

James Yohe, 25, the founder of what started as an improvisational acting group called the Victorian Age
Masquerade Performance Society (VAMPS), poses in costume. The group used etorylinee based on a
best-selling game called "Vampire: The Masquerade" where players assume roles.
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Striding back to his office in
the Capitol, Patton said he would
"still support labor when labor's
right." But he also said: "I've
never been one who allowed myself to be attacked without de-

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Dan Jack Combs, who
drew national attention last year
The charge is significant beafter his arrest on marijuana
charges, now has been charged cause last year's charges of cultivation and possession of mariwith letting his 15-year-old son
were dismissed on the conjuana
smoke the drug.
Combs was arrested about 3 dition that no more drug charges
were brought against Combs for
p.m. EST Thursday on a charge
of unlawful transaction with a two years. Combs accused police
minor. Defense attorney Eric of planting evidence in last year's
Conn said Kentucky State Police case, and Conn said the new
were serving papers at Combs' charge was "a continued pattern
Stanville residence when they al- of harassment against Mr. Combs
legedly saw Dan Jack Jr. smoking
marijuana while watching a •See Page 3
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lived its usefulness."

Former state
justice faces
pot charges

5ANT4, YOU'RE SUPPOSED
COME i:'•Oi.0%1 THE CHIMNEY, NOT
UP THE BEAN 8AG CH!

Dec. 11
14 shopping
days to Christmas

had no justification for' :singling
out the United Mine Workers.
Patton, who was elected with
labor's backing in 1995, told a
Senate committee Tuesday that
"the miners have gotten the rest
of labor to turn against a governor they helped elect, ... all to
help the miners hold on to a
program which has king ago out-
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FROM PAGE 1
According to Boone, donations
to the project are given individually by employees.
"We usually hasr a list of
children and what they want,"
said Boone. "Many of our employees give money. Wc have
working-class people. Some are
able to give more than others, hut
we try to help out as much as we
can.
Boone said the business also
helps provide holiday meals
through the
Need Line
organization.
"I would say that we give around $500 each year, but it's
hard to put a dollar, sign on how
much we do give." she said. "The
amount will vary depending upon
the number of children we help.
We try to buy them clothes as

MOBILE
HOME

well as toys. This is

what Christ-

support from Mattel this year,"
Herndon said. -They have helped
us several times in the past by
donating toys."
Also helping the project is a
program called the Angel Fund. It
has been used as the repository
for financial support.
Sponsored by the Calloway

mas is all about."
president of
transportation and distribution at
Hutson Ag, said the Santa Project
is a vital asset to the community.
"l think it's really great how so
many different organizations
work together with this project,"
said Hart. "This assures that more
and more children are reached."
Hart said Hutson Ag contributes to the Santa Project through
individual employee donations.
The total amount of those donations is matched by the company.
"We like to try to help each
year so that these children will
have a Christmas," she said. "We
have 20 employees that help out
with their donations. We have
even gone out and delivered these
gifts to the families."
According to Hart, the business
also helps provide food through
Cynthia Hatt, vice

County Family Resource Center,
the Angel Fund collected checks
last year totaling $9,500 to cover
the costs associated with the
Santa Project.
Angel trees will be also be
available at Mattel and Wal-Mart
for people to make donations to
the charity drive.
In addition to these options,
community members have other
chances to contribute to the
project.
Other opportunities for residents include sponsoring a needy
child by picking out one of their
letters to Santa, participating
through church or other group efforts, contacting the youth service
centers to assist an older child,
sending a tax deductible donation
to the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, volunteering
time to help put Santa boxes
together or by donating Christmas trees, decorations or wrapping supplies.
"People can be just as involved
in this as they want to be," Herndon said. "We want to do anything we can to help every child
in the community."
Anyone wishing to make a tax
deductible donation to the Santa
Project is urged to send it to the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 1169 Pottertown
Road in Murray. For more information about the program, interested persons should call
753-3070.

Need Line.
"It's just

not Christmas if
we're not giving something to
those who need it more than we
do," she said.
This year, another new business will join the efforts of the
Santa Project.
Mattel of Murray recently
asked that it be allowed to participate in the project.
During a presentation Nov. 25,
Mattel donated $6,000 to help
children under the age of five.
"We are receiving first-time

Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.
s

Harold "Jock" Romaine
Licenud in KY & TN
758-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • Murree
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FROM PAGE 1
youths drank their own blood and
that of mutilated animals.
"None of the people (the media) has talked to were members
of VAMPS (and none of the four
teens accused of the Florida murders were ever members of it),"
Yohe told the Ledger. "The reason we came up with VAMPS is
that it sounded good and it fit
with the Victorian age. That's an
era that I've always loved."
Before its demise, Yohe said
VAMPS consisted of only five

official members, with an average
age of 20. It took a $25 membership fee to join which he said
most people who showed an interest could not afford.
Yohe said he has always been
interested in theatre and VAMPS
began as an idea to get people interested in improvisational acting,
a style of performance where
scripts are not used and the actors
make up dialogue as they go.
Yohe said the group used story
lines based on a best-selling roleplaying game called "Vampire:
The Masquerade." The game is
published by a company called
White Wolf, who has other
games that all deal in gothic
themes.
"At the time (the group was
formed), vampires were real popular. 'Interview with a Vampire'
had just come out and 'Vampire
in Brooklin' was about to come
out and we thought we could use
that as a tool to get people interested. We could then transitionalize it into doing plays," Yohe
said. "We also thought if we were
going to do this, it might as well
benefit the community
somehow."
Yohe said VAMPS started as a
non-profit organization and even

societies in the area and offered
to help raise money for them by
putting on plays.
"We thought we could be the
source to help raise funds for
them," he said. "After contacting
(the organizations) we decided to
work on the acting aspect of it.
So we started (doing improv) using White Wolf's rules."
"Vampire: The Masquerade" is
a live-action fantasy game, similar in premise to the popular
novel "Interview with a Vampire" by author Anne Rice, who
also wrote the screenplay for the
movie.
Since the game is based on a
theatrical premise, players dress
for their roles, assume vampiric
characters, categorize themselves
into groups called clans and often
speak in eloquent and dramatic
dialect.
Storylines revolve around a
central plot coordinated by a
group leader called a storyteller.
The game has sold over half a
million copies since its release in
1991 and is the second largest
seller for Whire Wolf publishing,
second only to Dungeons and
Dragons.
Vampire: The Masquerade'
is a game. But I never called it a
game, it was always an improvisational exercise," Yohe said.
Yohe said VAMPS used the
game to find people who showed
a knack for improvisational
acting.
But the group's idea of becoming a fundraising tool for other
organizations was dashed when it
disbanded after only two months
because of dissension within the
organization, Yohe said.
"The reason we stopped is be-
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FROM PAGE 1
fending myself."
Morgan Bayless, a UMW
member who is political director
of the Kentucky State AFL-CIO,
said Patton's singling out of the
mine workers for criticism was
unjustified.
He pointed out that the administration's own actuaries say the
bill would reduce awards for
traumatic injuries to workers in
non-coal industries by $93.6 million per year — $1.7 million
more than traumatic and
occupational-disability awards to
miners alone.
"I think that he's inflicted pain
not just on the coal miners. Labor
is standing up ... for all working
people of this state. Coal miners,
brick layers, state employees —
anyone who receives a benefit
under the program," Bayless
said.
Patton's testimony came as the
Senate Economic Development
and Labor Committee prepared to
tackle dozens of potential amendments to the bill, which the
House passed Friday. The committee approved the bill with
some changes late Tuesday.
The bill would make substantial changes in the program that
compensates workers for jobrelated injuries and disabilities.
Patton has estimated its cost at
$1.1 billion per year, based on
awards, employers' insurance
premiums and the like.
One goal of the bill is to cut
the $100 million-a-year cost of
black lung — coal worker's
pneumoconiosis — by two-thirdr,
Patton said.
It was a bitter surprise to the
UMW and other labor groups
who endorsed Patton in his 1995
gubernatorial campaign against
Republican Larry Forgy. The
UMW was particularly vocal,
.charging that Patton had betrayed
the workers who helped elect
him.
To back up his argument that
the black-lung program compensates miners for a condition that
is rarely disabling, Patton disclosed that he, too, has the disease from his 20 years as a coal
operator in Pike County.
On Tuesday, Patton invoked
the memory of his coal miner
grandfather, who he said had to
sleep kneeling on a couch because he couldn't breathe lying in
a bed.
"Black lung was a terrible disease, and thank God we've almost wiped it out in this country," Patton said. "Like polio, ...
another scourge of my childhood,
it's almost gone."
The time to quit paying for it is
long past, Patton said,
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Yoheiaid the group has not
officially disbanded but has only
been "very inactive" recently. He
is planning to have a performance
this Friday if the group can find a
spot to have it.
They have contacted Murray
State University and the City of
Murray looking for a public place
to perform.
"We want spectators to watch
so they can see we didn't do anything — we didn't have anything
to do with (the murders).
"People, no matter what, are
always going to find a scapegoat
and I don't want VAMPS to be
that. We started out as a positive
influence," he said.

Owned & Operated by: Opal Hail
Shopping Ctr. • 753-2310
Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Special Hours: Sat. 8 a.m.4 p.m. • Sun. 12-5

SW.COM.

LE

cause there was a disagreement
with how the storyline was going.
It wasn't because anybody had
done anything as far as vampirism or anything like that," he
said.
As has been alleged recently
by friends of FCITCII'S, Yohe said
he never saw him or others taking
things too far because he and
Murphy only attended a couple of
performances.
"(Ferrell) was only here two or
three times. (Murphy) was only
here about four times," he said.
Yohe said he only met Scott Anderson, another of the teens
charged in the Florida murders,

contacted the Make a Wish
Foundation and several humane
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Lawsuit: Check cashing services 'loan sharking'
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— Seen a TV ad lately from a
company promising to give you
cash and hold your personal
check for two weeks? A federal
lawsuit contends some of those
companies are nothing more than
loan sharks.
Warren County resident Linda
Dortman has sued nearly 50
check-cashing services across the
state, claiming they charge illegally high fees. Ms. Dortman said
she spent $1,022 during 40 weeks
to secure a $200 loan.
"There became a trend in Kentucky to abuse this law and to
convert the authorization of a fee
for check cashing services into an

alter ego short-term 'loan shark'
loan operation," Ms. Dorunan
said in her lawsuit, filed Nov. 13
in U.S. District Court at Bowling
Green.
Ms. Dortman's attorney. Kelly
Thompson Jr., said Tuesday that
he is seeking class action certification to include other plaintiffs
across the state.
One of the defendants, CashN-Go Inc. of Ashland, recently
shut down offices in West Virginia after that state's attorney general filed suit. The lawsuit said
Cash-N-Go illegally charged a
bounced-check fee of $25 when
the maximum allowed in West
Virginia is $15.

The check-cashing services,
which are advertising heavily
throughout the state, give money
in exchange for a personal check.
The company agrees to hold the
check for two weeks before cashing it.
Ms. Donman claims Cash Inc.
charged her $56 every two weeks
for the original $200 loan. A
Cash Inc. manager would not
comment on the lawsuit or Ms.
Dortman's case.
Thompson said operators of the
check-cashing institutions claim
they aren't charging interest but a
fee to handle the transaction. A
state law prevents anyone from
charging more than 33 percent in-

terest on a loan. Thompson said.
The lawsuit also claims the
practice is a violation of the federal Truth in Lending Law because the services fail to "adequately disclose the interest rate."
Thompson claims the services
"utilize threats of legal enforcement for the charge of theft by
deception for failure to pay the
loans made in a timely manner."
The lawsuit says some people
have been jailed on such Charges.
Ms. Dortman is seeking
$500,000 in damages. She also
asks that a judge declare the
practice subject to banking laws
"so as to cease the oppression of
the poor people who arc lured
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into this inevitable path toward and on a legal basis."
bankruptcy and destruction."
He also said he doubted the
Phillip Huddleston, a Bowling lawsuit qualified as a class
Green attorney representing three action.
of the defendants, said some of
"She has not given any showthe allegations are "almost ing at all that she is in some simisilly."
lar position with anyone else,"
"The allegations are, first of. he said. "I guess we could say
all, awfully broad and sweep- that anyone who needs cash is in
ing," he said. "My clients arc empathy with anyone else who is
acting with statutory foundation not rolling in dough."

Tiny Tim Missing From Your Life'?
Maybe you're lust not
looking hard enough
Give, Share, Volunteer.
Make someone's day bnghter
and have a Merry Chnstmas

Escapee from Ohio arrested in Kentucky

•
By The Associated Press
Kentucky authorities said an
escaped kidnapper from Ohio
who was arrested for shoplifting
gave them a fake name, and he
was Messed before his identity
could be determined.
Donald Sattler, 30, was arrested Nov. 18 at a Wal-Mart in
Barbourville, Ky., three days after the Belmont Correctional Institution inmate escaped from a
work detail at a Martins Ferry,
Ohio, church.
Barbourville is about 280 miles
southwest of Martins Ferry.
He gave a fake name to investigators, Barbourville officer Bill
Swafford said in an interview
published Tuesday in The

(Wheeling, W.Va.) NewsRegister.
Sgt. Sherman Lawson said Sattler, who was using the name Jeff
Daniels, also gave officers a false
driver's license, Social Security
number and address.
Officers detained him so he
would appear in court the next
day, Lawson said.
But, because Sattler gave false
information to the police department, he could not be identified
through the computer system that
lists background on criminals around the country.
District Judge Mack Caperton
convicted Sauter and released
him on Nov. 20, Lawson said.
Sattler remained at large Tuesday

afternoon.
"The judge gave him until
March 1 to pay $122.50 in restitution, and then placed him on 12
months' probation," Lawson
said.
It wasn't until police later
found a stolen car in Wal-Mart's
parking lot that they discovered
the oversight.
National Crime Information
Center computers showed Sattler's true identity and background, Lawson said.
He was serving nine to 25
years at the prison for aggravated
burglary and kidnapping in the
Columbus, Ohio, area. Sutler
was convicted in Franklin County
Common Pleas Court in 1991 for

abducting a 4-year -old
Columbus-area girl from her bed
and driving her to Hocking
County in southeastern Ohio.
Sattler is a former resident of
Rockbridge in Hocking County.
Linda Jenks, Belmont prison
spokeswoman, said her office became aware of the arrest last
week.
"We had information entered
on LEADS (the Law Enforcement
Automated Data System) and we
have warrants through the county
for his arrest," she said.
She said she and other authorities have since reissued the information about Sattler.
She knew of no reported sightings since Sattler was released.

because the last charges didn't
pan out."
"They've been to Justice
Combs' home on numerous occasions," Conn said. "I mean,
without limit. It's been just a
continuous thing since the other
charges, were dismissed."
Combs could not be reached,
but Conn said the arrest had upset
him.
"He's madder than a wet
hen," he said. "And he said he
may run for circuit judge."
Kentucky State Police could
not immediately be reached for
—release-tr.
after Conn posted $209 bond, but
Conn said it may be harder to get
the son out.
Combs, 72, made national
headlines in August 1995 after he
and his other son, Alfred Ghent
Combs, then 16, were arrested for
allegedly growing pot and keeping it in the house. Combs later
acknowledged that he had
smoked marijuana for years to
help him sleep, saying he preferred "God's foods" to prescription drugs.
Conn said police were at the

home Tuesday to serve papers on
the older son for allegedly driving under the influence in Bath
County. Conn said Ghent Combs
wz-..s not home.
After his 1995 arrest, Combs
first said he had never used marijuana, then said he had only
smoked it since leaving the bench
in 1993. However, reporters
found court documents from a civil case in which a doctor testified that Combs had admitted using marijuana during his tenure
on the state's highest court.
Combs served on the high
court from 1988 to 1993, when a

memory disorder similar to Alzheimer's disease prompted him to
resign.

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Now We Pay For
Your Slot Play!
\ INSTANT
NI''CASH BACK!

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

•Justice...
FROM PAGE 1

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Beginning December 9th, our Players Preferred Card
will become more rewarding than ever! Because now we
pay CASH! Cash that's yours the same day you play. If
you're a member you can now redeem your
slot club bonus points for slot tokens or casino chips.
And, if you're not a member,simply SIGN UP— It's FREE!

Pick 3
4-2-7
Pick 4
7-7-0-0
Cash 5
13-19-22-23-34
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Combs, a recovering alcoholic
known for his fondness for motorcycles, became prominent in
1967 for defending Pike County
civil rights workers Margaret and
Alan McSurely against charges of
sedition. He has also been known
for his stance against rules prohibiting judicial candidates from
making public comments on
issues.
Conn said he would ask the
Floyd District Court judges to rccuse from the case.
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But that's not all!
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Sometimes lawyers not needed
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ANALYSIS
Commissions often cannot
answer tough questions
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — When the issues get tough, thc politicians of
look for shelter by turning them over to commissions.
That seldom settles the hard questions but it can spread the blame.
But even commissions disagree and deadlock, as is happening
now in the panel assigned to look to the future financing of Social
Security. And when they do agree, such as in changing the way the
government measures inflation, advisory panels can only suggest,
they can't commit anyone to anything.
Ultimately, that has to be done by the president and by Congress.
The cycle is familiar. It is being replayed on Social Security and
also over the Consumer Price Index, the arcane formula used to
determine cost of living adjustrrients in federal benefits and tax
brackets.
Neither of those commissions is dealing in new business. They
both are on routes that have been traveled before, to what proved to
be at- least temporary dead ends.
_
But the finding of a Senate Finance Committee advisory panel
that the CPI inflation gauge is itself inflatsd, at a cost of billions in
benefit increases and lost taxes, may actually prompt action this
time.
It was no breakthrough but it could ease the route to the balanced
budgets both President Clinton and the Republican Congress have
promised.
As Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said, there has been broad
agreement that the CPI is imperfect and has overstated inflation.
The commission of five economists put a specific number to it,
reporting that the current formula has been 1.1 percentage points a
year higher than the actual increase in living costs. Changing the
system to lower the rate that much could mean SI trillion in savings and higher revenues over the next 12 years.
The budget impact is the political plus. The political peril would
be in curtiing future cosrifif lifing increases Tor Social•Securily ahd
other benefit programs.
This panel isn't the first to suggest the move. A 1994 presidential commission on entitlement reform couldn't agree on proposals
for long term financing of Social Security and other programs, but
Its leaders urged some of the steps now being suggested by other
panels. including changes in the cost of living formula to make it
more accurate --- and save nearly S70 billion over five years.
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan told Congress
early last year that the CPI was one point to 1.5 points higher than
the real rate of increase. So did the Congressional Budget Office.
. Nothing was done about it. The similar, more specific findings of
the latest commission have put the topic back on the agenda, and at
an opportune point, just after an election, just before a budget.
That lowers the political risk of change, and makes the budget
impact the more inviting --- although both congressional and administration officials say it is a matter of accuracy in government statistics, not politics.
Saying that doesn't make it so. And the Republicans are determined to have Clinton act first if there is to be a change in the
formula.
"We're just not going to walk out there by ourselves," Rep.
John Kasich. chairman of the House Budget Committee, said on
NBC. The change would be impossible unless the president takes
the leadership, said Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., the Senate budget
chairman.
While administration spokesmen sounded willing, Rubin said it
will take time to see whether the economic debate leads to a broad
based agreement to change the formula. Franklin D. Raines, Clinton's new budget director, said the administration and Congress
should move in tandem.
At the same time, a Social Security advisory council, set up by
the administration two years ago to look at long-term financing of
the system, couldn't agree on one answer and will offer three opturns instead, including private retirement funds to supplement reduced benefits. The earlier entitlements commission weighed the
same kind of • alternatives and couldn't agree either.
Sen. Trent Lcut, the majority leader, said there would be a carefully chosen bipartisan commission for yet another attempt to deal
with the future of the -system.
The administration also wants a bipartisan commission to look at
the long-term financing of the Medicare system. Republicans are
more inclined to leave that problem with Clinton, since he made it
a campaign issue against them.
"A commission is a good idea," Rubin said in his TV interview
Sunday. "Well, a commission is an idea."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters-en-a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's

addreu and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
it possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Marylyn Genovese was hurt in a
car accident, two lawyers turned
down the job of filing her injury
claim. The case was too complicated because she had other
health problems, they said.
"At that point I just decided to
do it myself," Genovese said.
And she proved something many
Americans do not know: For
some relatively small legal matters, you do not necessarily need
a lawyer's help.
Genovese negotiated a total
$25,000 insurance settlement instead of the $6,500 to $7,500 the
lawyers said her neck and back
injuries were worth.
When she told one of them,
"He was really impressed. He
said I should be an attorney,"
said Genovese of Palo Alto,
Calif.
Genovese had some help in
getting payment. She followed
the advice of a self-help legal
guide, "How to Win Your Personal Injury Claim," published
by Nolo Press of Berkeley, Calif.
The book explains how to file
and negotiate a personal-injury
claim with the insurance company for the person believed to
be at fault. It does not recommend going without a lawyer in
claims involving major injuries or
in the small number of cases in
which you actually have to file a

WASIIINGTON TODAY

LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
lawsuit.
"For many, many kinds of
legal matters people can handle
things themselves and save themselves a lot of money," the
book's author, San Francisco lawyer Joseph L. Matthews, said in
an interview. "This is not, in
fact, all that complicated as soon
as you understand how the process works."
Genovese, at one point, paid
$250 to have a different lawyer
spend an hour looking over her
work in documenting her medical
treatment and writing a "demand" letter. She said Matthews'
book helped her understand how
insurance companies operate.
"If you go in there and you are
not organized and don't know
what you're doing, the ball is in
their court," she said. "They do
things to really try to intimidate
you, so you have to be prepared
for that."
When Lara McCormick and a
friend were hurt in a car accident,
the friend hired a lawyer to file

her injury claim. But McCormick
decided to go it alone.
It was McCormick, the amateur
lawyer, who got the larger settlement for their similar minor
injuries.
She negotiated a $7,000 payment, as opposed to the $400 a
lawyer got for her friend, who
was seated on the side of the car
that was broadsided.
"I'm someone that gets scared
off easily by legal terms," said
McCormick, a computer specialist from Oakland, Calif. But in
deciding to handle her own claim,
"I figured, how hard can it be?"
The book explains the basic
formula insurance companies use
to decide how much to pay for an
injury. The amount an insurer is
willing to pay falls into a fairly
narrow range, whether or not a
claim is -filed by a lawyer.
There can be pitfalls for the
uninformed.
People should not get into telephone conversations with insurance adjusters about the sub-

stance of their claim, Matthews
said.
Adjusters may "try to paint
them into a corner" by getting
them to say they are partly at
fault for an accident or their injury does not seem to be that bad,
he said.
People should not rush into
making a claim before they know
the extent of their injuries, the
book says, but they also cannot
wait too long and miss the deadline to sue if they must.
Overall, Matthews' book says,
"Making a successful insurance
claim usually requires nothing
more complicated than providing
a clear explanation to an insurance adjuster, in plain language,
of how the insured was careless
and how such carelessness caused
the accident."
McCormick said the insurance
adjuster initially treated her in a
condescending manner.
"He didn't take me seriously
until he got my final demand letter," she said. "Then it was like,
'Wow, are you studying to be a
lawyer?"
Now, she says, "I tell anyone
who gets in an accident you
should handle it yourself."
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Laurie
Asseo covers the Supreme
Court and legal issues for I he
Associated Press.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 29 — The Philadelphia Inquirer, on David Kessler resigning from Food and Drug Administration:
Wall Street delivered the strongest testimonial to David Kessler's
leadership of the Food and Drug Administration: Tobacco stocks
surged on the news that he's stepping down.
Investors were betting that his successor won't be so hard on tobacco's lethal product line. Anybody interested in public health —
and that should be a universal concern — ought to insist that Dr.
Kessler's successor be equally committed.
With his degrees in medicine, business and law, Dr. Kessler
brought extraordinary expertise to the musty, demoralized FDA. ...
After six years on the job, David Kessler has earned a break
from the grind. But that mustn't start until it is assured that he will
have a worthy successor.
Nov. 29 — Tr -City Herald, Kennewick, Wash., on defeat of
U.S. Rep. Bob Dornan:
Bob Doman is best known for his shrill attacks on President
Clinton and his endless bragging about himself on talk radio.
He has earned his reputation as a firebrand extremist, attacking
ethnic groups, triing to bully women, naming himself as a super
patriot and labeling any who don't agree with him 100 percent as
disloyal and unworthy Americans.
But 1996 was not a good year for Dornan. He wasn't even an
afterthought for voters when he ran for the Republican nomination
for president. Now he has lost his scat in Congress to — of all'
things — a woman.
Of course Doman is crying voter fraud. He believes that because
his Orange County, Calif., district now has a heavy share of Hispanic voters, there must have been illegal aliens who cast ballots.
He offers zero evidence to support the accusation. Just bombast....
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Dec. 3 — News & Record of Greensboro, N.C., on marijuana's medicinal value:
The question of whether marijuana has redeeming medicinal
value has been debated since the plant first arrived in the United
States in the 1840s. It's unlikely that the controversy will be resolved by moving the discussion to Capitol Hill. But the Senate Judiciary Committee hearings that began Monday arc not just about
marijuana's medical utility.
Regardless of the benefits, marijuana is also an illicit drug that
many people, particularly teenagers, use for pleasure. The obvious
_worry.is_that Icgali72tion for medical use would -open another-avenue for abuse. ... Unfortunately, the opposing views on medicinal
marijuana have led to conflicting state and federal laws. Only Congress can resolve this problem.
It is both a state and federal crime to possess marijuana. Yet an
estimated 20,000 people have bought it through medical buying
clubs in Los Angeles and San Francisco alone. Last month, voters
in California and Arizona approved ballot initiatives that decriminalized therapeutic use of marijuana. Under the new California law,
not only is medicinal use allowed, but people with a marijuana prescription will be allowed to grow the plant.
... The drug's medical uses were important enough that the federal Food and Drug Administration approved a synthetic ... pill in
1985. Some subsequent studies have indicated that the synthetic
substitute was less effective than the natural product. The argument
in favor of permitting marijuana to be smoked for medical purposes
was sufficiently impressive that the federal government began
supplying it to certain patients. (The program stopped taking new
applicants in 1992.)
If marijuana is indeed a uniquely useful medical tool, physicians
ought to be able to prescribe it. But, given the demand for illicit
marijuana, any move in that direction needs to include appropriate
safeguards to prevent abuse. ...
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Forming the Constitution
More than a century ago, when
writers of Kentucky's present constitution met here, they were determined that the state have three
branches of government, but the
legislative branch would be the
decided lesser of the executive and
judicial branches.
In fact, the framers of the constitution wanted the General Assembly in the Capitol as little as
possible — a bare 60 days every
two years and on special occasions
when the legislative agenda was
dictated solely by the governor.
The reason for this anti-legislature attitude is that the General
Assembly before the new constitution was wracked by scandal and
members were largely controlled by
powerful railroad interests.
And besides, back then there
were few taxes, the entire government of the commonwealth (including the throe branches) was housed
in the Capitol and the annual state
budget was a few million dollars,
mostly to pay • for the system of
"common schools" required by the
constitution. There really wasn't any
great need for legislators to be in
session all that often.
We still have 60-day regular
sessions in even numbered years, of
course, and a constitutional amend-

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
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bers over bills.
But the very fact that recent
governors have felt compelled to
call so many special sessions is
more than ample reason for the
General Assembly to meet every
year at a certain time for a certain
length and be able to act on any and
all issues.

AGREE OR NOT

ment allowing a brief organizational
session in off years. But for all
practical purposes, the General Assembly meets every year,frequently
several times every year despite
what the framers had in mind.
Still, those ever-more-frequent
special legislative sessions, like the
one now under way on workers'
compensation reform, are dictated
by the governor.
They also are very much dictated
by a world far different than the
1890s, a world in which the annual
state budget is more than $10 billion
and the agencies of government are
spread far and wide all over the
capital city.
At a cost of about $35,000 per
day, those frequent special sessions
also are expensive, upwards of
$400,000 for a short, two-week
session.
Gov. Paul Patton may have to
work overtime to call as many
special sessions as his predecessor,

YMC

Brcreton Jones, who summoned
lawmakers into session every time
he turned around. But Patton also is
on record at various times in his first
year in office talking about special
legislative sessions early next year
to revisit the budget passed only
eight months ago and on his planned
reform of the state's system of
higher education.
Workers' compensation is a latecomer to Patton's agenda but he is
using his first special session to get
that thorny issue out of the way.
And with all the talk about a "crisis"
in the state's health insurance reform, Patton may very well be
forced to have a special session soon
to revisit that iteth as well.
Special sessions arc great to address special issues, because the
governor can limit legislative action
only to what the governor wants
addressed. No side issues can interfere. No horsctrading among mem-

That way, the members themselves will know when they must
leave their homes and occupations
to meet in Frankfort, instead of the
uncertainty of when a governor is
going to call one or more special
sessions during the year.
Even more important,the budgeting process for state programs and
services would be more precise.
Right now, estimating how much
revenue the state will have in two
years in advance is about as precise
as guessing who's going to win the
1998 Derby in 1996.
To bring, regularity or order out
of this special session chaos, however,requires the voters'approval to
undo what the framers of the constitution did so long ago.
Unfortunately, after Boptrot and
whatever comes of the simmering
Hot-to-Trot scandal,that's not likely
any time soon. And the fault lies, as
it did more than a century ago, with
legislators themselves.
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December 14
10 a.m. Racer Inn, Murray

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

I
Come and learn about an exciting new concept in
health, wellness and weight management. Valuable information for you and your family.

Santa sponsors needed now
As of today, sponsors are still needed for 62 families who have
signed up for the Santa Project. Families are being assigned through
the Calloway Family Resource Center at East Elementary, phone
753-3070, or the Murray Family/Youth Resource Center at 814 Poplar St., phone 759-9592. Those who want to help, but canmot assume sponsorship may mail tax deductible contributions to the
Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray. Angel trees throughout
the community also support the Santa Project. Distribution for
names beginning with A to M will be Monday, Dec. 16, and for
names beginning with N to Z will be Tuesday, Dec. 17.

—Guest Speaker—
Harolyn Hawks Hudson, Exercise & Nutrition Expert
Seminar is free but seating is limited.

NARFE Chapter plans meeting
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Refired Federal Employees will have their Christmas meeting on Friday, Dec. 13, at 11:30 a.m. at the Homeplace Restaurant, South 12th
Street and Glendale Road, Murray. President Glen Sims has a program planned featuring music by Margie Shown and Jim Frank. All
members arc urged to attend.

•

Christian Academy plans event
Murray Christian i•cadcmy will present its annual Christmas concert on Friday. Dec. 13, at 6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of First Baptist
Church, 203 South Fourth St., Murray. The Primary School Choir
and the Elementary Girls Ensemble will combine to present the
Christmas musical, Hark the Herald Angel. The Elmentary Chorus
will present selections of contemporary Christmas Carols from the
musical, Cool Carols for Kids. The Academy Band will also perform. A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Admission is free and the public is invited to attend.

Children's workshop Saturday
Playhouse in the Park will have a workshop for children, ages 9 to
12, Saturday, Dec. 14, from 11 a.m. to noon al the depot, located in
the new city-county park behind the old Wal-Mart store. Prof. Lissa
Graham of Murray State University Theatre who recently directed
the mainstage production of H.M.S. Pinafore at MSU will teach the
workshop.- To reserve a spot for your child, call the Playhouse at
759-1752. Only 20 spots are available.

Zetas will meet Thursday
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Dec. 12, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Trudy McFarlane will present a
program on "Christmas Goodies." Hostesses will be Peggy Brown,
Mary Wells, Katie Outland and Pauline McCoy.

Lutheran service tonight
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a soup supper tonight(Wednesday) at 6 p.m. The Advent season service will be at 7 p.m. with
the theme being "Amazing Love"(The Song of Mary) with scripture
from Luke 1:46-56. The public is invited to attend.

DAV holiday event Friday
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
have a Christmas party on Friday, Dec. 13, at 6 p.m. at Log 'Cabin
Restaurant. Joe Smith, commander, urges all members to attend.

Christian Women plan luncheon
Murray Christian Women's Club's "It's A Wonderful Life" luncheon will be Friday, Dec. 13, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Persons are asked to note the change of time from that
listed in the story on Monday. Reservations at $6 per person may be
made by tonight with Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.

MHS Council meeting Thursday
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Thursday, Dec. 12, at 5 p.m. in the school library. Don Hampton, principal, invites the public to attend.

North Committee will meet
Community Service and Support Team of North Elementary
School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday,
Dcc. 12, at 3 p.m. at the school. The public is invited.

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS

Sale On Tins

frs

Raspberry-Robinson
wedding to be Dec. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Bud A. Raspberry of Murray announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Lori Gail Raspberry, to Patrick Darren Robinson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn G. Robinson of
Kirk sey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Marcelle Rice and the
late Thomas F. Rice of Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Raspberry of Hazel..
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Ezell of
Kirksey and Mrs. Helen Robinson and the late Herschel Robinson of
Murray.
Miss Raspberry, a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University. She is employed by the Calloway
County Board of Education.
Mr. Robinson, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University. He is employed by Infosigns Co.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 28, 1996, at 4 p.m. at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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RED SALE
3 Days Only...Fri 13th, Sat. 141k & Mon. 16111

25% Off

20% Off

Dresses & Boys
Dress Jack Tar

Items With Red ,
„eta

41.141ie

Southside Manor • 753-3456

W.A.T.C.H. has cards
Again this holiday season, the
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities center for the handicapped) Center is
selling their specially designed
Christmas cards.
These cards are designed by
the participants at W.A.T.C.H.
They sell for S8 for a package of
20 cards.
All proceeds and donations
will go toward expenses at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main
St., Murray.
Cards may be purchased at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center, Charlie's
Pharmacy, Storey's Food Giant,
Calloway Public Library. Per-

sons may also call the center at
759-1965 for delivery of the
cards.
HIM MM

We T

Life's Greatest Ability!
When you enroll your child in
our Martial Arts program, we
will teach him/her life's greatest
ability — Responsibility.
Empowered with this trait, your
child will avoid negative peer
pressure, improve study habits
and build the foundation for a
successful life. Martial Arts is a
lot more than kicking and
punching!

YMCA plans winter break day camp
Murray Family YMCA will be conducting day camps at North
Elementary School on the following days: Dec. 20, 23, 26, 27, 30
and 31. Theses camps run from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. with the program beginning at 9 a.m. The children will be participating in a variety of activities, such as swimming, visiting Curris Center and LBL
Planetarium, hearing various speakers, and doing demonstrations.
Cost will be $15 a day for first child and $10 a'day for second child.
Pre-registration is required. Financial assistance is available, but cut
off for financial assistance applications is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 17.
For more information call the YMCA at 753-4295.

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Lori Gail Raspberry and
Patrick Darren Robinson

01996
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Introductory
Offer

$29.95
Offer goal Aro Dec 3I, 1906

Call Today!
This program is
only available at:
P#12 Ts

1113 Oliva
Blvd.
s".!,..! USA •_

Murray
7534111
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KOMICIAT GANNET FOR ?IMAM RESOURCES

Factory Discount Shoes

41-114.-4k\
`
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11 HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN
767-0780

and

Nurse's Uniforms

Many Shapes & Sizes
Starting as low as $ .75
Perfect giftfor the person hard
to buy or on your list.

Your loss is our gain.
Fill it with cakes, cookies,
candies & other tasty treats!
HOLIDAY HOURS'
M-F 34 p.m.
Sat. 15-4 p.m. • Sun. 1-S p.m.
10th & Arcadia Sta.
Murray • 753-0921

sal
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Call today and find out
Holiday Hours
Mom-Sat.
p.m.
Sun. 14 p.m.

how

SANTA did it!

University Square • Murray, Ky.
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Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Wilson in 1937

Almo couple observing
59th anniversary today
Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Wilson 01 1971 Bethel Rd., Almo, are today,
Dec. 11, 19%, observing their 59th wedding anniversary.
Thcy were married on Dec. 11, 1937, at Paris, Tenn. Their only
attendant was Barkley Cole.
No formal celebration is planned, but the couple would appreciate
receiving cards.
Mrs. Wilson, the former Manon Brandon, is the daughter of the late
T. Brandon and Ardie Underwood Brandon. Mr. Wilson is the son of
the late Will Wilson and Audie Enoch Wilson.
Their five living children are Mrs. Euple Thompson and husband,
John, Paducah, and Mrs. Diane Brandon and husband, Jackie, Ms.
Wanda Wilson, Mrs. Carolyn Woods and husband, Dennis, and Kent
Wilson and wife, Tina, all of Almo. A daughter-in-law is Donna Wilson of Almo. A deceased son is William Wilson of Almo.
Their nine grandchildren are Jeff Thompson and wife, Tracy, Paducah; Scott Thompson, Nashville, Tenn.; Tony Knight, Lisa Fuqua and
husband, Todd, and McKaylon Wilson, Almo; and Mark Herndon and
wife, Shan, Angela Stalls and husband, Monty, Sheri Ferguson and
husband, Buddy, and Ladon Warren and husband, Wesley, all of
Murray.
Their five great-grandchildren are Amy Thompson, Courtney Fuqua. Lane Fuqua, Christian Wilson, and Brandon Ferguson.

COWMBIA PineLake
Medical Offices
Dr. Pel kin. Will lie Open ( )11

Alpha Mu hears Kelleher

Decenther 16th.,At The Ne\k 1,,,eation

re)

For More Information call
(502) 251-4545
COWMBIA PineLake
Medical Office Building

r

cess to i
from Pa

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turner

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday

HELEN BOUGHTON

photos

Eric Kelleher, second left in top photograph, director of MurrayCalloway Senior Citizens Program, was speaker at the December meeting of Alpha Mu Chapter No. 4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
Sorority. Kelleher discussed the many services of the senior citizens
program here. Pictured with Kelleher are, from left, Susan Plunkett,
Kathie Gentry, and Helen Campbell, chapter president. In the bottom
photograph, lielen Campbell presents the prize to Myung Hee Lee and
baby girl, Katherine Daeun Seo, for the Disaster Fund prize furnished
by the hostess, Paula Green.
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Newborn admission
Henson baby boy, parents, Stacey
and Rickey, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Clara D. Culp, Benton; Mrs.
Rita Harrison Henson, Almo; Mrs. Toni
L. Fancher, Puryear, Tenn.:
Ricky Lee Ervin, Mayfield; Mrs. Mi-

759-4512 • Hwy. 94 East
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-5. Sun. 1-5

$3.99

$3.29
Crispy corn meal breaded fish fillets.
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chelle L. Allen and baby girl, Kirksey;
Mrs. Linda K. White, Paris, Tenn :
Mrs. Rosie Cook, Mrs Sue M
Tuttle, Norbert A. Siebold, Eurie Warren, Mrs. Jim Michelle Smith and baby
girl,
Miss Judith M Whitfield, Mrs
Christina L. Parrish and baby boy, and
Mrs-. Renee Lynn McDougal, all of
Murray.
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Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Dec. 8, have
been released as follows:
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Dismissals
Mark E. Williams, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Carolyn Park4, Hazel; Mrs. Patricia Ann Lane, Farmington; Mrs Lyda
Mae Seaford, Benton;
Stephen Bruce Reed, Miss Mary
Brinda Smith, and H. William Hornbuckle, all of Murray.
Expifiti0.9
Jesse Bailey, Murray.
.• • •

Ci

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 9, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Begin • baby boy, parents, Cirlsne
and Timothy, Roswell, Ga.;
Hardy baby girl, parents, Debra and
Steve, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Louise Johnston, Dexter;
Herbert B. Orr, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Stacey Henson and baby boy, Benton;
Mrs. Oneda Crider, Kenneth B.
Armstrong, Mrs. Gwendola Healey,
Bobby T. McCuiston,
Mrs. Deanna Grey Thurman and
baby girl, and Miss Samantha Johnson, all of Murray.

Olympic Plaza

$1.00 OFF

BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER
Tender bete-size tried shrimp,
hes, cote slaw and hushpuppies
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If you're looking for that perfect tan, there's no need
to fly to Cancun or take a cruise to the Caribbean. All
you have to do, drive to 641 North and visit Wolff
System Tanning.
The owners of the tanning salon in Olympic Plaza,
have gone Mother Nature one better installing the
Ultrabronz bed.
These UVA beds filter out virtually all of the UV B
rays, greatly reducing the risk of burning, drying,
peeling and wrinkling. Compare this to 17.5% UVB
from the sun and 6-9% from conventional tanning
beds.
This revolutionary technology has been used in
Europe for years. They already know what we're just
finding out- UV A is the smarter way to tan! One thirty
minute session is equivalent to twelve sessions on a
conventional bed,or a whole day in the Caribbean sun.
Just three to five sessions can give you a deep, natural
tan, which can be maintained with only one to two
visiu each month.
Given today's hectic lifestyle, the results obtained
from this special type of tanning known as.. high
pressure can certainly help you make the best of your valuable time! High pressure also saves you money. For what you may be paying its
conventional salon for six months, you could tan year round on an Ultnibronz bed.
Wolff System Tanning offers the newest relaxing and comfortable experience in tanning. The knowledgeable owners and staff are
dedicated to your satisfaction and overall well-being. A full line of tanning products, are also available.
Yes, comfort takes high priority at Wolff System Tanning. The exceptional service will leave you feeling sensational. Each bed is
equipped with stereo box, so you can relax and ploy your own tap4s while you tan.
Not only are their beds sanitized after every use, but each customer receives afresh, clean,full sized bath sheet and a hand towel at the
start of the session.
Wolff System Tanning is professional and will give you more than just a service. They give you a reason to come back!
Wolff System Tanning is celebrating their grand opening soon, so come in, take a look around, and meet the owners and staff.
Call Wolff System Tanning at 753-WOLF or stop on by Olympic Plaza, to schedule an appoinunent or just see for yourself. Walk-ins
welcome, schedule providing. Their god is 10 provide the best service possible.
- pit ••••••1•••••11
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Wolff System Tanning Center

CAPTAIN D'S
CLASSICS
COUNTRY STYLE
FISH DINNER

Newborn admission
Thurman baby girl, parents, Deanna
and Mark, Murray.
Dismissals
Willard M. Wadlington, Wingo; Otis
Anderson, New Concord; Mrs. Robbie
Lyons, Big Flock, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sheba J. Spellman, Almo;
Claude Hamilton, Paris, Tenn.; Ms.
Gracie Barrett. Hardin,
Mrs. Faylene Sample, Warren,
Mich.; John W. Vow, Kirksey, Miss
Jennifer Riser, Mayfield:
Mrs. Betty L. Kinney, Mansfield,
Tenn.; Willie Tharpe Jr., Paducah;
Mrs. Jennifer G. Baumer, Racine,
Wis.;
Miss Delia M. Sexton, Mrs. Cheridean Brock, Pat W. Carraway, Miss
Jessica D. Calhoon, Codie Lee
Caldwell,
Marvin T. Johnson, Jerry W. Windson, Mrs. Dean Downey, Thomas R.
Carnal, and Thomas C. Kind, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Roy Knight, Murray.
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Dec. 7, have been released as
follows:

Hoffman's

8-PIECE SHRIMP
DINNER

AfterEpiscop
moving

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Dec. 6, have been
released as follows:
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turner of Benton will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 15.
A reception, hosted by their family, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Benton Golf and Country Club, Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner were were married Dec. 21, 1946, at Corinth,
Miss., by the late -Rev. Morice Howe. Their attendants were the late
Sam and Christine Kelley of Murray.
Mrs. Turner, the former Betty Melton, is the daughter of the late
Alvie and Lottye Melton. She worked several years for the late Dr.
George C. McClain as a nurse, and later as a secretary for Carpenter
Local 2049.
Mr. Turner is the son of the late Rollie and Martha Turner. A retired carpenter of Local 357, he is a member of T.L. Jefferson Masonic Lodge, York Rite Bodies, and: Shriners. He is a veteran of
World War II.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Burncda Koenig and husband, Karl,
Hardin, and Mrs. Connie McElwain and husband, Jackie (Butch),
Trigg County. They have one grandson, Sean Hunter McElwain.

1029 Medical Center Circle. Suite 200 • Mayfield. KY 42066
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Barbie collections on display at public library
By GERRY REED
Barbie Club Writer
Happy recipients of the raffled
Barbie Dolls from the Nov. 30th
Barbie Show and Sale held at
Calloway Public Library were
Franie Eldridge of Housekeeping
Department of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Pat Largent,
LPN, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Eldridge won a Bloomingdale's Shopper Barbie, and Largent a Star Wars Barbie and Ken.
The For The Love of Barbie
Doll Club, which has been organized for less than a year, was
happy with the response to the
show and sale at the library
where hundreds of Barbies were
displayed to delight the eyes of
the young and the young-at-heart.
They credit much of their success to the advice they received
from Paducah Doll Club members, Gracie Erwin and Ruby
Randolph, and to the support of
the Murray Tourism Commission.
The register was signed by
guests from Calloway County,
Benton, Mayfield, _Wingo,

Fronie Eldridge

Pat Largent

Calvert city, Paducah, Bowling
Green, Winchester, Clarkson,
Prestonburg, Louisville, Lexington, Buchanan, Tenn., Paris,
Tenn., Union City, Tenn., Mansfield, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn.,
Evansville, Ind., Salem, Ill., Birmingham, Ala., Columbia, S.C.,
and Boulder, Colo.

Seventeen tables were rented
to vendors from Murray, Hardin,
Paducah, Marion, Lexington, and
Paris, Tenn. They said they were
pleased with the outcome of the
day and look forward to coming
again. They have packed up and
gone, but the exhibit of special
Barbics will continue at the li-

brary throughout the month of
December.
Exhibits still on display at the
Calloway County Public Library
include the following:
Bob Machie designer dolls and
the complete set of Holiday Barbies that are part of Nina Butterworth's collection;
Betty Miller's black Holiday
Barbies, Midnight Gala, Opening
Night, Benefit Ball, and City
Style Barbie;
Oneida Boyd's original Barbie
#3, original Ken, original Midge,
Crystal Barbie, Pink Jubilee, and
30th Anniversary Star;
Mildred Stall's international
Barbies representing Holland,
Peru, Germany, England, India,
Scotland, China, Japan, Korea,
Mexico, Hawaii, Spain, Alaska,
and Kenya:
Grace James' Camper and furniture, pink bedroom furnishings,
doll case and wardrobe;
Dianna Young's Francie,
Skipper, Talking P.J., and Barbic's Family and house and furnishings, doll case and wardrobe:
Gerry Reed's Teacher Barbie,

Trevathans'reception to be Saturday
After 40 years as a priest, Fr. Andre Trevathan, vicar of St. John's
Episcopal, Murray, will retire Dec. 31. He and his wife, Carol, will be
moving to Louisville.
A reception in their honor will be Saturday, Dec. 14, from 4:30 to
7:30 p.m. at North Branch of Peoples Bank of Murray.
The entire community is invited to the reception.
The St. John's Parish asked Fr. Andre and Carol to share their
thoughts on retirement. Their reflections follow:
Fr. Andre Trevathan
"The President of the United States and I were both born in Arkansas, but I came along earlier, during the Great Depression (1931). One
of my earliest Little Rock memories is seeing Franklin D. Roosevelt
in an open car.
"Both of my parents were West Kentucky natives (Arlington and
Wickliffe) and moved bakc to Paducah in 1940 where I attended
public schools, graduating from Tilghman High School with plans to
be a journalist (a sportswriter!).
"I was baptized and confirmed along with my parents at Grace
Church. At Sewance, drawn by the university chaplain and courses in
Bible and history. I began to consider ordination. But after four years
on that foggy Tennessee mountain, I chose New York City seminary,
and not Sewanee.
"After graduation from General Theological Seminary and ordination in 1956, I learned that Bishop Marmion has no openings for a
new priest in Kentucky, so I stayed on in New York, working as an
assistant in two parishes there for the next seven years.
"Ministry to Hispanics led me to vacation in Puerto Rico. The
Bishop of Puerto invited me to return to wor, which I did..and stayed
for 23 years. I was by turn parish priest, hospital and convent chaplain, community action worker, university chaplain, environmentalist
advocacy group director, instructor in liturgics, assistant to the bishop
for program, archdeacon and parish priest.
"Carol and I married in Puerto Rico and returned to the U.S. in
1985, when my mother's health became precarious. Bishop Reed appointed me Purchase Interim Area Minister to make the transition
from yoked congregations to area ministry (1985-86).
"I was interviewed by the congregation of St. John's and appointed

Vicar and Episcopal Chaplain at Murray State University beginning
Nov. 1, 1986, and installed as such on Dec. 17 of the same year, the
30th anniversary of my ordination to the priesthood.
"As I retire at the 40th anniversary of that ordination, aware that
priestly ministry does not end with retirement from parish responsibilities, I look forward to seeing whatnew forms it will take.
"We both look forward to time with children and grandchildren, to
travel, and perhaps the pursuit of a few undeveloped hobbies and a
time of renewal refreshment."
Carol Trevathan
"I grew up in a Pennsylvania town about the size of Murray in the
Pennsylvania Dutcei' party of the state with no local university to
broaden the perspective.
"The Eopiscopal church came into my life like the discovery of fire
when 1 was still in high school, and it's been a pretty hot love affair
ever since.
"A college education at Penny state opened the candy store of
`things you could know', but somehow allowed me to bypass the idea
that you were supposed to conic out with a marketable vocational
specialty.
"(The knowledge of Slavic languages and various philosophies
never gave me an answer to the question on everyone's mind: `But
what are you going to DO with it?') I have actually done various
things with languages, none of them lucrative, but the fasination
remains.
"My trajectory through life so far has been a string of events and
discoveries .that have yet to reveal any single unifying rationale.
"After college followed a brief stint as a school teacher and then
four years in Oregon, where I learned that being a welfare case worker
could produce physical illness and strong socialist sympathies. Then
there were the 17 years in Puerto Rico, raising a family, and becoming
bilingual, bicultural, and a piano teacher.
"In 1985 instead of going "home" to Pennsylvania when my children went away to college, I married Andre and came with him to
western Kentucky. So here we are, and have been for 11 years, 10 of
them in the liveliest and best parish I've ever experienced.
"Maybe soon I'll get a glimmer what it's all about."

Olympics, Graduate '96, Japanese Barbie, Barbie's Bear, and
Evening Extravaganza;
Katherine Ray's black Moonlight Magic, Peaches and Cream,
Silver Royale, Skating Stars, Native American, Japanese, My
First Barbie, Holiday Memories,
and Benefit Ball;
Holly Barnes' Bubble Cut
Brunette, Skipper and assorted
clothing;
Mary Sinclair's Golf Date,
Jewell Princess, Dorothy of Oz,
Crystal, My Fair Lady Eliza, Pink
Eliza, Embassy Ball Elisa, 50's
Barbie, Tiger Pride Kira, Christmas Barbie, Bo Peep:
Zana Hoover's original 1950
Ginger with wardrobe:
Madonna Elkins' 12 Ashton
Drake ornaments, nine keyrings,
1920 Flapper, Victorian Lady,
Southern Belle, Grecian Goddess,
Gibson Girl, Medieval Lady:
Judy Sheimon's Barbie Dream
House, Allan Yatchman, Ken.
Western Ken and Barbie, Ballerina, Live Actiion TnT, and Kissing Barbie.
The video tape of the Nov.
30th Show and Sale will play in
the foyer throughout the month of
December. Also the exhibit can
be seen during regular library
hours throughout this month.

Bridat.
(Registry
Christy Bel

6

Matt Mattingly

Karla Blakely & Chris Cantrell
Jennifer Brewer & Tom Cain
Aimee Clark & James Todd
Karla Donlon & Jason Tudor
Sonia Ell & Nathan Richey
Shed Gupton
& Stephen Pennington
Amanda Hopper
& Lam Coomes
Dottie IhilUnlx & Charles Mier
Stacy Roe 1 WIN Holt

.--
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Gale Vinson is coordinator of
the Children's Choirs and Dr.
Terry Ellis is pastor who invite
the public to attend.
Members, directors, and leaders of the choirs are as follows:
Music Makers III
Zachary Apple, Andrew Cain,
Carlin Courtney, Lauren Ellis,
DeAndra Heskctt, Kayla Hurt,

Katlyn Jump, Chris Lopez, Chelsea Morris, Ryan Noland, Lcanna
Strickland, Jared Tabers, Maggie
Tate, Amanda van Ameringcn,
Kelli Vinson, Matthew Wcdan
and Brent White, members; Janet
Brewer, director; Dottie Kraemer,
Nancy Rose and Carol Thompson, leaders.
Young Musicians I
Cindy Blalock, Emily Brandon,

Kim Culp, Nicole Darnall, Seth
Darnell, MacKenzie Hoffman,
Shelly Martinez, Stephen Parker,
Steven Rader, Jonathan Raj,
Grant Rudolph, Nathan Smith,
Brcannc Sykes and Morgan Williams, members; Brenda Hines,

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

NEW CROP

Children's choirs'program is tonight
The Music Makers III and
Young Musicians I Choirs of
First Baptist Church will present
"Once Upon a Starry Night" tonight (Wednesday) at 6:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church, Murray.
This is a Christmas musical for
children by Ruth Elaine Schram
and John Jacobson. Soloists will
be Grant Rudolph and Chelsea
Morris.

Perception is a funny thing. The
way one person perceives things,
another sees it totally different. What
we think someone would like for a
gift may be the last thing they want,
but because of our perception of that
person, we think it is the perfect gift
Fctem. Gifts send a message to the
person who receives it.
For example, she gave her boyfriend silk boxers. lie felt she was
getting too serious and broke off the
relationship. She rust thought the
polka dots were cute.
Ile thought his wife would love
that new electric potato peeler he had
seen on the home shopping dub. She
thinks Lorena Fiobbit might have had
a point.
So again, we see that perception
can make all the difference in what
message one wants to convey to that
special someone.
At D.K. Kelley we have a wonderful selection of gifts that will send just
the right message to your friends and
loved ones.
I'ere are some suggestions for the
totally clueless. Sterling silver
jewelry is much more appreciated
than a potato peeler. A pretty sweater, dress or pant set will say "I want
you to Itiok great."
Women love personal gifts because
it says you care about her feelings. If
you still don't know what your favonte person wants, don't despair, we
will be happy to help you choose the
perfect gift sure to please_
You can't go wrong with a gift from
D.K. Kelley. In addition to our gift
certificates, sweaters, sweatshirts,
animal print purses, scarfs, vests and
jewelry, we have expanded OM gift
section with lighthouse bird feeders,
angel music boxes, ivy trays & baskets and many more interesting and
different items.
This year with all the Brighton
belts, watches, wallets, purses and
picture frames, you can be sure to
please a woman of any age with these
perfect accessones.
Congratulations to Sharon Crouch
who won the sterling silver bracelets
at our luncheon Friday. Join us each
Friday for lunch and let us guide you
in the perfect selection for the people
on your let.
All Christmas sweaters and gift
items are 20% off. We also have 50%
off price racks and 20-40% oft
,
selected groups.
Come by soon — Christmas is just
around the corner Stay tuned to next
•
week's Fun & Fashion report...
We will be open for the next two
Sundays from I until 5 for your
shopping convenience.

PECANS
ARE HERE
'Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
•*Munchin' Pecans...Roasted/Salted
KENTUCKY NUT CORPORATION *Custom Cracking of Your In Shell
P.O. Box 150, Hickman, KY 42050 'New: Chocolate Pecans and Almonds;
Phone (502) 236-2662
Roasted Cashews & Macadamia Nuts

director; Andrea Hogancapm,
Annie Nance and Lisa Rudolph,
leaders.

,••

Calloway Girls' Chorus will sing at museum
PADUCAH — The Girls'
Choir from the Calloway County
High School will perform a
30-minute choral program in the
lobby of the Museum of the
American Quitter's Society, 215
Jefferson St., Paducah, on Saturday, Dec. 14, at 2 p.m.
This group of 28 high school
students will perform traditional
holiday music under the direction
of Mark Dycus, choral teacher.
All community members are infited to attend this performance,
which is made available free of
charge.
While at MAQS, visitors can
also enjoy the lobby exhibit of 10
holiday trees, decorated with
hand-crafted ornaments from around the country.
Included are crocheted snowflakes, hand-carved santas, handblown glass bulbs, pewter figures, fabric doves, wooden puzzle
ornaments, quilted stockings, pottery bells, and a myriad .of other
decorations.
This display will be open free
of charge to the public through
Dec. 29.
Ornaments and other handcrafted items are available in the
museum's gift shop.. just off the
lobby, along with Christmas,

Tired ofthrowing
your weight around?

Chanukah, and other note Cards.
Current quilt exhibits include
"Campaign Voices--Ballot
Choices: Political Keepsakes &
quilts," "The Quilts of Ruth B.
McDowell," and "Selections from
the MAQS Collection."

Admission charge for seeing
the quilt exhibits is $5 for adults,
$3 for students, and free for
children 12 and under accompanied by an adult.
MAQS is open to the public
Tuesdays through Saturdays from

infor10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
mation call 1-502-442-8856.
MAQS educational programs
arc supported in party by a grant
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
an agency of the Education, Arts
and Humanities Cabinet.

NOW $10 OFF
Entire Stock of Men's and
Kid's Eastland Footwear
819.99

1k JUNGLE CHRISTMAS...

Men's "Albany"

Receive an AM/FM
radio and heaphones
with culy Easficnd
footwear purchase!

0
1

rt-

1111
Ladles "Pownal"

Terry's Decorating Center
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center • Hwy.641 South • Open 8 Days A Week • 753-3321

‘01641.

829.88

839.88

‘‘dipr

Men's "Oneonta"

adkii

Framed Animal Prints,
(0_,
)
1(:_z
.
Animal Print Pillows, (
,
Ceramic & Leather Wrap,
Elephants,
Leopards, Tigers,
Zebras & Much Much More!
Also, Gun Cabinets, Curio Cabinets, Hope
Chests & UK Bean Bags Are Great
Christmas Gifts For The Whole Family!

No. $49.99

Ladles "Tahoe"

AIL dale

Women's styles specially priced too!

sHoe sensarion
Chestnut Hills Plaza • 753-6242

Kentucky Oaks Mall • 443-1331
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To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Wednesday. DiC. 11
Reservations for Murray Christian
Women's Club luncheon Friday due
tonight/753-3999 Of 753-2399.
Southwest Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making CounciV3,30
p m./counselor's room
Health Express of MCCH/Kroger
°Superstore at Murray/12:30-3 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Blankenship Circle
Christmas party/6'30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 pm.: service/7 p.m.
Northside Baptist Church prayer
meeting/7 p m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/6 p.m.;
Parents meeting to Grades 9 &
—, 10/6.30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
World/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
pm.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 pm.: mission groups, prayer
and business meeting/7 p m.
First Presbyterian Church ARKWOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.; Session/7:30
p.m
First Christian Church Bible Study/6
p.m , Choir/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir and Choristers/5 p.m.;
Kids Club/5:30 p.m ; Handbell, Tom
Turner Silent Prayer, Singers Unlimited, Ruth Wilson potluck at church,
Wesleyan Groupat Dutch Essenhaus/6
p m ; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Intercessory
Prayer/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Music Makers 111 and Young Musicians
I Choirs program, Youth Prime
Time/6.30 p.m.; Prayer meeting, Bible
Stud)06:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7.45
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky -Museum/
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Holiday Shopping at Holland Drugs

LI

20% Off Gift Items (Eiduding VOA* COMM*/
Angel Picture Frames • 25% Off Afghans
Boxed Christmas Cards • Snowmen Baskets
Santa Rugs • 50% Ott Remaining Fall Items

4.

HOLLAND DRUGS

it
L

e.
'
Ar.7*1-

109 S. 4th St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

11

.

753-1462

ENGLISH FOS/
Specialty Foods
Specializing in Chocolates
from Around the World
Sugar-Free Collections Also. Available
Stop By Today!
Holiday Hours: M-F 9-4, Sat. 10-4, Sun. 1-5
10th & Arcadia Streets • Murray • 753-0921
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Thursday, Dec. 12
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board/6:30 p.m /Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1 .30
p.m./Wealts Center Auditorium
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Murray City Council/7.30 p.m./City
Hall
Murray Board of Education/7
p m./Carter building.
Sell Help for Hard of Hearing/7
p.m "Mississippi Room, Cu rr is Center,
MSU. Info/759-2542.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex,
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m /Center for Accessible Living.
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./Faxon Fire
Building
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council/5 p.m./library.
North Elementary SBDM Community
Service and Support Team/3
p.m /school.
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp *1460
Sons of Confederate Veterans/7:30
p.m /Farm Bueau office building,- Ctinton. Info/753-9688.
Health Express of MCCH/Wal-Mart at
Camden, Tenn./9-11:30 a.m. and
1230-230 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/2 p.m./club house.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Suite 283-W, Medical Arts Building. Info/762-1485.
Murray Chapter No, 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Curris
Center Ballroom, MSU.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray High School Boys and Girls
host basketball games with Carlisle
County/6 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/2 p.m.;
Spanish . Mass/6 p.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Esther
Class Christmas dinner/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Step Aerobics/9:30
a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
First Christian Church Elder/Deacon
training/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
quilters/9:30 a.m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m.-4:15 pm
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Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are, top photograph, Lab/Chow
mix puppies, 10 weeks old; bottom left photograph, Setter mix, female
adult dog; bottom right photograph, tan, black, female, adult, brown
Tabby. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and
Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.
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Red Cross plans course
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross has
scheduled a Community First Aid
and Safety Class ori Saturday,
Dec. 14.
The class will start at 8:30 a.m.
and go until about 5 p.m.
If you will be needing a full
class or a re -certification before

Xi

the end of the year, please register for this class. This is the last
class of this type that will be offered until January.
For more information call the
Red Cross office at 753-1421 between the hours of 9 a.m, to noon
and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
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Lodge dinner on Saturday
By JOHN A. SALTER
Lodge Member
Benton Lodge No. 622 Free
and Accepted Masons will have a
family Christmas night for all
lodge members and their families
on Saturday, Dec. 14.

-14

Benton Masons are privileged

to have the services of a "builtin" caterer, Betty Baker.
Mrs. Baker is the wife of Charles Baker, past master and past
district grand master of the State
of Kentucky. She will do the
honors by preparing the food for
all to enjoy at the event to start at
7 p.m. Saturday.
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PURDOM FURNITURE'S

FINAL STOCK
REDUCTION!
ALL ITEMS 1N-STOCK ARE

DRASTICALLY REDUCED!
Maple • Oak • Cherry

Chests
4-Drawer

$55
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With Approved Credit And
EZ Payment Plan Only
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Everyone's favorite
holiday dish is
the one you don't
have to buy.

We Are Forced To Liquidate Our Entire Inventory.

Punters Furnilure
Is Ties Area's
Eiclusree WOW Deals?

$45
5-Drawer

°Ulf 4

;

Alr0,044.6411,1.11,1111/111

(White Slightly Higher)

Medic®
Bedding

by Lane Action
Hillcratt, King
and National

Twin

With PRIfigTAR®, you can give your family up to 95
channels in digital picture and sound. And you don't have
to buy the dish. Because PRIMESTAR is a service, there's

$49 ea

no equipment to buy. And it
Full

$69 ea

starts at about a dollar a day!

(When Sold In Sets)

the most wonderful holiday ever.

"WE'LL BEAT ANYBODY!"

The best value In Satellite TV.
1
. ,

PRIMES-iIV

PUIRDOM
Furniture and Mattress

Sat. 9-3

202 S. 5th St.
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Murray, KY

LAYAWAY
DISCOVER • VISA • MC
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Order
PRIMESTAR now
and when you sign up
for MultiChannel HBO,
Cinemax or STARZ! and
the Encore Multiplex,
you'll get the first
month upgrade free.

So give them PRIMESTAR, and have

Queen $99 ea

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
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Panhellenic Council
presents fashion show
Fashion promotion and merchandising students at Murray
State University presented a fashion show for the Panhellenic
Council on Nov. 21. The show
raised money for the Jane Hall
Scholarship Fund.
"United Colors of MSU" was
the theme of the show which featured the tumblers from Angel's
School of Dance at Cadiz as
entertainment.
Students serving as models for
the fashions represented the many
fraternities and sororities across
campus.
The show's presenters were Julie Boram, Miss MSU, and John
Mark Whitaker, 1995 Mr. MSU.
Retailers doing business here

Holiday reception Saturday

in Murray that provided fashions
that were featured in the show included: Fashion Bug, D.K. Kelly,
Maurice's, Wal-Mart, Dennison
Hunt, Zax, Corn-Austin, and
MSU Campus Bookstore.
Fashions were also from Express, Lerner and The Gap, Paducah; Metamorphosis, Mayfield;
and Howard and Jobe, Paris,
Tenn.
Fashion promotion and merchandising students that put the
show together were Sara Seely,
Kathleen Hartmann, Victor Kerney, Lynda Allen, Renah Rushing, Amanda Franks, Rachel Michael, Tracey Spencer, Shannon
Beale and April Crain. The instructor for the course is Dr.
Linda Gardner.

Schempp is selected
LEXINGTON — Alexia Kristen Schempp has been selected to
Lampas Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa (ODK), a national leadership honorary, at Transylvania
University.
In the tradition of the idealism
and leadership of George
Washington and Robert E. Lee,
the founders of ODK believed
that leadership of exceptional
quality and versatility in college
should be recognized.
Schempp, a junior at Transylvania, is a member of Phi Mu

fraternity, Student Alumni Association, Crimson Crew, College
Democrats and Student Activities
Board. She has volunteered for
the First-Year Urban Program,
Alternative Spring Break, Greek
Unity Service Day and Campus
Wide Service Day.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, she is a
middle education major at Transylvania. She is the daughter of
Nancy and James Schempp of
Murray.

Xi Alpha Phi meets
The women of Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi has
has many activities this year.
Dr. Farouk Umar of the Political Science Department of Murray State University talked about
the National Election and gave
some local information.
Kathy Stanfa of Ryan Milk
Company spoke about "Calcium."
She told what can happen to wo-

men without sufficient calcium,
and gave different ways to have
calcium in the diet.
The chapter announced that
Colleen Anderson and Cahrlotte
Tripp have received their ritual of
jewels pins.
A social was held Nov. 16 at
the Girl Scout Cabin. A Thanksgiving dinner was served in
celebration of the holiday.

Lori Stalls

CCHS senior
listed in book
a - -nior at CalloLori Stalls,Hig1
chool, will be
way County
featured in the 30Th edition of
Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
Stalls has been an active member of Future Business Leaders of
America for three years and of
Distributive Educational Clubs of
America for two years.
Throughout high school she
has also been a member of Future
Farmers of America and the Pep
Club. She is also a Laker Ace for
Mrs. Judy Williams, and is employed part-time as a secretary at
Stalls Auto Repair.
Stalls is the daughter of Larry
and Peggy Stalls; sister of Mark
Stalls and Jennifer Oakley;
granddaughter of Lonnie Stalls
and the late Virginia Stalls of Tecumseh, Mich., and Coy and
Ruby Palmer of Sulligent, Ala.;
and fiancee of David Parrish.

United Way
1,
1 -,•
•••'•
him; 1 . 111

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Lt.
Governor Dr. Stephen L. Henry
is inviting reporters, photographers, his neighbors and historians to his official residnce in
Frankfort on Saturday, Dec. 14,
for a holiday reception and tour
to celebrate the 200 year history
of the old governor's mansion.
"This event will kickoff a year
long tribute to this historic home
which is the oldest executive residence still in use in the United
States," the Lt. Governor said.
The tour for the media will be
from 1 to 2 p.m. with Kentucky's
Historian Laureate Dr. Thomas
Clark on hand to tell more about
the mansion's history.
Other historians and neighbors
of the mansion have been invited
to a reception and tour from 2 to
3:30 p.m.
Joining the celebration will be

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists times
The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
schedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday - closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;
Tuesday - closed discussion, 8
p.m.;
Wednesday - closed discussion, II a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday - open with speaker
and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.

members of the Kentucky World
Organization of china Painters.
The organization, with members
from all across the state, has contributed hand painted porcelain
and glass ornaments for a special
Christmas tree in the old
mansion.
Bill and Elizabeth Talbot of
Paris, Ky., have also been invited. Mr. Talbott is a direct descendant of Gov. James Garrard,
the first chief executive to occupy the mansion.
On Dec. 14, 1796, the Ken-

Kenlake will
help children
for holidays
Christmas is a special time of
year for Kenlake State Resort
Park Employees.
Each year with the help of the
community, the employees adopt
20 less fortunate children and
present them with gifts for the
holidays.
If you or a group which you
are involed with would like to
help sponsor a child, please mail
a check to A Child's Christams
Dream, c/o Kenlake State Park
Employees, 542 Kenlake Rd.,
Hardin, KY 42048.
Additional information may be
obtained
by
calling
1-800-325-0143 or 474-2211 and
ask for Alane or Tammy. .

wORIA-•

the cost of the yearbook has increased to $10.
Students may choose to have
their name engraved in gold on
the front cover for an additional
$3. If students wait until January
to reserve a yearbook, the cost
will rise to $15.
Also, only a limited number of
books are being ordered, and students who do not order in advance risk not receiving a copy.
Questions may be directed to
Alexina Charette at Murray
Middle School, 753-5125.

Dine in ow rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
Nlesquite and
II i&'kor
BIK), Chips
Oak Fla tired
Drink

BBQ

2.99

the Plate
the sands% it
or h) the Pound.

— Serving Ribs Daily —
Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
753-3985
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass

EXCLUSIVELY AT
SPIRIT SHOPPE!

•-•-* •" .

FREE
CASH!
$5
CAS NO

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Not valid in conjunction with any other Cash Offer.
Present coupon to Casino Services with a Players
Preferred Card and government issued I.D. to receive a
voucher redeemable at any casino cage for $5 in chips
or tokens. If you do not already have a Players Preferred
Card simply sign up at Casino Services. It's FREE!

11
$1
111
SiddS

Must be 21 years of age. Voucher is non-transterrabie Coupon is not
reproducible Players Casino reserves the right to change, cancel or
modify this promotion at any time without prior notice

One Cash Coupon Per Person
Not valid with bus groups
I WALT 1202

$5,

It Pays to Play
atPlayers!
Across from Paducah, KY, where 1-24
meets the Ohio River (Exit 37).

Tail Gate Stools
Foot Stools

atk Rd ;/14. I
,1

4

1-800-929-5905 k

UK Bar Stools
30" 84 24"

°5
40

1•11,1,ishor
51.,[keti,1,,c

.• *.•

VALID DEC. 11-13 & 15-17

Take a drive
to Lone Oak

5

uicky Legislature passed an act to
provide a permanent dwelling for
Kentucky's governors. It came at
the suggestion of Kentucky's first
governor, Isaac Shelby, who living in a log cabin at the time.
The old governor's mansion at
420 High St. in downtown Frankort, known as the Governor's Palace, served as the state's executive residence until the new Governor's Mansion was built near
the Capitol. Today, the old mansion serves as the official home
of the Lt. Governor.

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have Sonja
Eli bride-elect ofNathan Richey,join
our bridal registry.

MMAS taking orders
Murray Middle School is taking orders for the new Tiger
Tracks yearbook now through
Tuesday, Dec. 19.
Because of many new features,

9A
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Metropolis, IL

GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS
• $100 service credit
• Waived
aqiv•ation fee
(05.00 value).
• Free Motorola
Handheld
($129.00 value*)
Samuel Thomas Blalock

First birthday
is celebrated
Samuel Thomas Blalock celebrated his first birthday on Sunday, Nov. 24.
A party was held at Jennie's
Petit Cafe with "Winnie the
Pooh" as the theme.
Sammy is the son of Bob and
Missy Blalock; grandson of
James T. and Jennie Nesbitt and
Blanche Blalock; great-grandson
of Faye Jewell and Thomas and
Genella Nesbitt; and sister of
Heather Blalock.
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CELL
FELEsscomU
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The way people talk
around here

• Largest home rate
calling area

Main Street Cellular to Paging, Main Street, 821-9900
Johnson's Furniture 126 West Main Street, 365 3882
Advanced Cellular to Paging, 2950. South Lane, 821-1888
Lloyd's Corner 323 East Main, 522 8401

United States Cellular, 30 North Main Street. 821 1111
United States Cellular. 1733 Kentucky Avenue. 444-0084
United States Cellular, 906 S 12th Street, 753 7533
Johnson's Furniture 118 North Main St. 965 2269

••

.„'
•

• 29 United States
Cellular retail
locations to serve
you in Western Kentucky
and Southern Indiana

UNITED STATES

Visit us at one of our WAL-MART locations: Madisotwillo, Princotos
Call lot ore wended holiday hours
Offer requires a new one yew sennce agreemeit Other restrictions and charges may apply See store for details Offer expires December 31 19%
•Phone prices may vary with authorved agents

•••• •••
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• Local customer
service

Get one
worth $264
for free.

Sharetalk multi line
family plan (Up to 3
additional lines
for $15.95 a line
per month.)
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Minesate Electronics, 5th and Adams Street, 333-5581
Porter Communications, 480 US HWY 62 E, 388-7010
Custom Audio. 405 E Centers, 825-8326
Paper Depot, 3245 Lone Oak Rd., 534-0747

Rex Powell Service Center. PO Box 442, 665-5886
Office Max, 5045 HinkleviNe Rd. 575-3509
Advanced Cellular b Paging. 3200 Pork Ave. 443-1075
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Country singer Faron Young dies at 64

bi)C

he said, '1 can sull sing.' And he
started in on 'It's Four in the
Morning' and it was beautiful."
Though his fame withered in
the past decade as he became less
active, Young's influence is still
felt in country music. Gary Allan
recorded Young's "Wine Me
Up" on his debut album this
year, and the honky-tonk group
BR5-49 cites Young as a major
influence.
"He had a style all his own,"
said Gary Bennett of BR5-49.
"And in my opinion, a style as
unique as Hank Williams Sr. He
was definitely a singer's singer."
In his heyday during the late
1950s and '60s, hardly a week
passed in which Young didn't
have a hit on Billboard's country
music charts.
Besides the Willie Nelson
classic "Hello Walls," Young
scored hits with "Sweet

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Time eroded his popularity and
poor health shook his spirit before Faron Young, the country
star who sang "Hello Walls,"
killed himself.
Young. who died Tuesday at
64, never lost the versatile singing voice that put him atop country charts with "Alone With
You" and the ballad "Coin'
Steady," his first hit in 1953.
Four decades and dozens of
hits later, Young dismissed his
band and quit the road. He suffered from emphysema in his later years and recently had surgery
for prostate cancer.
Young shot himself in the head
Monday at his home in Nashville.
A suicide note said he was depressed about his failing health.
"We had a 2'A -hour visit four
or five weeks ago," said Jerry
Kennedy, who produced Young's
No. I hit "It's Four in the Morning" in 1971.
"He was having trouble huffing and puffing up the stairs, but

&COP'

Do You Have the Very First

Calvin and Hobbes
Book Ever Published?
Ii not. call 1-899-642-6480 and mention this newspaper.
Price 9.95 plus $2.00 shipping

MONTEREY PARK, Calif.
(AP) — Black community leaders
are dissatisfied with a sheriff's
department investigation that
found no evidence the CIA was
involved in cocaine dealing in
Los Angeles.
"Sheriff Sherman Block has
not answered all the questions,"
Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Los
Angeles, said Tuesday. The head
of the Congressional Black Caucus said she would press for
further investigation.
An internal probe that began in
October found "no evidence of
United States government involvement, including the CIA, in
the Los Angeles drug trafficking
activities" of admitted Nicaraguan drug dealer Danilo Blandon,
according to a summary of the
3,600-page report.

The Professionals
Is your transmission leaking, slipping, making unusual noises?

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.
* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *
1

I une-Ilp Special

19.95

4 flange Fluids
.4 leans Screena
•1dnisi Rands & linkage
•Sess Pan Gaoket
•Road Teat
Ito(oven • fquel1111911

OFF

OFF

MAJOR
REPAIRS

CIATTCH
REPAIR

With Coupon
Erpirrs

Wish Coupon
Erpires 12-11-96

"This case is closed," Block
said.
The report, considered the first
comprehensive law enforcement
review of the charges, has been
forwarded to the House and Se-

me.

IN North 4th SI,
7595000

for Young.
In 1963, Young founded the
country music fan magazine
Music City News, which he sold
in the late 1970s. Its circulation
is about 100,000.
An occasional actor, he got the
nickname "The Singing Sheriff"
from a role in the movie "Hidden
Guns." Among his other films
were "Raiders of Old California" and "Daniel Boone."
The legacy of his hit records
will prevail, said country music
historian Daniel Cooper.
"Faron Young is one of the
greatest singers country music
has ever had," Cooper said.
"The importance of his music is
only lately coming to be understood, and will be more and more
over time."
Young, who divorced about 15
years ago, is survived by four
children.

. cd the
claim could have influenc
singer's decision to end his life.
"I think some people, you take
away their life blood and what
they live for, and things like this
happen," Paycheck said.
Young helped Paycheck, and
many others, get started in country music. He recorded early
songs written by Nelson. Don
Gibson and Bill Anderson, and a
young Kris Kristofferson earned
rent money working as a laborer

Probe: No evidence of CIA drug involvement

ATLAS TRANSMISSION

'lRthSMISSION

Dreams," "Live Fast, Love
Hard, Die Young," and "Country Girl." He had over 80 charted
records from 1953 to 1989.
At least one friend, booking
agent Jim Case, said Young considered himself "underappreciated" by the music industry. Singer Johnny Paycheck,
who said he hadn't had contact
with Young for about two years,
said he thought the lack of ac-

nate intelligence committees, he
said.
Several federal investigations
are under way into charges the
CIA either took part in or countenanced the selling of crack cocaine through black street gangs
in South Central Los Angeles to
raise money for Contra rebels
fighting the Nicaraguan government in the 1980s.
Stories in the San Jose Mercury News concluded that the
growth of crack cocaine could be
traced to Blandon — a Contra
sympathizer — and another alleged drug dealer, Norwin Meneses, working through "Freeway" Ricky Ross. Ross was sentenced to life in prison in San
Diego last month for drug
dealing.
The series did not accuse the
CIA of directly encouraging the
sale of drugs to raise funds for
the Contras, but it sparked widespread anger in black
communities.
Blandon's contact with the
Contras "had long since van-

ished" by the time of his involvement with Ross, and the
money he received from Ross
"went into Blandon's Personal
pockets or to his Colombian suppliers," Block said.
Block also said the probe specifically discredited allegations of
departmental wrongdoing during
a series of 14 raids on Blandon's
and Ronald Lister's alleged drug
operation in 1986.
They were never prosecuted on
drug dealing chargcs because deputies found only a small amount
of drugs during the raids, and not
because the sheriff's department
was trying to cover up a CIA link
to the case, he said.
The sheriff said the probe did
find something they were not
looking for — that three deputies
stole $53,000 from the homes of
Blandon and Lister.
Those deputies were convicted
of theft in another, unrelated
case, Block said, and will not be
prosecuted for the newly discovered thefts because the statute of
limitations has expired.

Mother Teresa's irregular heartbeat corrected
CALCUTTA, India (AP) —
Doctors corrected Mother
Teresa's irregular heartbeat with
a mild shock today after determining she was strong enough for
the procedure.
The 86-year-old nun was conscious during the treatment and,

Fisiaacusg-.4,wailahir
Upon Approved (*reds'

Atlas
Transmion

Discounts for military, retired
military, senior citizens
& students.

"I Wanted My Parents
To Have The Best Care
So I Chose
HomeCare."
Virina Darnell, rIgla, and her parents
Irma and Havil l'endergrass (Ilome(:are patients)
al Murray, Ks.

according to the B.M. Birla Heart
Research Center, asked doctors_
whether it had succeeded. Told
that it had, she said: "Wonderful.
OK, so let us go home now."
Doctors, however, said she
needed to be monitored to ensure
that her heartbeat remained normal. She was in stable condition.
Mother Teresa, hospitalized
Nov. 22 after a mild heart attack,
repeatedly has asked to return to
the Calcutta headquarters of her
Missionaries of Charity, where
she lives and works.
Her doctors had said she could
not leave the hospital until they
had corrected her irregular heartbeat, because it created the risk
of a stroke. They have said she is
likely to be released before
Christmas..
The weak functioning of her
heart had affected Mother
Teresa's lungs and kidneys, but
the hospital statement said doctors decided she had improved
enough for her heartbeat to be
treated today. Her heart and kidney functioning were stable, a bout of bronc-

hial pneumonia was responding
well to treatment with antibiotics
and her breathing was improving
with regular chest massages.
Despite a slight setback over
the weekend, Mother Teresa has
been increasingly active in recent
days.
On Tuesday, she walked in
stages for a total of 20 minutes in
the intensive therapy unit, leaning
only occasionally on an attendant. Doctors say she has managed to walk a bit furtherivery
day.
.r
She also took care of paperwork related to the Missionaries
of Charity, which operates 517
orphanages, homes for the poor,
AIDS hospices and other charity
centers around the world. And
she answered letters from abroad
wishing her speedy recovery.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

F

or Norma Darnell of Murray,finding a home healthcare
professional she could trust with her parents was
an important decision. And HomeCare Services of MurrayCalloway County Hospital was her choice.
Thousands of others in Calloway and Marshall Counties
have also made HomeCare Services their choice. With
HomeC,are Services, patients find they receive superior care,
'family-like compassion from experienced medical professionals,and a
wide variety of in-tome care including: *Skilled Nursing Care•Private
. Duty Nursing •HomeCare Aide •ilornemaker and Respite Care •Repiratory
Care•Physical Therapy •Speech Therapy •
n Nutrition Counseling •Medical
SocialService•Pharmacy Service. .

(
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This Week's Special

$ 29

Large Hamburger,
Fries &
Medium Drink

Friday Night Buffet

Bar-8-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish 6695
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Hickory 9
Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar, Drink

Amr"mme.
HOME CARE

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Now is the time to order
your Bar-B-Que by the
pound or whole Boston
Butt with all the fixins
for the holidays!

753-0045
Mon.-Frl. 10 181 .4:30 p.m.
Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

SERVICES

1111
I •

Benton .01fice: 207 Ash Street • Benton, Ky. 42025 •(502)527-2325 • 1-800-455-2316
Manly Offitr: 903 Poplar Street • Murray, Ky. 42071 •(502)762-1537 • 1-800-822-1840
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Dec 17
Hours:
Mon. thru Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

1407 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-4682

Deli Hot Une
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

Fryer Breast
L
s Rest
Farr11,/ Pock

Ground Beef

U.S.D.A. Whole

Center Cut

1/4 Sliced

Pork Chops

Pork Loin

Miss Goidy Split

Sirloin Tip
•••

Field
Boneless

1 19

Ky. Ham

pk(_,

Half or Whole

79

$219

Spare
Ribs
$ 1 79

$299
Lb

I

U.S.D.A. Select Bone-In

Whole Ribeye
Coronet

Bacon
17 cu,

Sliced Free

9
(
r
Hyde Park Grade 'A' Frozen
Self Basting W/Timer 10-16 Lbs

Clifty Farms Whole

Prestige Spiral

Country Ham

Sliced Ham

Hyde Pork

Paper
Towels

Armour
Center Cut

Cream
Cheese
2

I Turkey

Half or Whole

69

Grit-fir

Ralston

Corn Rice or
Wheat Chex

Grape
Jelly

12-6 oz

32 oz
Buy 1 Get 1

Sliced Fre

Free

79c

#111Mli

$2
"

MARTHA WHITE FLOUR

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke

5 LB. BAG

3
0

L•

COW
,

Good Week 'of Dec Hi'
Only Good At Owen s Food Morket
ant raw:••, Cr*. .••••••••• be*.ors.rs
pm... norm
•••••
rea•e• ••• •e, be 'MY 0•3•••••I
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GRANADA

Order Your Pit
Baked Ham,
Smoked Turkeys,
BBQ Shoulders,
or Boston Butts

T72•0:

Valuable CouQon
0
1

99 41'

larshor Pries f.s ee

eoiesrsagb
ItW
ell
ag ge

Lesuer Baby

Kraft Cracker Barrel

Pillsbury All Ready

Pie Crust

"
15 oz $ 1

Kraft American

Cheese

Carrots

$239

10 oz.

3/s5

12 oz

Kosher Dills 16 oz. (Save $2.29) FREE
Eagle Brand Sweet
$1 89
' Condensed Milk 14 oz.
12 oz. 79

Potato Flakes

2 oz. 4/$ 1

Lesuer Whole

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

1 Lb

Libby Fruit Cocktail

Or

2/89
'

19

$1

Peaches

I
29 oz.
Buy 1, Get 1

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling

21 oz.

FREE

Angel Soft

Bathroom Tissue

4 Roll Pkg. 89
'

Sweet Sue

Chicken Broth

14.5 oz.

Green Beans
Campbell's Chunky

Lesuer Early

Soups

June Peas

19 oz. 2/$3
Buy 1, Get 1
Prelate Pink 14.7 oz.

Salmon
Geisha Mandarin
Oranges
Prairie Farm

3/$1

'
15 oz. 79
Buy 1, Get 1

Paramount Sweet Pickles or

Idaho Spud

Singles

79e

2% Milk

Folger's 13 oz.

15 oz

79
'

99
$2

$ 99

Bag or Can
Decaf
Coffee
(Save $1.99) FREE
Betty Crocker Dutch
Buy 1, Get 1
Apple & Cin. or Struesel
'
oz. 79
Cereal 13-16 oz. (Save $3.79) FREE

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, CI Free Coke

1/2 gal. 2/$219

12 pk. 2/$5

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
$
Owen's Best
Storemade
Cranberry
Orange Relish

29

Owen's Best

Roast Beef
ISC29
,
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School may remove book
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
-- The Warren County school
board wants Richardsville
Elementary School leaders to
consider removing a library book
that two parents consider unsuitable for children.
Ernie and Sandra Williams,
whose two daughters attend the
Richardsville school, objected to
the presence of Shel Silverstein's
"A Eight in the Attic- in the
school's library. They contend it
contains poems and drawings that
send negative messages to children about eating habits and respecting authority.
In (me poem, a child has been
asked to dry dishes after dinner,
-Such an awful, boring chore.-If you have to dry the dishes,
And you drop one on the floor be they won't let you. Dry

the dishes anymore."
"This is garbage," Ernie Williams said, holding Silverstein's
book, Monday night as the school
board voted 3-2 to ask for the
review.

In November, the Withamses
asked Richardsville Elementary
School's Site-Based Decision
Making Council and Elementary
Review Committee to review the
hook. They received a letter saying it would temain in the library.
"The selection of high quality
reading materials that will foster
and satisfy the natural curiosity
of children is a standard upheld
at Richardsville Elementary,"
said the letter, which Principal
Kathy Goff and other council
members signed. The book was
not a required reading for pupils.

Investments Since 111,34

Stock Market
Report
P: c.c.s as of 9 AM
Pile»

Chg

lore Monday's accident. It was
the Iirst major injury suffered by
a Hudson employee since the
processing plant opened in July.
Hines was hurt when his arm
becanie caught in machinery in
an area of the plant where chickens are cut up, spokeswoman
Charlene Powell said.
Hines was taken by ambulance
to a local hospital, then taken to
Jewish Hospital .in Louisville for
reconstructive surgery.
Hines suffered a ctit of his carpal bones and the median nerve
in his wrist, hut doctors were optimistic about the prospects for
reattachment during surgery, a
hospital spokeswoman said.

HOG MARKET
Federal Stole %Lariat News Service
Doc. 11, 1944
"autarky Purrbree Ara Nog Martel
leper! latlotes 2
guying %aim. lecelpls:
75 IN 240 Berrem &
GIN 21.10 Meer SOWS steady - NAN
Weber
is 1-3 23*-1** lbs.
$31.0 - 52_50
15 1-3 215-230
- 53.11
5 3-4 2142011
$51.44 - 52_05
is 1-2 201-115
44.04
Sows
1'S 1-2 271.150 H.$33,
- 44.44
11 1-3 Wee
- 42.44
IS 1-3 451.525 lbs.$41.10 - 44.10
I S 1-3 SJS
up
$47.05 -5411
15 2-3 341.544
- 34.11
Soon $34.50-37.40
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Deaths
Clarence C. Culver, 89, State Route 97, Mayfield died
Tuesday.
Dec. 10, 1996, at 5:45 p.m. at Mills Manor Nursin
g Home, Mayfield.
He was a member of Tenth Street Pentecostal Church
, Mayfield. A
stepdaughter, Betty Palmer, preceded him in death.
Born June 16.
1907, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Charles Russell
Culver and Almeda Pearl Outland Culver.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alberta Rodger
s Culver; one
daughter, Mrs. Sue Bertelett and husband, Paul, Texas;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Jerry Jean loon, and one stepson, Hershe
l Sullivan, Mayfield; stepson-in-law, Baron Palmer, Kirksey; one sisterin-law, Mrs.
Wilma Culver, Palma; two grandchildren, John Bertele
tt, Troy, Mich.,
and Jay Bertclett, Florida; two great-grandchildren;
two great-greatgrandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; six stepgreat-gran
dchildren;
seven stepgrcat-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3:30 p.m.
Thursday.
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Alan P. Hartley, 44, Mt. Washington, died Monday,
Dec. 9, 1996,
at Audubon Hospital, Louisville.
A retired police officer, he had retired after serving
for 20 years
with the Louisville Police Department. He was a
member of Lodge #6
of Fraternal Order of Police.
Born July 4, 1952, in Cincinnati, Ohio, he was the
son of the late
William Hartley and Eva P. Hedrick Hartley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alison Kieper Hartley
; two daughters, Sarah Hartley and Jennifer Hartley, Mt. Washin
gton; two sons,
Brad Hartley, Louisville, and Robert Hartley, Mt.
Washington; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Sinclair, Murray; two brothers, Bruce
Hartley, Ledbetter, and Bill Hartley, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in the chapel
of Ratterman & Sons Funeral Home, 3800 Bardstown Rd., Louisvi
lle. Burial
will follow in Highland Memory Gardens, Mt.
Washington.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 1 to 5
p.m. and 7 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday).

City officials held a surprise

retirement party for City Clerk Jo
years as city clerk.

What A Great

Mrs. Lori Rector, 67, Clovis, Calif., formerly
of Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 10, 1996, at 2 p.m. at St. Agnes
Hospital, Fresno, Calif.
Survivors include her husband, Nate Rector.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home will be
in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
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Jesse E. Bailey
Services for Jesse E. Bailey were today at 10:30
a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John
Dale and the Rev.
Jim Simmons officiated. Music was by the Choir
of Memorial Baptist
Church with Paul Adams as leader.
Pallbearers were Jerry . Conley, Mason Billing
ton, Eric Kelleher,
George Parrish, Robert Hopkins and Oatman
Farley. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mn, Bailey, 92, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Sunday
, Dec. 8, 1996, at
6:47 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospita
l.
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High Performance Industrial Tools

HI WARD
LYONS

12.0 Volt Heavy Duty Cordless
3/8" (10mm) Drill Driver VSR
and Flashlight Kit

Our Best Investment Is You.
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*
Infants/Toddlers
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Pepe Jeans

Off

•13W305K
•6.0 Amps, 0-1800/0-2400 SPM
• 1-1/8" Stoke Length
• Ball and Roller Bearing Construction
is Low Vibration Counterweighted Gear
el Includes Steel Carrying Case
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Sportshirts

Tops and Jeans

Tools And Accessories. Come See Our Selection

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Boy's Department

We Carry A Complete Line of DeWalr Power

(502) 753-5227

$2960

20% Off

Onlys133"
Gale B Cornelison, Director
Kathy E Wilson, Asst. Director

2/4

$4°
5 ° ea.

Calvin Klein°
Jeans &
Tops

Heavy Duty
Reciprocating Saw Kit

(0-24 Months)

Now Just

ims

at Full 1 Year Warranty
• Includes 0W974
• Charger 2XR Pack"'
si Extended Runtime Battery
• Screwdriver Bit
• DW904 Flashlight
$19999
•(2) DW9123 Bulbs
• Carrying Case
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Guess' &
Girbaucr Jeans

Tommy
Hilfiger
Robes

(Or On Your List!)
s
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Men's Shoes

For The Handyman At Your House...

4-‘
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Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Alan P. Hartley

Employee suffers partial
hand amputation at plant
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) -- A
new employee at a chickenprocessing plant suffered a partial
amputation (il his left hand when
his arm beCallie stuck in machin• cry, the company said.
Mark Hines. U. of Sturgis, had
%vorked at the Hudson Foods Inc.
1•!;!t:f tor les: than one month be-
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Free packets
available to
CCHS students
Free packets of higher education
planning materials and financial aid
information are now available to
help Calloway County students in
grades8 to 12 prepare for college or
vocational-technical training. Last
year, 587 packets were distributed
to Calloway County students who
requested them.
The packets are available from
the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (KHEAA), the
Slate agency that administers several student aid programs — grants,
teacher schoLuships, work-study,
savings, and Federal Family Education Loans — to help families meet
higher education expenses.
Success Through Educational
Planning (STEP) packets arc specifically designed for each grade level
and have suggestions to help students prepare for college or vocational-technical school. They also
contain information about Kentucky higher education institutions
and student financial aid. During the
1995-96 school year, KHEAA distributed over 80,000 packets to
students who requested them.
For more information, write to
Success Through Educational Planning, c/o KHEAA, 1050 U.S. 127
South, Frankfort, KY 40601-4323:
call 1-800-928-8926, extension 47943: or fax 1-502-5644190.
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Gold Medal

Flour

•
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•
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plain or
self-rising
5 lb. bag

hmit 3 please

FOODS

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello or Sprite
2 liter
December 1996

IMEILZIEW113
En"12 13 14

12 pk.
12 oz.
can

16 171111

6 pk. 20 oz. non-refundable bottle $2.99

C & H Pure Cane

Sugar

Del Monte

Duncan Hines

Pineapple

Cake Mix

PINEAPPLE

GRANULATED

limit 3 please

HOME OF LOW LOW LOW PRICES

At the Annual Conference of the
Kentucky Sheriffs Association held
at the University Plaza Hotel in
Bowling Green this week-end, Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy was
named "Sheriff of the Year". The
announcement was made at the
Saturday evening banquet by Ray
Stoess, executive director of the
association.
Roy was among several sheriffs
nominated this year.
"The sheriffof the year is selected
by a panel of sheriffs throughout the
state. Selection is based upon the
contributions and advancements to
the sheriffs office, the community,
and support and assistance to the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and Girls
Ranch," said Stoess.
Roy was nominated by several
citizens in Marshall County who are
aware of his commitment to the
community and to the office of
sheriff.
Roy is a graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor's degree
in Criminal Justice. He is currently
working on his Master's Degree. He
is a graduate of the F.B.I. National
Academy and the National Sheriffs'
Institute, both in Quantico, Va. He
has completed the Assessor Training for this year's Commission of
Accredition for Law Enforcement
and is in the process of having his
department accredited. He has been
Sheriff of Marshall County since
1982 and at the time of his first
election, was the youngest sheriff to
ever be elected in Kentucky.

Double Luck

Blue Bonnet

141,24 $

Grape Jelly

for

oz.
can

1 lb.
stick

21b.

88c

1 ri I

7,Y11..71' rz iiiFii

1/1-

Kraft

Green Beans

Margarine

U.S.D.A Boneless

Split Fryer

9

Breast

in-bag
slice free

Ic

lb.

Scot Lad

U.S.D.A.

Self-Basting Turkey

Top Sirloin Steak

Officers
recognized
for efforts
More than 150 law enforcement
officers were recognized for their
DUI arrest efforts during the 1996
Governor's Impaired Driving Enforcement Awards Ceremony held
today at the Holiday Inn/Capitol
Plaza Hotel.
Of the 156 awardees from state
and local departments, Tpr. Jerry
Wise, Frankfort Post, had 188 DUI
arrests,the most of any officer in the
state. The reporting period was from
Oct. 1, 1995-Sept. 30, 1996. Locally, Officers Thomas Bailey and
Steve Robinson of the Murray Police Department were recognized.

Boneless

Beef Minute

Beef Stew Meat

Steak

59

lb.
•

/11NIMPF

Washington State
Red or Golden

Apples

11.99

Idaho

Potatoes

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

$1

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

.

F

9

97.99

88 ct.
size
case

C

120 ct. size7
case

Naval

Pink

Yellow

Oranges

Grapefruit

Onions

st5 99 $10.99

10 lb.
bag

Broccoli

Tangerines

14
8:1:
CSSO

48 ct.

size
case

large
stalk

r..

69

C3 lb.

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Nutt offered New Mexico St.job
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Murray State football coach
Houston Nutt, alter leading the
Racers to back -to-hack Ohio Valley Conference titles, has been
Ile re d the head coaching job at
New Mexico State
Nutt. who interviewed at New
Mexico State on Tuesday, said
Wednesday morning from his
MSU office that the he had been
.tintacted and offered the job by
NMS1, officials.

Baylor officials also list
Racer coach as finalist

However, the 19-year-old Mourne ()VC coach of the year is
also waiting to hear from Baylor
University, where he interviewed
on Monday.
Baylor, a member of the Big
12 Conference, is the higherprofiled and more attractive of
the two Jobs. New Mexico State
is perennially one of the worst
Division I -A programs in
America.
"Right now I'm Just going to
wait and see how it all plays

out," said Nutt.
Wednesday's edition of the
Dallas Morning News reported
that Baylor athletic director Tom
Stanton said there was "an outside chance" the school would
name a new coach this weekend.
Nutt said on Wednesday, however, that the he was told a deci-

sion could be made as early as
tonight.
"There was no job offered, no
talk of contract," Nutt said of his
visit to Waco, Texas. "It was
strictly an interview."
Nutt said he would wait to hear
from Baylor, then make his decision on New Mexico State, lo-

FULTON CO
CALLOWAY

16 20 26 — 39
15 21 31 — 51
FULTON CO (39)
C rUr,101• 6 Smin 5 T Smelt 8 Weson 4. Alexander
10 Dean 6 TOTALS FG A 1411 Threepoint 1
FT A 10 17 Rebounds 30 Record SSA
CALLOWAY (Si)
Willams 7 Norsworthy 9 Herndon 3 Cunningham
12 lend. 6 la Stubblefield 12 Ward 2 TOTALS
IC,-A 19-44 Trees poen 04 FT-A 13-22 Rebounds 79 11-lemdon II) Record 5-0

CALLOWAY CO.
13 32 40 — 39
FULTON CO.
11 21 39 — 31
CALLOWAY CO. (112)
Clandenen 22, Greene 20. Austin Wyett 7, Maw& 4.
Joan Morton 3. Slonedpber 2. Villanueva 2, 'reversal
2. Garland, Houk, Jones. Justin MO(10(1. Patterson.Undwhill Matt Wyatt, TOTALS: FG-A. 23-57.
Three-point 6-20 (Clendenen 2. Groom 2. Austin
Wyatt, Josh Morton). FT-A 10-13 Rebounds 35
(Greene 13). Record. 2-I
FULTON CO. (SS)
Hagbr 12, Polk II. Winters 6, Akers 4, Coulson 3.
Snages 2. Crumble. Strap, Wilkins, TOTALS: FG.A.
15-46 Three-point 1-12 (Coulson). FT-A 4-13 Rebounds 24

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

last night's game (a win over
Carlisle County) took it out of us,
hut we came out sluggish."
Calloway turned the ball over
nine times in a first period which
included 14 total fouls. Fulton
pressed from the beginning,
something the Lady Lakers have
become accustomed to.
"This team gives you quick
pressure," O'Rourke said of the
smallish Lady Pilots. "At the
Massac (III.) tournament, they
had strong, quick girls who
played good defense. Tonight it
was more grabbing and
humping."
Calloway held Fulton County
to 14-of-47 shooting, but more
importantly the Lady Lakers
handled Taira Smith. A returning
starter from last year's First Reg-

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway senior Jana Herndon looks for a shot inside in Tuesday
night's 51-39 win over Fulton County at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

III See Page 3B

"It's
"We'll
there
will Ix
are.

LAKERS 62, Fulton Co. 35

Tigers pick up
win over Heath

LADY LAKERS 51, Fulton Co. 39

In -the end, Calloway County
rust survived. Which was g(x)d
enough for Lads' Laker head
coach Peter O'Rourke.
Facing a clutch-and-grab Fulton County full-court press. Calloway controlled the second halt
for a hard fought 51-39 win.
"That's a dogfight," O'Rourke
said at
returning to his office
1,4 I al a perfect 5-0 record on the
season. "It really was a game of
survival."
Paced by Missy Stubblelield's
12 points oil the bench, all in the
second hall, the 1 ady Lakers
fought back from a one-point
halftime deficit. Trailing 21-20 at
the break. Calloway grabbed the
lead, ;I-26, by the end of the
third quarter and salted the game
jVv'Lly in the fourth.
"She came alive in the second
half," said O'Rourke. "She's capable of coming oil our bench and
4hung that lor us every night."
Kik! Cunningham also scored
12 for the Lady Lakers and Jessica Norsworthv added nine.
"It Yvas a good v. 111...a very,
very physical win," said the ('alloway coach. "1 don't know ii
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Calloway's defense
gets stingy in win
over Fulton County

Lady Lakers
survive Pilots,
improve to 5-0
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Will
County
with 1:
15 of
from 3.
the fre
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on (By
"We p
defenst
sharp (
defensc

cated in Las Cruces, N.M. New ting more money into their progMexico State, which plays in the ram, so everything sounds good.
six-team Big West Conference, is You just don't know."
coming off a 1-10 season. Baylor was 4-7 this year and
Even if the Baylor job goes to finished last in the Southern DiNavy coach Charlie Weatherbie, vision of the Big 12, which led to
also believed to be a front-runner, the firing of head coach Chuck
Nutt said he would not necessar- Reedy.
Baylor had reportedly listed
ily jump at the New Mexico State
Wcatherbie, Baylor defensive
job.
"History says you're not going coordinator Andy McCollum, Auto win out there," Nutt said of the burn offensive coordinator
NMSU program. "It's been a graveyard for coaches. They're put- • See Page 38

Calloway County clamped
down the defense and held Fulton
County to a pair of touchdowns
in the second half Tuesday night.
Whoops, wrong spon.
The fact that the Lakers held
Fulton to 14 points in the second
half of a basketball game was
even more impressive as Calloway turned a fairly close game
into a blowout with a 62-35 win
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
"Our defense was the most
consistent thing we had tonight,"
Calloway coach Ron Greene said
as his team improved to 2-1 on
the young season. "They've got
good quickness, but we played
pretty good contain defense."
Calloway actually began to
pull away somewhat in the second quarter. After managing a
slim 13-11 edge after one quarter,
Calloway outscored Fulton
County 19-10 in the second period for a 32-21 lead at halftime.
Fulton County scored the opening bucket of the third period to
close to within 32-23, but from
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there, Calloway outscored the Pilots 30-12 to cruise to the win.
Brad Clendenen, who finished
with a game-high 22 points,
opened Calloway's scoring run
with back-to-back 3-pointers.
Clendenen added another bucket
later in the third before Josh
Morton swished another three before the buzzer to put the Lakers
ahead 49-28 heading into the
fourth.
"Brad's got good athleticism
and a good shot, and he's got a
chance to get better," Greene said
of the 6-6 senior. "His offensive
ability will really help us this
year."
A 9-1 run at the outset of the
fourth pushed Calloway's lead to
58-29 before the Lakers settled
II See Page 3B

Pro Basketball

Don't Miss the Racers in Action Bulls suspend Rodman
at the Mulligan Holiday Hoopfest!
Profanity on TV sits
Rodman for 2 games
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer

MSU
Racers

Auburn
Tigers
Birmingham
Jefferson
Civic Center
Coliseum

Saturday,
December 21
11:30 a.m.

Game followed by Alabama vs. Virginia Commonwealth

For reservations, call the
11411E1U Alumni Association at
762-9001 or 1-800-768-8610
Cost: $10 per person DEADLINE: Dec. 17
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By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer

amiaLiadging
Sheraton Civic
Center Hotel

$75

Remarks by Coach Gottfried
at 10 a.m.

(Tell them you want 'the special MSU rate!)
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AMHERST, Mass. (AP) —
Skip Haram was being interviewed by a local television station, a moment high school basketball coaches don't get to enjoy all that often.
In the middle of an answer, he
was hugged from behind by his
former star player who had just
put on quite a show for No. 16
Fresno State in its record-setting
102-81
victory
over
Massachusetts.
Chris Herren, the New England

([or MSU Alumni & Fans, Friday 4 Saturday)
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III See Page 38

Fresno hands UMass
102-81 defeat at home

Call TicketLink at 1-800-277-1700 for Tickets
Tickets - 18 per person

(In the Green and Gold Room, through
the Player Entrance on 19th Street,
in the Cols....um)

Nov

low

•

ire-Game Brunch
9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Bulls told Dennis Rodman
to sit down and shut up.
The team suspended Dennis
Rodman for two games without
pay Tuesday, punishment for a
profanity-filled tirade on live
television Sunday night in Toronto. It's going to cost the flamboyant forward of many hair colors $104,878.
He'll miss tonight's game
against Minnesota at the Unite4
Center and Friday's game at New

what Dennis said and the words
he used," Krause said.
Krause said that the team
would donate the $104,878 to
charity "so that some good may
come out of this situation."
Before the suspension was announced Tuesday, Rodman said
he was sorry during a Bulls practice at suburban Deerfield, Ill.
"I apologize to all the people,
the kids who heard all that,"
Rodman said. "It was uncalled
for. I apologize to the people it
was directed to, but it was one of
those things, it was under the
heat of the battle. 1 made a
mistake."
Rod Thorn, the NBA's vice
president of basketball opera-

Jersey.
"We're not going to tolerate
the language Dennis used," Bulls
general manager Jerry Krause
said.
Rodman unleashed his string of
profanities at the league office
and referees after he was ejected
from Sunday night's game
against the Raptors. And SportsChannel, which carries Bulls
games and does live postgame interviews, carried the tirade without editing.
"Dennis' use of foul and abusive language and the embarrassment he caused the Chicago Bulls
organization by subjecting young
childrei* and loyal fans to his profane outburst cannot and will not
be tolerated," Krause said.
"We condemn in every way
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BASKETBALL

Ste
(CBS)

• Murray

vs. Carlisle (OH)
Murray High School — 6
F HIDAY

BASKETBALL

Fresno State scored the most
points by an opponent in the
Mullins Center and became the
first non-conference opponent to
win in the building that opened
during the 1992-93 season.
Herren attended Boston College out of high school, was injured in his first game there and
didn't play that season.
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player of the year at Fall River
High School in 1994, returned to
his home state and scored a
career-high 25 points to lead the
Bulldogs (6-1).
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• Calloway at Marshall (DH)
Drattenville — 6
• Tigers it Hickman Co.
Clinton — 7
SAT tIt4t),v,
BASKETBALL
III Racers at Arkansas St
Jonesboro. Ark. — 7:30
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FROM PAGE 2B
FROM PAGE 2B

TIGERS 48, Heath 44
*UNSAY
HEATH

for the 27-point final margin.
David Greene added 20 points
for Calloway as the only other
double-digit scorer for the Lakers, who shot 23 of 57 from the
field, 6-of-20 from 3-point range
and 10 of 13 at the free throw
line. Calloway outrebounded Fulton County 35-24 with Greene
hauling in 13 boards.

'*31 3$ - 441
7 ti 38 - 44

1111.1113148 140
Heatmonds IS. Awilertrea Hosed 9. Holm 7. Uadorna
7. Madepola 4. Aaron Hosea I. Faster 2. Plea 1 TOT
ALS FO-A 15-43 Tbrealend 24(14seetwonds. Ander
ace Howerd) FT-A
Rebounds 33 (Hameivonde
101 Record 2-0
HUM 814)
Ammo 16 Seamy 12. Mae.& Henke 4. Has* 4. Al
Me 3. Colemea 1 Toper, Vtattlataili TOTALS FG-A
16-52 Thrseporm 2 (Aden. Austin) FT-A 10-20 Re
bootee 30 Record 0-3
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Murray 48, Heath 44
HEATH - Murray had to
battle all night long to finally
come away with a 48-44 win at
Heath Tuesday night to improve
to 2-0 on the year.
Heath (0-3) led only once at
3-2, but stayed close the entire
way. Murray led 12-7 after one
quarter, 28-21 at halftime and
33-30 at the third quarter stop.
Murray's biggest lead of the
night was 10 points early in the
fourth quarter.
Kenney Hammonds led Murray
with 15 points while Anderson
Howard added nine and Drew
Holton and Brent Underhill contributed seven each. The Tigers
were 15 of 43 from the field,
2-of-8 from 3-point range and 16
of 26 at the free throw stripe. The
Tigers outrebounded Heath 33-30
with Hammonds grabbing 10
boards and Holton nine.
Tony Austin led Heath with 15
points while Kevin Bellamy contributed 12. The Pirates were 16
of 52 from the field and 10 of 20
at the free throw line.
Murray hosts Carlisle County
Thursday night as part of a girls/
boys doubleheader starting with
the girls game at 6 and the boys
to follow.

Willie Hagler was Fulton
County's only double-digit scorer
with 12 points. The Pilots were
15 of 46 from the field, 1-of-12
from 3-point range and 4-of-13 at
the free throw line.
"Austin Wyatt did a good job
on (Byron) Tucker," Greene said.
"We played pretty good support
defense at times. We were not as
sharp offensively, but sometimes
defense will do that for you. And
David's board work was good.
"Players like Brad, Alberto
Villanueva and Justin Morton
will all have a chance to get better with playing time," Greene
added. "We want our execution
to be better, but we also want our
individual execution to be better
to take some scoring pressure off
of David. That way other teams
won't be able to key on one
guy."
Calloway County now prepares
for its first district game of the
year Friday night, a clash with
Marshall County at Draffenville.
"It's a big game," Greene said.
"We'll see if we can get out of
there with a 'W', but Marshall
will be up for us. They always
are."

Tommy Bowden and Ohio State
offensive coordinator Joe Hollis
as finalists.
Bowden and Hollis have each
pulled out of consideration, with
Bowden expected to be named
the next coach at Tulane and Hollis the next Arkansas State coach.
The Dallas paper speculated
that Weatherbie was a frontrunner because he's a strong Baptist and a motivator. Nutt, a member at Hardin Baptist Church, is
also recognized as a strong
motivator.
Also, the paper said Notre
Dame offensive coordinator Dave
Roberts had been contacted by
Baylor officials, but he has not
interviewed.
Nutt's name only surfaced
publicly on Wednesday, according to the Dallas Morning News.

their guards to keep them from
getting her the ball."

FROM PAGE 28
ion championship team. Smith
scored just eight points.

"Jana had to be our leader in
the fourth quarter and she got
some big boards for us," the
Lady Laker coach explained.
"She had six rebounds in the sec-

"They did a good job on her,"
said O'Rourke. "We were going
to try to stop her from getting the
ball and have our guards pressure

-*•••14:4.7.-q^
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OVER 100 SELECTED STYLES OF SHOES
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- MEN -

NIKE
AIR MAX

The Insurance Center
of Murray

REEBOK
CLUB C

aI 0 107 1 (151

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Re)Z. s140.00

NIKE MAX
TAILWIND
#106066451 $8499
Reg. $115.00SALE

Wednesday. Jan.
Outbedt Bowl
Al Temps, Fla.
Alabama (9-3) vs Michigan (5-3). 10 a m
(ESPN)
Color Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla.
Norill Carolina (9-2) vs Witat Virginia 11-31,
11.30 am (NBC)
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Brigham Young (13-1) vs Kansas Stale (9-2).
1240 pm
Bawl
Al OrMado,
Northwestern (9-2) vs Tennessee (9-2). noon
(ABC)
Was. Bowl
At Pasadena. Calif.
Arizona Side (11-0) vs Ohio State (10-1), 330
pm (ABC)
Fleets Bowl
At Tempe Ariz.
Penn Slate (10-2) vs. Texas (8-4), 7 p in (CBS)

Saturday. Dec. 21
Peach Bowl
Al Anent.
Clernson (7-4) vs t.SU (9-2). 7 pm (ESPN)
Suaday, Dec. 29
Alamo Bowl
Al SIM Antonio
Iowa (5-3) vs Texas Tech (7-4). 7 p in (ESPN)

Wag

Tusedey, Dec. $1
Bowl
1471iitirtlaste
HoWard (9-2) vs S•xothern U. (7-4). 11 am
(ESPN)
111.1 Bowl
At El Paw Yens
Maniere (65) re iscsi9611 SURF (VW I pm
(CBS1

••
• %POI).

REEBOK FITNESS
WALK SUP
99
#27829
$4

4

Reg. S60.00

I

REEBOK
LEADER DMX
124470
Reg. 870.00

SALE

$4999

ALL WARM-UPS, FLEECE,
& NFL-NBA JACKETS

,

Mens - Womens

'sturdy',
Jan. It
Eset-Weet ORM@ Classic
At Staskowl,
East, 3 pm (ESPN)
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Saturday. Jae. II
Beeler Bowl
Al Notille, Ala.
North vs South. 1 30 p m (TBS)
Jaa. 19
Hula Bawl
At Ilemetukt
East vs West. 3 pm (ESPN)

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

Childrens

N-HUNT

DENN
SPO

GOODS
AT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

"EVERYTHING FOR

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

OPEN Monday - Satuday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
'Now Open On Sundays 1-5 P.M. Until Christmas*
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
Fn 75. Sat 7-Noon

Open

s

20-40% OFF

Thuredry, Jan. 2
Sugar Bowl
Al New Orleans
Florida State (11-0) vS Florida (11-1). 7 pm
(ABC)

Monday, Dec. 70
Holiday Bowl
Al Sea Diego
Washington (9-2) vs Colorado (9-2), 7 Prn
(ESPN1

$6499

NIKE • REEBOK • FILA • ADIDAS • UMBRO

(eas)
coin

(Iss)

# 130607-141

Reg. ,500.00

- WOMEN -

753-8355

Independence Bowl
At Santeeport, la.
Auburn (7-4) vs AfTy (10-1). 2 30 p m (ESPN)
Owings Bowl
At Miami
Nebraska (10-2) vs Virginia Tech (10-1), 6 p m
(CBS)

Friday. Dec. 27
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis, Tenn.
Houston (74) vs Syracuse (3-3). 2 p m (ESPN)
Cirques< Bowl
At Illaml
Marro (8-3) vs Virgins (7-4). 630 pm
Copper Bowl
At Tucson. Aria.
Utah (8-3) vs Vaeconern (7-5). S p in. (ESPN)

NIKE
AIR MONEY

39,
9A2

41802
Reg. 855.00

$9999
SALE

'Your more than one company agency."

Wednesday. Dec. 21
Blue-Gray Classic
At Illorrtgemery, Ala.
Blue vs Gray. 11 am (ABC)
Aloha Bowl
At Honolulu
California (6-5) vs Navy (8-3). 230 pm (ABC)

-4..41114'
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.
24."*
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0 41013
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Sponsored By

AN Times CST
Thureday, Dec. 18
Ise lieges Bowl
At Las Vegas
Nmada (1-7) vs Ball State (3-3), 111 p m (ESPN)

•

Pre-Christmas Savings

SCOREBOARD

BOWL GLANCE

while holding the Lady Pilots
scoreless over the final 2:08.
Calloway (5-0) travels to Marshall County Friday night for a
key Fourth District game against
the I-1 Lady Marshals.
"This was a good game to help
us prepare for Marshall County,"
said O'Rourke, whose team had
21 turnovers. "Marshall is capable of doing the same thing with
their press. They can shake you
up with it."

753-8844

er
CCoopp
WAREHOUSEn TIRE
TIRES
400 IndustrIal Rd • Murray • 753-1111
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feree Mike Mathis, who was
under the basket.
Bill Spooner, stationed near
midcourt, hit Rodman with the
technical, his second of the game,
resulting in the ejection.
"It's sad. David (Stern) has
these referees in diapers and they
can't make any calls. I've never
seen anyone get a technical foul
for waving his hand," Rodman
said.
"They don't have the nerves to
stand up for themselves. They
have nothing. Their chains are
pulled by Rod. I'm not one of his
puppies. ... I just don't understand what's going on."
Rodman, who has a one-year
contract whose total worth is $9
million, has picked up nine technical fouls this season.

901 Sycamore

ond half and had two crucial ones
at the end of the game."
After getting up 39-29, the
Lady Lakers saw Fulton pull
within 41-36 with 2:47 to play in
the game. From that point on,
Calloway outscored Fulton 10-3
to put the game away.
Stubblefield hit back-to-back
jumpers with two minutes to play
to increase the lead from four to
eight, 47-39. Calloway hit 4-4-8
free throws in the final minute

Herndon led Calloway with I I
rebounds, and O'Rourke credited
the senior with helping the Lady
Lakers hold the lead in the fourth
period.

O'Rourke credited Jessica
Norsworthy, Jana Herndon and
Marcie Williams for controlling
Smith inside.

•Rodman...

David Bing

•

•Lady Lakers...
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FROM PAGE 28
tions, said Tuesday that because
the Bulls suspended Rodman, the
league planned no further action.
"We hope he understands the
seriousness of this incident and
recognizes his conduct during
and after the game was completely unacceptable," Thorn
said in a statement.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson said
Tuesday before the suspension
was announced: "It's upsetting
and we're not happy with Dennis
exacerbating the situation. The situation spoke for itself. ... They
were definitely out for him. But
he didn't have to say what he
did."
Rodman was called for an offensive foul Sunday night and
waved his arm disdainfully at re-

"I wouldn't be a bit surprised
be offered.
"Things would have to be if he got either job. I'd be disapright," he said. "We haven't pointed if he left, but I'd also
talked conditions, coaching staff understand that, like in the busior anything. But you have to be ness world, when an opportunity
comes up you have to look into
interested in their situation."
MSU interim athletics director it."
Frank said that MSU president
Dr. Jim Frank said he had not
Dr. Kern Alexander was out of
spoken to Nutt about the New
town on Wednesday, so no plans
Mexico State job.
"Houston told me he was visit- have been made should Nutt aning Baylor, but he didn't tell me nounce he's leaving Murray
about New Mexico State," Frank State.
"It would be an unusual situasaid Wednesday morning.
Frank said that neither athletic tion if we're looking for an athledirector had called him to ask to tic director, assistant athletic diinterview Nutt, instead he rector and a football coach at the
gathered most of his information same time," said Frank.
from reporters inquiring about the
Nutt, who returned to Murray
fourth-year Racer coach.
from New Mexico State on Tues"I didn't talk to Houston dur- day night, said he and his Racer
ing the playoffs because I didn't coaching staff are operating as
want to distract his focus," said usual.
Frank. "I'll probably be talking to
"We're getting ready to get
him today.
heavy into recruiting," he said.

"Baylor contacted me a month
ago after we beat Eastern Kentucky," said Nutt. "I told them I
couldn't talk to them in the
middle of the season. They called
me after the last (regular season)
game and I said, 'Well, we're in
the playoffs. I won't do it."
But when Nutt returned home
from this weekend's trip to Troy.
State, where the Racers were eliminated from the Division I-AA
playoffs 31-3, Nutt found a message on his answering machine
from Baylor officials.
"They said they really wanted
to bring me in to talk," Nutt said.
They flew me down on Sunday
and I spent the day with them on
Monday."
Nutt flew from Waco to interview at New Mexico State on
Tuesday.
Nutt would not say for sure if
he'd take the Baylor job should it
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Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Murray High School seniors are shown selling a discount card lo Principal
Dan Hampton. Shown are, lilt to right, Chr%dn. Griffiths, Stephanie
Simmons,Cory Martin and John David Poynor. Cards will W altered for sale
at MKS home basketball games or can be obtained from David or Anita
Poynor at 753-0293 or Bobby Of Shirley Marlin at 753-6992. Cards an
65 with
ail proceeds going toward Probect Graduation.

Desperate? Try the
riternet for Elmo doll

May the joy of the season
be with you now
and always.
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

West Ky. Answering Service
is available 24 hours a day seven days a week, with a
professionally trained staff
always on duty.

By ELIZABETH WEISE
AP Cyberspace Writer
The knockdown, dragout
search for the hottest Christmas
toy — Tickle Me Elmo dolls —
has made its way to the Internet.
Bidding wars have started for the
undcr-$30 furry creature, and
prices have reached as high as
$200.
Seventeen-year-old Jeremy
Robert Wacihams bought one of
the scarce Sesame Street characters when he saw a stack of 42 of
them sell out in an hour and a
half at the toy store where he
works.
"I was kind of joking about it
at work, saying 'You know, I
could scalp it.' Then I got home
and thought 'Hey, I can write
HTML!" That's the code for
World Wide Web pages.
The Bellevue, Neb., teenager
put up a Tickle Me Elmo page on
his Web site last week. It included a note saying he'd be
happy to barter. Money is less
important than computing power
to the high school senior who
hopes to get into New York University's computer science program next year.
"One guy wrote me and said
he had a US Robotics 36.6 external Sportster modem, which was
on my Christmas list," he said.
"I came upstairs and asked my
Mom if she'd bought it yet, and
unfortunately she already had."

E-mail bidding is up to $200
and the teen-ager expects to sell
his furry prize by the end of the
week. The plush doll, made by
Tyco Toys Inc., giggles when
you press its stomach. It sells for
under $30 at retail stores — when
it can be found.
For Dr. Fred Vincent the thrill
of the chase led to a $100 order
with someone who advertised an
extra Elmo on rec.toys.misc, an
Internet discussion group devoted
to toys and collecting.
"For me it just became the
game of trying to find it and have
it under the tree, using modem
technology," he said by phone
from his home in East Lansing,
Mich.
Vincent doesn't feel he was taken by the $70 surcharge.
"Look at automobiles," he
said. "Popular ones like the
BMW sports car sell out and then
people sell them for $5,000 or
$10,000 over the list price. Besides, I'm the one who went
looking for it in the first place."
Not everyone online was so
sanguine about the feeding
frenzy.
One man, who posted that he
had paid $30 for Elmo and would
sell it for the best offer over that,
got a reply from Santa himself(in
the guise of a poster checking in
from AT&T's4,4VorIdnet.)
"Ho Ho Ho.7". Scalping a toy
for a 2-year-old. You're a real
hero."

Vet:lily Lawn & Landscape Services"

Lrir REMOVAL SERVICE
Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

Ask For Maria or Eloisa
'The Pioneering Spirit"

After receiving a cellular
gift, your friend or
loved one will want to
call you and thank you.
And they'll have no
excuse not to keep
in touch after that.
Because our cellular
gifts include
everything to get
started including
a $100 credit for all
new activations.
United States Cellular*
has calling plans for
anyone. And giving a
gift to someone to help
them keep in touch.
well that makes sense
for everyone.

$100 service credit
Waived activation fee
($35.00 value)
Free Motorola Handheld
($129.00 value*)
Local customer service
Largest home
rate calling
area
Sharetalk
multi -line
family plan
(Up to 3
additional
lines for $15.95 a
line per month.)
29 United States
Cellular retail
locations to 'serve
you in Western
Kentucky and
Southern Indiana

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — A
woman jumped into a pond to rescue her 3-year-old son from her
sinking car that rolled out of a
parking lot while she was paying
for some new dishes.
"This definitely was our
Christmas miracle," Kathy
Crockett said Tuesday after grabbing her son, Hunter, from the
back of the station wagon and
swimming with him to land.
Mrs. Crockett had taken
Hunter on an errand to look at
plates to complete her china set,
and was talking to the seller in a
parking lot when she saw her car
had disappeared.
"She went flying down there.
She dropped her purse, her

MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) avoid the carcass
of a small ani— A 19-year-old woman died
mal in the road, and she fell off,
Tuesday of injuries suffered four
Kentucky State Police said.
days earlier when she was riding
The juveniles involved were
on the trunk of a car and fell off.
not identified because of their
Glenda Lacy Bullard, of Oak
age. The driver was a 15-year-old
Grove, died at Regional Medical
girl from Crofton. Including the
Center in Madisonville. She sufdriver, a total of six people —
fered the head injury Friday night
Ms. Bullard; Brian Carsler, 20, of
when she fell off the trunk of a
Hopkinsville, and four juveniles
car being driven by an unlicensed
— were riding either in or on the
15-year-old, whom she had given
car.
A
permission to drive.
Police said the incident, which
Ms. Bullard was riding on the
happened on Kentucky 800 near
trunk of the car with two juve- Crofton, is still
under
niles when the driver swerved to investigation.

LEXINGTON—Holiday reds and
greens don't have to give you the
blues. Lowering your expectations and
planning ahead can help you experience more genuine good cheer, according to University of Kentucky researchers.
Many people get depressed because
they have unrealistic expectations of
the holidays. Society encourages this
by depicting warm,romantic holidays
on television commercials.says0'Neal
Weeks, a professor of family studies.

able."For many pep*.being together
is stressful. especihIly if there is a history of violence or unresolved issues
in the family." he says."The expectations are that the problems will disappear, but they don't."
For example. problems can resurface for those who grew up with alcoholic parents when family holiday gatherings involve alcohol. "If someone
says, 'I know my dad is going to get
drunk on Christmas and willset nasty.
I don't want my kids to see that,' then
In reality, people feel pressure to the parent becomes stressed about the
buy expensive gifts and take long trips. visit," Clark says.
This makes the holidays one of the
Weeks suggests we' remind ourhighest stress times of the year. says selves that these patterns have probJim Clark.professor ofsocial work.
ably existed for a long time."It's impor"Forsome.life doesn't slowdown. tant to accept that you cannot change
he says. People just have to add on to others.especially family members,"he
an already difficult agenda.Those who says. "You can only change your refeel good the rest of the year can be- sponse."
come anxious during the holidays.
Vv'eeks offers some suggestions for
coping with the difficult family situa"In the past few years. I've had tions:
I. Plan in advance how you will
pcople tell me they wish Christmas'
wasn't here because its so stressful." avoid getting caught in old behavior
patterns. For example.if you feel pulled
Clark says.
One of those stresses is feeling you into a familiar negative situation, exhave to buy expensive gifts. "Don't cuse yourself. Go to the bathroom or
double your debt forChrist mas."Clark out for a walk.
2. Keep your visit short. Weeks recsays."Don't make a decision that will
ommends limiting family visits to two
cause you undue stress."
Another stress is the expectation or three days since longer visits inthat family gatherings will be enjoy- crease the chances of getting caught
up in old, destructive patterns.
3. In your mind, play out negative
family situations in advance. Look at
how you play into other's hands and
then decide how you are going to respond differently.
Clark adds that avoiding alcohol
can help you avoid depression."Alcohol affects your mood," he says.
"Many have initial feelings of wellbeing. but in the long run, people who
drink a lot tend to get more depressed."
Clark also suggests people decide
how they will make their holidays simpler. "People tend to do and spend too
much." he says.
He encourages people to focus more
on the spiritual aspects of the holidays. "Prioritize them over the comUNITED STATES
mercial distractions,"he says."Sometimes we rob ourselves of the opportunity to develop a sense of joy and
profound sense of meaning about what
this season reflects."
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checkbook, car keys, everything," said merchant Brenda
Rauppius.
Police said the boy had apparently shifted the transmission
into neutral, causing the car to
roll into the nearby pond.
Mrs. Crockett pulled her son
out of the back of the car and
swam to shore, even though she
has a scarred windpipe and a condition that limits her breathing
ability.
"She was crying," said Karen
Stanford, who stopped to help.
"The only thing she kept saying
was, 'Thank God you're alive!"
Mother and son were treated
for hypothermia at a local hospital and released.
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A village by any other name wouldn't be Sleepy Hollow
NORTH TARRYTOWN, N.Y.
(AP) — Lanky, wrinkled, whitebearded William Lent, looking
like someone who might have
known lchabod Crane, got up
from his seat at Village Hall after
hearing that North Tarrytown had
voted to rename itself Sleepy
Hollow.
He made his way a few blocks
to the 1685 Old Dutch Church,
where he is the sexton. He
climbed the stairs to the belfry,
took hold of the rope and set the
bell pealing, enchanting a steadily growing knot of celebrating
villagers.
"This is so exciting," said
Jeanine Galgano, a longtime supporter of the name change.
•

"Sleepy U0110W is our heritage.
It's our iXentity. It distinguishes
us from anyone else."
The village of 8,000, setting
for Washington Irving's "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow,"
voted 1,304 to 710 on Tuesday to
change its name.
Some simply wanted to differentiate their hometown from
Tarrytown, the larger village to
the south. But many hoped that
pushing the area's association
with American history and literature would help bring tourists and
revenue to a village that just lost
a Genital Motors assembly plant.
The name change is to become
effective after a meeting today of
the village trustees.
Some opponents, who beat

back a similar proposal eight
years ago, did not take defcal
well.
"I'm boycotting it," Edna Belanich said. "I'm not writing
Sleepy Hollow on my return
address."
That address may one day
change even more. "Now we
need our own ZIP code," Chris
Skelly of the Sleepy Hollow Association said. North Tarrytown
and Tarrytown now share 10591.
In Irving's 1819 tale, the
gangly schoolteacher lchabod
Crane disappears after being terrorized by a headless horseman.
The Old Dutch Church, the
bridge over the Pocantico River,
and the brook where the British
spy John Andre was captured all

son, who wrote a book about the

figure in the story and arc in
North Tarrytown, on the Hudson
River, about 20 miles north of
Manhattan.

area.

Whether historical or fictional,
the mayor said the village will
quickly move to capitalize on its
new, more familiar name. A tourist map and brochure are readx to
be printed with the new name,
and signs will go up shortly, he
said.
"We can look forward to a
historic future and kiss our manufacturing past goodbye," said
Gary McLean, the village plumbing inspector.

"This is now the place where
legends arc made," Mayor Scan
Treacy said after the vote, standing in front of a red and white
banner picturing the Headless
Horseman.
It's unclear whether the name
Sleepy Hollow is any more than a
product of Irving's imagination.
Some say it stems from
"Slacperingh Haven" a Dutch
name for the harbor, but a local
historian says that's nonsense.

Skelly said a publicity and
marketing plan could be developed to entice tourists to visit
the village's shops while seeing
such sights as the Old Dutch
Church, Irving's grave, and Philipsburg Manor, an 18th-century
farmstead and mill.
As Judy Steiner listened to the
Old Dutch Church bell ring o%er
the historic graveyard around it,
she had a suggestion for her
neighbors to the south: "Tarrytown is welcome to become
South Sleepy Hollow."

Great Performances by Martin.

"Historically, its illegitimate," said Theodore Hutchin-
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After a million books, bookbinder retires
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — RI
chard Piraino was still in high
school when he started working
as an apprentice bookbinder.
In the 46 years since then, he
guesses he has put together or repaired more than a million
volumes.
Piraino, 63, will retire Dec. 27
from the Free Library of Philadelphia. When Piraino was
hired, the bindery shop had 24
employees. After he calls it a career, it will have four, which
makes Piraino worry his trade is
dying out.
"Books today, they glue up the
back and that's it," he said Tuesday. "It's a lot cheaper to make,
but the binding won't last as
long."
When he began working at the
library, workers labored in si-

lence, tackling various tasks like
sorting pages and making sure
they were in order.
"They believed that if you
were talking, you weren't working," he said.
There were other reasons to
concentrate. Giant shears that
trim the edges of pages could just
as well nip off a fingertip. A broken needle on the sewing machine could do some damage as
well.
The older men he learned from
came from the many other binderies in the city, Piraino said. The
library jobs were coveted: The
city offered steady work, while
the other binderies had seasonal
jobs.
Piraino has been "every supervisor's dream," said his boss, Joe

Kuliszewski — arriving for work
an hour early every day for the
past 23 years.
"I think he could do anything
here in his sleep," Kuliszewski
said. "He's done it all."
In the library's bindery, books
are put together a section at a
time. A special sewing machine
punches small holes at the edge
of a stack of pages, and a needle
sews them together with strong
twine.
Most books sold today — even
some expensive ones — aren't
made this way, Piraino said, because book publishers and the
public are more concerned with
quantity than quality.
"People buy a paperback, and
if it falls apart, they just buy
another one," he said.
Quality binding work hasn't

gone out ot style for the library,
where a book may see heavy use
at the hands of hundreds of readers, Kuliszewski said The bindery spends much of its time repairing damaged books, he said.
"People take X-acto knives
and cut out 30 pages at a time,"
Kuliszewski said.
Piraino has a few plans for retirement. He and his wife, Eleanor, may travel. He expects to do
more volunteer work in his
church. He also likes to read about history, joking that he has
practiced a time-honored craft.
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The Marion County grand jury,
which has been meeting since
Oct. 17 in Salem, has been considering whether the Oregon Republican lied when he claimed
"Army Special Forces, Korea"
among qualifications he listed in
the 1994 Voters' Pamphlet.
A conviction on the charge of
making a false statement on the
official document carries a
SI00,000 fine and a prison sen-

Boy struck
by car while
getting mail
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A boy was struck by a car and
killed Tuesday as he crossed a
highway after getting the mail,
Kentucky State Police said.
The victim was identified as
Matthew Stidham, 9, of Bowling
Green, officers said.
He was hit about 3:45 p.m.
CST on U.S. 31-W in northern
Warren County, state police said.
Stidham was coming back across
the highway after going to get the
mail, police said.
"Apparently a young lady was
traveling north on 31-W here in
Warren County when she struck a
young boy who was crossing the
road," said state police Trooper
Tommy Smith. "Some say the
boy tripped and fell, but she was
unable to avoid striking him."
The driver's name was not released. No charges have been
filed.
Police said Stidham was pronounced dead at a local hospital.
The accident caused traffic to
be backed up for miles.

General fund
receipts jump
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Receipts to Kentucky's General
Fund took an unusual jump in
November, and even accounting
for some statistical anomalies, the
state's bank account is still far
ahead of projections.
Total receipts of $456 million
was an increase of 13.3 percent
from November a year ago, according to the Finance Cabinet.
For the first five months of the
fiscal year, the General Fund is
running 5.8 percent ahead of
projections.
Total receipts by June 30, 1997
must be 2.6 percent higher than
the past fiscal year in order to
meet projections.
Early payment of some property taxes accounted for one large
blip.
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tence of up to five years.
The 64-year-old freshman congressman, who dropped his bid
for re-election amid the controversy, told the newspaper he
had no comment on whether he
had been indicted.
"We're not going to go anywhere," Cooley said Tuesday
night as he and his wife, Rosemary, celebrated their wedding
anniversary.
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A spokeswoman for the state
Department of Justice, which
handled the investigation, would
not comment.
The grand jury heard testimony
from Cooley's former Army buddies, his ex-wife and election
officials.
Cooley has maintained that he
served briefly in Korea but has
been unable to provide military
records to support his claim.
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"I guess Adam and Eve were
the first bookbinders," he said,
while printing titles on the backs
of newly bound volumes. "They
invented the loose fig-leaf
edition."
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Newspaper: Rep. Cooley indicted
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
grand jury indicted Rep. Wes
Cooley on Tuesday after hearing
testimony that he falsely claimed
on an official election document
that he served in the Korean War,
The Oregonian reported.
The newspaper, which based
its story on sources, did not get a
copy of the indictment and therefore did not report the specific
charge.
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Credit counselors prepare for onslaught
s•

4-

body wanted something, we just
charged it," Mrs. Hamby said.
She added: "I learned my lesson
young. I'll never do that again."
Credit counselors — professionals who help people like Mrs.
Hamby dig themselves out of
debt when they overdo it - are
bracing for a post-holiday onslaught this year.
"During the holiday season a
lot of people are putting aside
their worries about their financial
problems and trying to gain some
happiness," said Bernie Dance!,
chief executive of National Credit
Counseling Services, a nonprofit
group in Columbia. "It's almost
addictive. It's like a drug."
This year's crisis may be
worse than ever, with bankruptcy
filings reaching a record 1.1 mil-

BALTIMORE (AP) — When
Mary Hamby left her job at a
Navy budget office for a lowerpaying opportunity selling insurance door-to-door, she refused to
let it spoil her Christmas.
She charged up $2,000 for
Nintendo games, a microwave, a
food processor and other gifts.
And she and her letter-carrier
husband kept up the lifestyle to
which they were accustomed.
The shock came that summer,
when they added up the balances
on their credit cards: $35,000.
Two years later, with the help of
a credit counselor, they are still
paying down the debt at $800 a
month.
"We like to give generously.
And I guess we gave too generously too many years. If some-

four credit cards with balances
totaling more than S4,800, more
than twice the 1991 average, according to NCCS.
Credit counselors help people
work out a repayment plan with
the credit card companies, often
negotiating down the interest rate
and principal. Many of these
counseling services are funded by
the credit card industry itself.
Brenda Halstead said this year
she won't be among those needing credit counseling, as she was
last year.
"I lost my mind temporarily,"
said Mrs. Halstead, a 43-year-old
nurse. "I plead temporary
insanity."
Mrs. Halstead and her husband
moved from New York state to
rural Missouri to care for her
father l'A years ago. The move
cost her $6 an hour and her husband, a Scars appliance repair-

lion over the past 12 months, and
with people expected to increase
their credit card spending by 13
percent over the $116 billion they
charged last holiday season.
Dance' said his organization
got 5,600 calls during the first
week of December alone, double
the number from the same period
a year ago.
In recent years, credit card
companies have been making it
easy for people to get in over
their heads — letting them skip a
monthly payment, raising their
credit limit and practically throwing plastic at them through the
mail.
As of June, there were 376
million Visas and MasterCards in
circulation, up 80 percent from
1991. The average household has

man, $3 an hour. But they didn't
let that stop them come
Christmas.
They kept up a three-year pattern of high spending, plunking
down as much as $2,500 for
jewelry and video games for their
two sons and other relatives.
When they finally called a credit
counseling service for help, the
balances on their cards totaled
about $30,000.
Mrs. Halstead blamed simple
overspending, like more than half
of the cardholders surveyed by
telephone by Bankcard Holders
of America, a Salem, Va., consumer group. Another 11 percent
blamed medical bills, 11 percent
cited college costs and 9 percent
pointed to layoffs.
Bringing the balance to zero
may be tougher than many people
think. It takes 23 years to pay off
a $1,900 balance by making only
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the minimum monthly payment,
according to Bankcard Holders of
America.
Credit counselors urge holiday
shoppers to pay for presents out
of this year's budget, decide in
advance how much to spend,
avoid impulse-buying by sticking
to a shopping list, use one card
for all charges for easier tallying
and pay it off when the bill
comes.
For those who shun this advice
and get in trouble, counselors recommend putting more money
toward higher-interest cards, paying more than the minimum and
sending in the payment as soon
as the bill comes.

1

Once she's done paying off her
debt, Mrs. Halstead said she will
have one simple policy: "I'm not
going to charge anything for the
rest of my life."

Committee approves payment
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ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) —
John Duffey, founder and leader
of the bluegrass group The Seldom Scene, died Tuesday after
suffering a heart attack. He was
62.
Duffey, who lived in Arlington, died about 10:20 a.m. at a
hospital, said Traci Thomas,
spokeswoman for Sugar Hill Records, the company for which
Duffey recorded.
Duffey, a mandolin player, was
an original member of the Country Gentlemen. He left the band
in 1969 and two years later
formed The Seldom Scene with
former Country Gentleman bassman Tom Gray.
The Seldom Scene first recorded in 1972 and had been with
Sugar Hill since 1978, releasing
11 albums under that label.
The group's most recent album
was "Dream Scene," released
this fall. The Seldom Scene
played with other bluegrass bands
on the Grammy Award-winning
"Bluegrass: The World's Greatest Show."
Over the past quarter century,
The Seldom Scene played for
President Jimmy Carter and Vice
President Al Gore as well as
members of Congress.
In September, Duffey was inducted along with the original
Country Gentlemen into the International Bluegrass Music Association's Hall of Fame.
Duffey leaves his wife, Nancy.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.
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Paul Mason, D-Whitcsburg, registering a negative vote against
the underlying reason of the session — changing the workers'
compensation rules.
When the bill first went to the
Senate committee Tuesday, only
seven members were in attendance, one more than needed to
approve a bill. Sen. Benny Ray
Bailey, D-Hindman, an opponent
of the workers' comp changes,
said the committee should adjourn and left.
Of the six remaining members,
Sen. John David Preston, RPaintsville, a workers' comp lawyer and opponent of the plan,
also voted against the pay bill,
prompting its defeat.
Legislators had to scramble to
find other members of the committee, resume the Senate session, recess again and hold
another committee meeting. The
bill got its six votes. Bailey did
not vote and Preston again voted
against it.

the legislative process that the
bills have to be authorized for
payment in a separate piece of legislation. Those bills include the
$100 daily pay of lawmakers and
their expenses.
The bill easily passed the
House last week with only Rep.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
took two tries, but the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee finally voted Tuesday to
approve paying for the current
special session of the General
Assembly.
It is one of the technicalities of

Of Murray,Kentucky

IP102-01037

'04414104

Industrial
Rd.

SOUTHERN STATES

Don't forget to pick up your 1997 Farmer's Almanac... Absolutely free!

Kroter Money Market Center 7674235
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

753-1423
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Phone Home for the
Holidays on United
Commonwealth Bane
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Open an 11 Month Certificate of Deposit at United
Commonwealth Bank with a $2,500 minimum
investment and receive a phone card worth

SUBSCRIB

30Minutes of Free Long Distance Calls!

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a fire Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you,its a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to

Offer good
December 11th-24th,
1996

40

th
Annual Percentage Yield is accurate as of 12/11 /,
Rates are subiect to change. Penalty may be
imposed for early withdrawal
Not valid with any other offer.

Hostess - Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
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Defense goes on offense in Simpson case
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— O.J. Simpson's lawyer said
Tuesday he found a new shoe
print indicating a second assailant
in the killings of Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman,
but a witness refused to support
his theory.
Attorney Robert Baker made
the claim after summoning retired
Detective Tom Lange to testify
for the second time in Simpson's
wrongful death trial.
He showed Lange a bloody
picture of Ms. Simpson's
crumpled body and pointed to an
area four feet away, leading out
to her street, Bundy Drive.
He suggested that in the blood
there was a shoe print no one saw
before.
"That would be significant if
there was a shoe print four feet to
the west of Nicole Brown Simpson, wouldn't it?" Baker asked.
"Certainly," Lange said.
But when Baker asked Lange if
it appeared to him to be a shoe
print, the detective responded,
"No ... I don't know that it is a
shoe print."
Most of the shoe prints identified are leading in the opposite
direction and detectives have
theorized the killer escaped
through the back entrance to Ms.
Simpson's condominium.
Baker said the new print would
indicate the assailant walked in
front and in back of Ms. Simpson
while attacking her.
"If someone was in front of
and behind Nicole Brown Simpson, there had to he a second assailant occupying Ronald Goldman, isn't that true?" Baker
asked.
"No," Lange said.
Baker suggested Goldman was
being attacked by someone else
in the garden while Ms. Simpson
was being attacked at the condo's
front steps.
The defense also renewed the
strategy used effectively in Simpson's criminal trial, attacking the
memories, motives and methods
of police witnesses.
Retired Detective Philip Vannatter, criminalist Andrea Mazzola and jail nurse Thano Peratis
all gave slightly different accounts of the Simpson investigation than were offered at his murder trial.

•

On the top of Santa's List
is a stop at...

counted exactly for the amount
"I should not have made that
Among new disclosures:
— Vannatter, lead detective in Cochran had said was missing. statement," he said.
Adding a new element, Peratis
the slayings of Nicole Brown Peratis shrugged and said,
said blood actually stopped flowSimpson and Ronald Goldman, "Guess so."
The nurse said that he when he
ing from Simpson's vein during
acknowledged he never sealed an
first
it
cc
an
8
was
stated
"eduthe procedure. The nurse said he
envelope containing a vial of
asked detectives if there appeared
Simpson's blood before he car- cated guess" and he insisted he
to be enough blood and withdrew
ried it across town to Simpson's never measured the amount of
the needle when they said yes.
mansion in violation of police blood taken.
procedures.
"No, I didn't seal that envelope," Vannatter said under
questioning by Simpson lawyer
Robert Baker. He said he wasn't
allowed to seal it until criminalist
Dennis Fung, at Simpson's home,
had seen it.
— Mazzola, the rookie police
technician who collected most of
the blood samples, said she's
convinced she never signed her
Stop 11, for the
name to packages of blood
and
refreshments
•.•
swatches she collected. The degreat
the
for
sta,
fense has said the swatches later
roif
customer ser%iee.
turned up with no initials, indicating they were switched.
Mazzola also admitted she
'Together it's possible.
never changed her gloves between handling a knit cap and
bloody gloves found at the crime
scene and Simpson's home.
— Peratis, the nurse who drew
TH BANK
Simpson's blood sample and
1111 A Fulani Savings lank
1111 Main St.
treated a cut on his finger the day
after the killings, was vague on
Member FDIC • rquai Housing Louie, tiy
Murra%
some details and said he has suffered serious heart problems
since the first trial.
"One of the side effects of the
heart problem you had is memory
loss?" asked defense attorney
Robert Blasier.
"Yes," said Peratis..
Blasier also accused Peratis of
changing his testimony to account for attorney Johnnie Cochran's suggestion during the
criminal trial that 2 cubic centimeters of Simpson's blood was
missing from the vial and had
been planted inside his estate.
Peratis had originally told a
grand jury and a preliminary
hearing in the criminal case that
he took 8 cubic centimeters of
blood from Simpson on June 13,
1994, but after Cochran's allegation, he estimated he took about 6
cc.
"After you found out that was
an important issue you changed
your story," Blasier charged.
"When I found out I was
wrong I changed my story," Peratis replied.
Blasier noted the change ac-
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Special Christmas
Buffet

Join us for
Customer
December
Appreciation
0th
Day!

Eve
Claiamer
9
cusa6.4
Day &
, Make Your Christmas
flaws De
"
144111a7 Henry
Tr.-Sat. 4 pa.
S. 11-2 pa.
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To Subscribe To
The 'Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

WHY ACCEPT LEFT
96 TURKEYS!!

GET NEW 1997 MODELS NOW!!

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

2 0 L Engine
Automatic Trans
PS /PB
A/C
AM/FM Cassette
Cruise
Tilt
Cloth Seats

3.3 L. V-6
Automatic
PS /PB.
A/C
AM/FM Cassette
D/X Cloth Seats
6 Pass, Seating
P Window
P Locks
Tilt
Cruise

Reg. Price
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

97 Plymouth Neon
Reg. Price
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

4 Head VCR, VCR Plus+R
Model VR4156

-9—a•

Stock #97021

$12,300
— 637
— 1,000

20 L Engine
5 Speed 0/D
PS /PB
A/C

•VCR Plus.' OnScreen Programming
•10 Mn. Power Backup
-4 Head Video System
'Auto. Clock Set
,,c... ....s
i'Slow Motion
'Auto. Digital Tracking
'-.

$
1
95 After
Rebate

27"
TV

IIIM-.RE0 Jil
• New Surf's Up Favorite
Channel Selection

$379°'

• New SoundRite'Volume
Control

25L
5 Speed
PS /P.B
A/C
AM/FM
Cassette
22 Gal Fuel
Tank
40/20/40 Cloth
Split Bench
Seat
Carpet
Alum. Wheels

After
Rebore

• New ICON Trilingual OnScreen Menu Displays
• Optional Custom Stand
available (KDY727DT)

Auto
A/C
PS /P B
Drivers Side
Sliding Door
7 Pass Seating
AM/FM Stereo

Model 5Y27685

S

4 Head HI-Fl VCR
With VCR Plus+6

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
FREE DEUVERY
IN HOW SERVICE

Model VR4256HF

1110insgue11111

-VCR Plus. OnScreen Programming
•10 Mn. Power Backup
•4 Hood Video System
•Auto. Clock Set
*Slow Moon
'Auto. Digital Tracking

Prices are plus tax, title & license. All rebates applied down.

*249

SO After
Rebate

2400 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Servicegio
Tucker TV Sales I age

1230 Stele Route 121 N. • Murray • 763-290
11-8 p.m. • Sat 9-12 p.m.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILDING
Advertisement for Bids

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILDING
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SECTION 00010 - ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
ADVERTISEMENT:
Sealed proposals,in duplicate,for the referenced work will be received by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court,Office of the
County Judge Executive,Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray,Kentucky 42071 in the manner and
on the date hereinafter specified for the furnishing ofall labor, materials,
supplies,tools, appliances,equipment,services,
etc., necessary for the construction of the Calloway County Judicial Buildin
g as set forth in the Contract Documents as
prepared by Architecture Plus,Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511,Georget
own, Kentucky 40324-0511,telephone
number 502-863-9454 and under the terms and conditions of this Adverti
sement.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The project consists of a new Calloway County Judicial Building for the Callowa
y County Fiscal Court. The building is
approximately 27,600 square feet, primarily constructed of Steel Frame and
Masonry. Specialties as well as mechanical
and electrical systems are within the Scope of Work.The site is located at the
corner of Fourth Street and Spruce Street at
the Madison Motor Company site.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS:
Bids will be received from all Contractors on a lump sum basis for the total
project. Bids shall be submitted in the manner
herein described and on the Form ofProposal included with the conditions
and specifications and shall be subject to all the
conditions as set forth and described in the Bid Documents.
NOTE: Failure to utilize the Form of Proposal set forth in the Bid Docume
nts will be cause for invalidation of the bid.
METHOD OF AWARD:
Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a responsi
ble bidder. The Bid Proposal will contain all
qualifying requirements and forms.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED:

Sealed bids will be received by the Jonathan
Creek Water District in the office 7564 US
Hwy. 68 E, P.O. Box 414, Benton KY 42025
until 1:00 p.m. December 16, 1996 for one
new 1996 or 1997 mid-sized pick-up truck.
Bid No. 96-11-25

Specifications may be obtained in the office.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids,
waive any informality in any bid, accept the
lowest and/or best bids and to accept any
considered advantage to the water district.
Sealed bids will be opened December 16, at
7:00 p.m.
020

Christmas items.
New & Used
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
'ATTENTION* The National Scouting Museum
has dosed for the winter
months However, for your
convenience, the Gift Shop
will be open lrom
10am-4pm Mon Fri The
Gift Shop has been moved
to the administrative office
area Please call tot more
information 762 3383

University
Heights Apts.
1734 Campbell St.

for contract labor:
snow removal,
painting, carpet
cleaning &
lawn service.
Cali 759-2282
(leave message)

Chtistmes Special
Tack gaiorelil
New shipment of li&H,
Georgia work boots.
Tilsion duster

MastacardNiss =wed
(502)753-4545
Appwcf,l(cif

LET me bake the cupcakes
for your childs school
Christmas party $4 50/dz
753 7773

Guaranteed 5 years

Kentucky Prevailing Wage Rates are applicable to this contract
.
BIDS REQUESTED

'/

Monthly income
a vailablel

BID PACKAGES
Site Excavation, Grading and Storm Drainage (Bid Previou
sly)
Bituminous Paving
General Trades
Masonry
Roofing and Sheetmetal
Hollow Metal Doors, Frames and Finish Hardware
Ceramic Tile
Acoustical Ceilings, Resilient Flooring and Carpeting
Lathing and Plastering and Gypsum Drywall System
Painting and Finishing
Caulking and SealantaAVater Repellents
Plumbing and Site Utilities
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Electrical
Fire Protection System
Combined Bid of Package. 12 and 13
Structural Steel, Joist, Deck and Misc. Metals
Elevators

100% reinsured ,
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ANTIOU
collecbo
or night

Computed.

ANTIOU
or 1
492-864
evenings

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

CASH
or new
CASH
rifles, s
tols B
Goods,
Murray

IBM compatible, all extras
753-7787 after 5

STAND!
species,
tracts

Immediate Opening:

WANTE
& 4-w
work 4

Mechanic (experienced)
Must Have Own Tools
Position Has Excellent
Benefits:
-Paid insurance, vacation &
holidays, uniform furnished.
Apply In Person at

Midway Nissan Serv. Dept.

150

LP
B&B
•

701
753-4
Pick
Bost
20-30

Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris

Help
Wanted

•••.

.•

••
.r

AVON $7-$15/hour, corn
mission It's E-Z No door to
door. No minimum order
Benefits/bonuses.
1 -800-SELL AVON. Ind/
Sales/Rep Earn cash.
767-0779.

Wcd.-sidt. 10-4
41.-5012

_NU irt '
Jccr
,itucky

Kentucky made crafts, antiques, floral &
herb. arrangements,
Lay-away, gift certificates
Custom orders taken on decorative
painting & woodwork.
On HWY 121, 1 mi. south of

New Concord, Ky.

Beasley Antenna Service

901-642-4077
Scriing Henry et Surrounding Counties Since 1989.
Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install.
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor. amplifier & coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. 18" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 Cl)
channels(A S300 value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $10 per month. Financing av,ailahle with no
down payment!

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in custom framing & finishing. Must be ambitious
502-436-2766

Wiggins Furniture

Now Going On At

2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
E-L Terms

PART time/ Full-time position available Apply in person All- In- One Sewing
Center, 95 Chestnut St.
PART time/
. full time positions available Apply In
person, Henton & Sons'
Cash & Carry, 621S 4th St,
Murray, KY 42071. Next to
D & T Foods
POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
available No experience
necessary. For information
call, 1-818-764-9016 Ext
4061
SONIC of Murray is now
hiring for day shift. Apply in
person at 217S 12th St No
phone calls please
070

Domestic
Childcare

Free Delivery

1996 H
Sega wi
and two
elegant,
quins, C
dress C
LARGE
$15/ea
v. milefr
498-89
2 CEME
ray Mom
759-217
2 WES
adult, 1
leather.
753-139

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envoi-00s at tioma
Start now No experience.
Free supplies, into. No obligation Send LSASE to
dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.

PART time experienced
waitress. Must have outgoing personality & be very
motivated. Apply in person
at Pam's, 410 Main St,
Mon-Fri, 2pm-4pm. No
phone calls please.

MURRAY Sewing Center
Machine quilting,$31 50 in
duding batting 753-5323

140

100LB
753-4389

NEED cook Immediately for
Calloway Co. Jail Mainly
morning hours but will vary
No experience necessary.
Please call Carol,
753-3248 afternoons or between hours of 8am-2pm
759-3965.

111C ,I•(`,
,S

INTEREST

HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie,
436-5914.

LPN for busy gastroenterology practice, excellent benefits & pleasant working
atmosphere Drop off or
mail resume to Dr Monte
Finch, 719 Elm St

Located 10 miles East Hwy. M, Murray, KY.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%

FULL-time daycare openings in my home Mon-Fri
7am-5pm Call 753-3193

TANDY
Color
drive &
printer
ter 5pm

120

ogn

HELP wanted
Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753-2334

Special $99.95

All bids shall be accompanied by a bid guarantee of not less than
five (5%) percent of the amount of the base bid. One
Hundred (100%) percent Performance and Payment Bond shall
be furnished by the successful bidder. All bonding and
insurance requirements are contained in the Instructions to
Bidders and/or Conditions.
RIGHT TO REJECT:
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and to waive all formalities and/or
technicalities where the best Interest of the Owner may be
served.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
The listing of major sub-contractors, unit prices and selected
materials
with the bid. Additional materials and equipment lists will be required and equipment lists are required to be submitted
to be submitted within two(2)hours ofthe reading
of the bids by the low bidder as described in the Form of Proposa
l.
It is imperative that a Representative be present at the Bid
Opening for any company submitting a Bid. The
Representative must be ins position that he/she can answer any and
all questions on behalfofcompany,in regards to this
project and questions that may arise concerning his/her company
.
WAGE RATES:

DO you need someone reliable & experienced to dean
your house & business.
Call 753-2443

LOST Mans wedding band
in vicinity of Wal-Mart or
Radio Shack Reward' Call
collect 901 584 7141

DRIVERS- SAMMONS
TRUCKING Flatbed/ Specialized. Recruiting experienced OTR Drivers &
Owner/ Operators Lease
Purchase Available.
800-457-2349

HUDSON'S
WESTERN
STORE

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period ofsixty(60)days after
the date set for the opening of bids. Clerical errors and
omissions in the computation ofthe total lump sum bid shall not because
for withdrawal ofthe bid without forfeiture ofbi d
bond. Bide may be withdrawn in person prior to the closing
date for receipt of bids,
BONDING:

CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

LOST in Coldwater area,
silver male poodle answers
to -Lewie" Reward'
489-6081

COLORTYME now accepting applications for delivery
specialists. Competetive
wages. Come join our team
at 408 N 12th St. No phone
calls please. EOE.

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment dothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children leans
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753 6981

CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALE
D ENVELOPE.
SEALED BID FOR: CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILD
ING
BID DATE AND TIME: January 16, 1997 10:00 A.M. C.S.T.
LOCAL TIME
PLACE: WEAKS COMMUNITY CENTER
Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court,
are stamped showing the hour and date received. Bids
received after the scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not
be considered provided any legal bids have been
received on said referenced invitation.
Only those contractors who ha4 obtained Contract Documents directly
from issuing authority will be eligible to submit a
proposal for this project.
BID WMIDRAWAL:

UNLIMITED opportunity for
persons So own their own
home based business Experience in the medical
held not a must, but a plus
For appointment call
901-759-2781

CASTING- Movie Extras
Production Trainees Film
Studio 502-329-8040.

COMPUTER design your
own shirt, iron on transfers
Pick from ours or draw your
own 753 4598

Time: 10:00 A.M. Local Time
Place: Weeks Community Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
This conference will not be mandatory, but all Bid Packages/Prime
Contractors are encouraged to attend. Other plan
holders and those wishing to review and discuss the project
are urged to attend.
Decisions and clarifications discussed at this meeting will be incorpo
rated into the Contract Documents by an Addendum
issued no later than three (3) days prior to bidding. Substit
ute systems or materials will not be discussed.
BID SUBMITTAL:

CAROL'S Cleaning Reasonable rates, bonded.
Please caN 753-9351, ask
for Toni

BUSY local insurance office wants full time receptionist Prior customer service or insurance experience helpful, but will train
the right person Please
respond in confidence to:
PO Box 10401, Murray, KY
42071

Accepting bids

There will be one (1) Pre-Bid Conference held:
Date: January 9, 1997

Soho.
Oppose*,

LOST 2 brown treeing
Feist dogs. 1 female with 1
eye missing 1 male with
dark stripe down his back.
Childs pet. If found please
call 436-2501

Now avid Dec 31

PRE-BID CONFERENCE:

••.

50% Off

•

Dense*
Childmes

FOUND Part Siamese cat,
female, w/collar on Woodlawn Dr Call to identify
759-1705

Glassware,
tools,
toys, china cabinet,
unicorn. Indian items,

Plana and specifications may be obtained from Architecture
Plus, Inc. 112 North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky
40324, (502) 863-9454 in accordance with the following deposit
and charge schedule:
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED ON
REFUNDABLE
Initial set
$100.00
1 complete set
$75.00
All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus,Inc. If
plans and specifications are to be mailed,arrangements must
be made with Architecture Plus, Inc. A separate non-refundable
check for $15.00 per set shall be made payable to
Architecture Plus, Inc. No plans or specifications shall be mailed
until receipt of checks.
Plans,specifications and all addenda must be returned,at the plan holder's
expense, in usable condition within thirty(30)
calendar days after the closing date of receipt of bids to Architec
ture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, Georgetown,
Kentucky 40324. No bidding documents will be released by the
issuing authority commencing five(5)days prior to the date
of the bid opening.

• ••-•

Gro's Flea Markel

FOUND dog with chain,
15th & Vine area
759-5134

Siorewide Sale

F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 303 N. Hurstbourn
Lane, Suite 265, Louisville, Kentucky 40222.
F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 1133 West Mill Road,
Suites #I06-107, Evansville, Indiana 40710.
5 Builders Exchange of Louisville, 2300 Meadows Drive, Louisvil
le, Kentucky 40218
6 Associated General Contractors, 1623 Hwy. 121 Bypass,
Murray, KY 42071
7. Associated General Contractors, 1930 13th Street, Paducah
, KY 42001
OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

••••

Loot
And Found

10 to

4

i/

Ilona

609. So. 4th
753-7047

Specifications, Plans, and Contract Documents may be examined
at the following places:
Office of the County Judge Executive, Hon. J.D. Williams, Callowa
y County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
2 Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box
511, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511.
3 Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky,Inc.,
10801 Electron Drive,Suite *308,Louisville, Kentucky 40299.
Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky. Inc., 1440 Campbel
l Lane, Suite *500, Bowling Green, Kentucky
42104.
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636 cd
drive, Is
software,
753-957

753-4566

3 SHOP
24X36,
Save I.
erected
- order
502-65375 GALL
2dr woo
Manual
759-1192
ATTEN
COLLEC
1996 Va.
1996 Hof
Fantasy,
Memorie
Edition.
Ornamen
Barbies,
Easter
$30-$45.
5pm.
CEDAR
houses,
bat boxes
ity.
Dec. 19th
208 East
CLAUSIN
model 54
floor mod
floor mo
Gene St
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CARPET & FLOOR

4VERING

Doing it right the first time costs
toes than doing it over.
First Ought), carpet, hardwood, tile it vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knopf Sal.. I Installation tom Tok, Rd klu
""

Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
KnItIls
Hwy 641 - 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728
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TURNING AGE 65? PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on

your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Vr,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or As. rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

Pr
Build!
price
bUildil
We r
Gs

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamor•
Murray, KY 753-4199
NatIonwld• toll Him:
1-800-455-4199

AFTERNOON childcare in
my home Southwest
school district 767-0491,
references
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Lots
Fee lie

Armes/
FOR sale 1 Makita 12' A-FIREWOOD for sale
slide compound mitre saw 437-4667
w/carbide blade 1 Rot-At
WOOD for sale Call
portable compressor. 1 At 437-4718 between
HD fiberglass ladder Al
8am-8pm
than less than 8mos old
TANDY TX 1000 computer
Rarely used, owners manColor monitor, 3'4'floppy
220
uals & warranties Must
drive & Tandy drnp 132
sell Paid $1,400 new, askprinter $350 759-9451 af
Metal
ing $900 76 7-9539
ter 5pm
evenings
EPIPHONE PR-6E acousw/electronics, red,
110
GAS heaters, unvented, tic
flamed top, w/hardshell
West
12,000 btu, $16299,
exc. cond $750.
18,000 btu $178.99, 28,000 case,
To Buy
Crate 40 watt amp with
btu $18900 Wallin HardANTIQUES by the piece or ware, downtown Pans
reverb & chorus,$175 Call
on
collecaons 753-9433 day the square.
759-9901.
or night
2-10
ANTIQUES Entire estates GO carts and mini bikes by
Ideal
Manco
Christmas
Elkins
or 1 piece Call Larry
lillsodisseue
492-8646 days, 753-1418 gifts. Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd. DON'T WEIGHT to make
evenings
753-2925
your New Year's RESOLUCASH for GI JOE toys, old
MUST sell' Old exercise TION! Lose weight now &
or new 753-7185
bike $10 Call 759-9215, keep it off! Call by December 31st & receive a 15%
CASH paid for good, used leave message
discount: 1-800-310-3914.
nfles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting PING Pong table, mens
WEDDING PACKAGE- afGoods, 519 S 12th, medium No Fear leather
fordable, romantic,elegant,
Hot
Shot
basketjacket
&
Murray
planned just for you. Inball goal 753-7773
cludes little chapel, orSTANDING TlIABER any
roof
dained minister, music,
species, large or small SEE us for your barn or
metal. Cut to length. flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
tracts 502-753-2533
Cover's 36 inches, many dress, tuxedos, videos &
WANTED Riding mowers colors Economy Metal & photos. Honeymoon suite/
& 4-wheelers that need Supply Co 489-2722
jucuzzi, limo/ champagne,
work 436-2867
SINGER sewing machine on beautiful KY Lake.
or
150
w/cabinet & sewing chair. 75 3 - 1 300
Articles
Hardly used. 753-0405 af- 1-888-367-6757 free info.,
Mr. J's Formal Wear &
For Sale
ter 8pm
Limousine.
SOLID carved oak TV/
VCR Armoir. Paid $1400
260
sacrifice $650. Matching
carved oak table $100.
Radio
Brand new XXLG Big
701 South 12th St.
25"
MAGNAVOX
tv, walnut
Man's recliner. Extra com753-4389 or 753-1376
fortable, paid $600, sell for cabinet, $100 2 Sony dual
Pickup & Delivery
$403. Call Peter 759-1600. speaker cd, radio, cassette
Boa Prices In Town
stereos, $75 each. Call
THERMOSTATICALLY 753-1392.
Campers R.V.
controlled wood stove, 2
20-30-33-40-100 Lb
25- ZENITH color console
baseboard heaters
Bottles Filled
tv. 759-4648, after 5pm
759-1656

MACINTOSH Performa
636 cd w/monitor, hard
drive, keyboard, printer,
software, & desk $1,200
753-9577, leave message

LP Gas Refills
B&B Brokers, Inc.

100LB gas cylinders
753-4389 or 753-1376
1996 HOLIDAY Barbie
Sega with 5 extra games
and two control pads. Very
elegant, full length, red sequins, Christmas or prom
dress Call 759-9362
LARGE used tarpaulins,
$15/ea Paschall Salvage,
V. mile from Hazel on 641
498-8964

VANGUARD gas heating
stove, 65,000 BTU, used 1
season, $300. Call
753-7868, if no answer
leave message_
WELL-house heaters 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat, $1899. Wallin Hardware, downtown Paris on
the square.

270
Mobilo
Home For flele
10X60 MOBILE home on
two wooded lots East o
New Concord. 4 mite from
lake. $6,000. Cal
436-2551, after 6pm.
1650SO ft doublewide on
2.45 acres. 3br, 2 bath, 4:4
miles North of Murray.
$63,000. 759-2310.

2 CEMETARY plots in Mur
16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC,
ray Memorial Gardens Call NEW GE 22 cubic foot re- very nice on rental lot.
frigerator,
white.
Stiff
in
the
759-2174 after 5
759-9600.
box. $875. 759-5411.
2 WESTERN dusters, 1
1979 ALAMO 12X52 good
adult, 1 youth 1 womans
160
condition. Asking $3,500
leather & tweed coat Call
Homo
obo. 437-4789.
753-1392
Furnishings
1985 LASER, 14x70, 2br, 2
3 SHOP buildings for sale SALE! New shipments baths, central h/a. Located
24X36, 30X36, 38X72 have arrived! Save on all at Garrison Motor Sales,
Save 1000's! New, never recliners, rockers, living 1204 Diuguid Drive,
erected pre-tab kits Must room, dining room, bed- Murray.
:order
by
12/31
room suites & bedding for
502-653-2504
Christmas Carraway Fur- 1991 16X74 FLEETniture, 105 N 3rd. WOOD, very nice 3br, 2
75 GALLON fish tank with
bath, w/d, dishwasher, li753-1502
2dr wooden stand, $250
nen closet Located in Fox
Manual tredmill, $50
Meadows Call after 5pm,
170
759-1192.
759-2510.
Vacuum
ATTENTION BARBIE
Posner'
BEST Home Center- Used
COLLECTORS! Barbies,
RAINBOW
Vacuums. New, Homes, 14X60 2br, 2 bath,
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1985 $9,900 with air.
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter used, rebuilt, repossessed
14X80 3br, 2 bath, 1989
Also
Repair
&
Supplies.
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
$14,900. 14X56 2br, 1
502-759-2454
Memories- Hallmark 2nd
bath, 1991 model, sharp,
Edition. $40-$85. Barbie
front kitchen, $12,900. Hwy
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
79, Paris, TN. 642-2210.
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
CLOSE-out on many used
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition.
$30-$45. 759-0152 after BHB Firearms has moved mobile homes. Large
5pm.
to town, 767-9744. Pistols, selection to choose from.
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
CEDAR birdfeeders & rifles, shotguns, hunting Hwy 79 E. Wood St, Paris,
supplies.
houses, squirrel feeders,
TN. 1-800-642-4891.
bat boxes & more. Gift qual- GUNS, buy, sell, trade
ity. Priced to sell Now thru 436-5650
DOUBLEWIDE house
trailer 3br with walk-in
Dec. 19th, 7 days/eve. 206/
SKI MACHINE Call after 6, closets Huge living room &
208 East Poplar.
759-9839
fireplace House roofing &
CLAUSING engine lathe,
central h/a Must be
siding,
model 5418 Delta unisaw, YOUTH golf clubs, includes moved. 753-9274
floor model table saw 15" 3 woods, 3 irons, putter &
floor model drill press Call bag, $50 set. Call FINAL close-out on remain753-1392
ing 1996 models!!! Buy now
Gene Steely, 753-6156
and Save Big Bucks!! Dinkins Mobile Homes,Inc, Hwy
79 E. Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
(Skirting)
MUST sell!! Older mobile
home on 2 lots with lake
LIFETIME WARRANTY
view. Pirates Cove at
White, Grey. Tan & Beige
Call
Hardin, KY
FALL SALE - FALL SALE
1-800-642-4891

* UNDERPINNING *

14x70 - 24" Avg. Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR

Noble
Homes For Rent

Mobile Home Parts & Service

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a. Edge of city
limits. 753-5209.

492-8488

285

Prestige Homes

Noble
Home Lots For Rent

Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE"

753-5628
iliVae
-A-11-11.11%4144
-lempiter.Ashlia
$aiso
niPia"
aimaz
awaimmaisookia.
'14

- A Wendel* Address
;

1BR new apartment available now on Diuguld Dr
Appliances furnished indung Witt, $325/ino No
p•ts Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109
28R, 1 bath, 1 block to
k4SU. spacious, cute. APpliances included
$345/mo. Lease, deposit.
753-8734.
2BR apartment in Northwood, $315/mo. 759-4406.
2BR duplex, economical
heat pump, al appliances
furnished, carport, outside
storage No pets, deposit
required Call 753-7947.
2BR duplex, 2 full baths.
garage. No pets. Available
Jan. 1st. Deposit & lyr
lease More info. Rogers
Enterprises, 753-5140.
2BR . duplex w/carport,
stove & refrigerator_ Available immediately. $400/mo
plus deposit. No pets.
753-0521, days.
2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished.
Coleman RE. 753-9898.

-

112 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

LP* •••••-••X*

'4 ACRE lot, $75/mo
753-6012
MOBILE home spaces.
Call Edwina at Grey's Properties. 759-2001. Available
now.
WIDE lot in recently built
mobile home court. Water,
sewer, trash pickup furnished. Newer models only,
$90/mo. 753-7953.

Business
Reatels

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo. One
month deposit, one year
lease. No pets. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

Rooms
For Real
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
utilities furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
3-10
Houma
For Rae
2BR, 1 bath farm house
Central gas heat, $400/mo,
6rno lease, Imo deposit
No pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

2BR, 2 bath, very nice brick
in good neighborhood.
Central h/a, 2 car garage,
$550. No pets. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
2BR brick, Hwy 121, 1 mile
past Graves County line.
Appliances, central hie. No
pets. References & lease
required $375. 489-2440,
leave message.

753-3853

3br home in excellent
neighborhood, newly remodeled, large outbuilding,
con vat Ns, large fenced in
backyard Available January 1st, 1997. $850 per
month with lyr lease. Contact Rich at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
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New Buildings
All Sim Available

.„

LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Martin Heights. single family
subdivision. $700/mo
753-5344
NEWLY remodeled 31x, 2
bath, dining room, living
room, great room No pets
$1,500/mo Call 753-6669
NICE 3br, 2 bath brick w/
garage 901 Fairlane.
$675 Jan 1st 489-2741

360
For Reit
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
FOR lease 4,200 sq ft
commercial space in Tollgate Shopping Center, Cadiz, KY Good for one business or two compatible businesses. 502-522-1304
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536

430
Real
Estate
1 ACRE to 3 acres available, Rockhouse Creek
Call Edwina at 759-2001,
742-4435 pager

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
LARGE lot and acreage for
sale near Almo Heights Lot
acreage
$ 5 500 ,
$1500/acre No restrictions Call 436-5099.

LARGE lot & acreage for
sale now Almo Heights Lot
acreage
$5500.
$1500/acre No restrictions Cal 436-5099
MOBILE home lots with
well & septic:a Call EcAmrui
at Greys Properties.
759-2001 or 767-9435

Farms
Far Sais
BUY Land! 106 wooded
acres Good building sites,
also 27.8 acres Easy
terms 753-4984

FRESH on the market, located just outside city limits
in very desirable Southwest
location. This neat 2br
home offers all the amenities including hardwood
flooring, dining room, spacious sunroom, central h/a,
new roof, large 2 car garage, professional landscaping. located on large
tree covered lot. Take advantage of those low interest rates & take possession
of your new home before
Christmas. Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 today for your
personal showing of
•MLS$3000833-

NEW home FOR SALE,
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod.
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
garage, quality & beauty.
Call 753-0090
NICE 3br, 2 bath brick &
stone house_ New central
h/a, new roof, on approx.
2.5 acres w/mature shade
trees, fruit trees & grape
harbor_ Out building, 2 bay
shop & horse barn 5 miles
North with extra acreage
available $87,500. Call
753-6855.
NICE 3br home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital.
Priced low $60's Call
753-5020

1986 SUZUKI 125 4
wheeler, , good condition,
$600. 759-1823 after 6pm
or 753-4545 9am-6pm

•••••••••••19,
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1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale, 4dr, white, power
windows, power locks,
good condition. 74xxx
miles, $9500. Call
474-8704 after 6pm.
1993 TAURUS GL, V6, all
power, equipment_ like
new, only 49,XXX miles.
$8.900 or trade. Call
753-7668 days or
753-4919 nights
1994 CHEVY Camaro. V6,
Met Teal Green, auto,
power, tilt, cruise, air, CD,
fm owner, 45xxx miles,
$13,000, 753-7994.

NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
baths_ Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc.
City subdivision. Ready to
sell_ 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits. All underground
city utilities 753-2339.

.

1985 BUICK LeSabre,
82,xxx miles Excellent
condition 759-2402

1994 gEo Tracker,'
22xxx miles, black, soft top,
LARGE 4 bedroom home $7500 obo Call 759 4100
with garage, city utilities, after 5pm
gas heat, in quiet neighbor
hood. Upper $30.5. 1995 NEON, 4dr, huntergreen, beige interior, $9,500
492-8680
759-4036
LEASE or buy, 3br, 2 bath
spacious nice brick home 1995 PONTIAC Sunfire,
on Fairlane. Central gas white, grey interior, 25,XXX
heat & air, lease & deposit, miles 753-9649
$675/mo or $95,000. Jan
1st. 489-2741.

Ilatoreyelss

*

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
wig, serving Murray, Calaway County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 192 8737

• ••

;1.

•

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

.170

•

Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
stump removal, tree spraye. hedge Maiming. land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed &
sured, Full line of equip
ment, Free estimates lim
Lamb
4311-S744,
1-1004411-5262.

AUTO FINANCING

Lele
Few Sala

. • •

1994 FORD Ranger, 4x4,
extended cab,loaded Nice
48xxx miles Days
HONDA Shadow, 8xxx 753-5341. nights
miles. garage kept, $2500 767-9503
obo Call 750-2174 leave
1995 CHEVROLET S 10
number.
est cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lat. Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles.
$16,900 obo
Call
759-5661 after 5pm
1979 CHEVY Silverado
pickup Needs minor repair
436-2953
1995 CHEVY Stepside,
1984 MAZDA GLC, good black, very low miles
753-7600
work car, $900 753-1078
1996 YAMAHA Z250, Ridden very little 753-7600

A & A Lawn Care Leal
1995 DODGE Dually SLT
mulching. raking & junk
Turbo Diesel Fully loaded
all power, custom wheels hauling Tree trimming
running boards, towing Mark Lamb 436 5791
1985 NISSAN Sentra package White with
blue ALL around hauling tree
440
$1,100 obo 759-9739
interior Excellent condi
work, iunk clean up Joe,
Homes
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird, bon, 44,xxx miles Engine 436 2867
For Sale
warranty
to
100xxx miles
1983 Olds 88 Royale. 1979
2BR, 1 bath, carport, gas Buick LaSabre Landau $20,500 Call 474-8704 af
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
heat, window air unit, three 2cir. Best offer 436-2841
ter 6pm
foundations slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
out buildings- 2 with electricity, 1 with gas heat Lo- 1985 REGAL, new tires,
remodeling repairs AGC
cated on Irvin Cobb Road. new front brakes, needs
certified 489 2214
C10
turn at Duncan's Grocery trans work, $500
ALLEN CONSTRUCTION
and is the 2nd house on the 498-8925
building & remodeling No
Comm
right. $44,000. Call Chuck 1986 JEEP Grand Waggo
at 753-1765, leave neer, 4 wheel drive, dual 1987 JAYCO 5th wheel job too small Phone
753 4873
message
range, all accessories with camper,sleeps 6 Full bath
ANTIQUE
refinishing, fur
full
moonroof.
kitchen
White
with
beige
including
2YR old home,4 miles from
niture repair & custom
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car leather interior Asking refrigerator/ freezer, microwoodworking 753-8056
wave, gas stove & oven
garage. Large lot and lots of $5,000 Call 753-3131
Lots
conof
storage
Good
extras. 753-4761
ANY remodeling. building.
1989 CHEVY Celebrity dition Asking 55,500
painting. roofing Free esti
3600S0 ft brick home, new Euro shy, high miles, runs 759 2310
mates
References
carpet and paint, upstairs good $1,750 759-1409
436 5008
which includes 3br, 2 bath, after 5pm
520
den, formal living & dining 1989 GRAND Am, quad-4
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Boats
w/gas fireplace. Downs- engine, good shape.
Factory trained by 3 major
& Wars
tairs includes 2br, 1 bath, $1,100 474-2382
manufacturers All work
2YR old 24' pontoon and parts warranted Ask
kitchen, w/d hookup and
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley. 1989 JEEP Cherokee, 4dr, w/115hp outboard. w/ for Andy at The Appliance
Ph after 5pm, 759-9736. 2wd,6 cyl, 4.0L, HD towing anchor winch, depth finder Works, 753-2455
pkg. Call after 5 & & trolling motor $14,000
3BR, 1 bath, living room, weekends, 759-0513
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Gall 436-5099
Kenmore, Westinghouse
kitchen, dining room, utility
room, double garage. 1989 PONTIAC Firebird, MERCURY 20hp Evinrude Whirlpool 30+ years ex
perience
Large lot, outbuilding. 80,XXX miles with limited 15hp & 9 9hp $300rea
BOBBY
warranty, power every- 767-9822
753-8161 after 4,30
HOPPER, 436 5848
thing, excellent condition
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older $3,950 753-0281.
brick home with garage &
,' AP'.
VC•
fireplace, 590's Coleman 1990 PONTIAC transport
'
.AthA tS.....
.
V..... ^
van, loaded, white w/gray
RE, 753-9898
interior, 47,XXX miles Ex4BR. 3 -bath house with tra nice. 489-2020,
fenced in back yard, on 489-2525 after 5,30pm.
Tabard Dr in Martin
\() %ION 1..
DONN \
No 't( \
!NM
Heights. Reasonably pr- 1992 PONTIAC Sunbird
iced
759-4703 or LE, 2dr. gray with red pin
striping Super clean, great
753-7688
car. 65,XXX miles.
Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem
BRAND new garden 753-5968 days, 435-4377,
homes. 2 or 3br with 2 nights
baths, in the $60's. Fenced
yard & low maintenance. 1993 EAGLE Vision, emerCall Doug Clark
Mar-Cal Realty, 753-4444 ald green, loaded
527-8671
• 1100-457-4866
527-5294, after 5pm
BY Owner Hwy 121 South,
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY
2000 + sq ft, 53.acres in 1993 MX6 Mazda LS, v-6,
Automated Loans
90's. For appointment call all electric, extra sharp
1.mm-7.18-X353
Open 24 Ilimrs
502-376-5155.
$10,500
436-2832.

WHISPERING Meadows
Subdivision package deal- REDUCED! 3br, 2 bath,
20 lots at $5,400 each
kitchen, large den with fire
Roads cut, platted. Builder place, sun room, central
don't let this investment h/a. On large double lot.
pass you by Call Edwina at Call 753-5121.
Grey's Properties, REDUCED Price 3BR. 2
759-2001, 742-4435 pager
bath brick, 526 So 61h, Central heat & air, new roof.
435
Call 753-1770
Lake
REDUCED to sell, 2br, 1
Property
bath home. 2 buildings w/
BEAUTIFUL secluded electricity on 1V1 shady
waterfront lot. Year round acres Southwest school
water on Ky lattice. $26,250. district Call today
502-753-9274
251-9816

•

•

.11111Mglebe

BUILDING lot 94 West Reduced! 753-8567

EXTRA nice Stir. 2Y1 bath
with pouzzi, central h/a,
large den with fireplace, in
ground swimming pool
$850/mo Call 753-5870

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

4BR & 2br house with gas
heat in Murray Lease &
deposit required
753-4109

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr. STORAGE building for rent
Murray, KY. 759-4984. across street MSU,20'X24'
Equal
Housing with overhead door. Call for
more info Rogers EnterOpportunity.
prises, 753-5140.
BRAND new, 2br, 14 bath
townhouse, appliances
370
plus w/d furnished, $500
Livestock
per month. lyr lease, lmo
& Supplies
deposit. No pets. Call
HAY for sale, $1 75/ bale
753-2905 or 753-7536.
436-5950
COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
380
Hilldale. We now have 2br
Pets
apts available, central h/a,
& Supplise
lots of closet space,carpeting, appliances furnished, ACCEPTING reservations
added security, handicap on Mini-Collies, Pomeraaccessible. Stop by our of- nians, Mini-Greyhounds,
fice to fill out an application Wolf Cubs, pot belly pigs &
or call 437-4113 for direc- rabbits. 436-2953.
tions. Office hours, Mon- AKC Golden Retriever pup
Fri. 7:30-3,30 Equal Hous- pies, $150 247-8059, after
ing Opportunity. TDDS 4.30 weekdays
1-800-545-1833 ext 287.
AKC Lab pups Black &
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, Yellows Great Christmas
carport, gas heat, ap- gifts
$150-$200
pliances, deck. Lease, no 354-8714
pets. 710 Sycamore,
AKC Sheltie puppies,
$500/mo. 753-7457.
champion sired, 5200.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, 247-8059, after 4.30pm
KY now taking applications. weekdays.
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent AKC Springer Spaniel, febased on income Hand- male, 34 yrs old, gentle,
icapped accessible. Equal spirited $100 obo
Housing Opportunity. 492-8446
TDDi 1-800-247-2510
DOG obedience classes or
527-8574 or 492-8721
private. Serving Murray 17
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- years 436-2858
land Westly Village, lbr FOR sale 2 male & 1 feapartment, utilities in- male bird dogs 14 months
cluded, rent based on in- old 753-3599
come. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal GREAT pair of Pyrenees
Housing Opportunity. AKC, pups, m/f, s/w, beaut
$225/$250
Out,
502-354-8888.
901-692-3640
NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt.
Appliances furnished, QUALITY AKC Siberian
washer & dryer hook-ups, Huskies. Ready 12/24/96
Icei utilities. Near Aurora'If Black/ white, crystal blue
Hwy- 68. $425lm'o'Cafl eyes, $206.- No breeders
or 354-8824.
please. Taking deposits
Mayfield, 502-658-3822,
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, central h/a. Avail- SHELTIES, AKC regisable 12/15/96. No pets. De- tered, ready to go $200
posit required. Call 502-527-9292
753-2967.
din
NICE, dean 2br. No pets.
Public
641 South. 492-8634.
Sale
ON Ky lake, 2 adjoining
cabin apartments, furnished, 20 min from Murray. NEON Beach Mini Storage
$400/mo, utilities included, will hold auction on building
B-39,8:00am, Sat- Dec 14
1 or 2 people in each
436-5099

280

Servog W Plya N W Tenn For 10 Years
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1 BR duplex apt.506 Vine .
Gas heat 492-8225.
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TA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1987 (.7bevrolel Turbo Spriat - Red,2 dr , 5 sp, w/sur,
speed control, cassette, 48,000 actual miles. .51,800
1993 Mutate Iroc/RT - 39,000 miles, sunroof, full
.... .........
power, blue
.. $7,900
$10,500
1993 Wrangler - Black, 42,00(1 Aides
$11,500
1994 Wrangler - Black, 38,000 miles
1994 Chevy Silvered° LWB - White & red, 37,000
miles, 350 V-8, auto., full power ....... . 114,400
3 Wain or 3,0011 Miku 10011 Damper lo Bram Warranty

Lawson Nlotor Sales
NM:dime Ilt. • 753-1)851
Acme Olt Road Dealrr

Vans
1985 DODGE Omni, 4dr
4sp, am/fm cassette, $850
obo Runs great. 767-0508.
1991 APV Lumina van,
maroon, 88,XXX miles
Good condition $6,500.
502-345-2742
1995 FORD Windstar GL,
70,XXX miles, perfect condition. Must sell. Call
753-.1392.

SPECIALS
'92 Ford Taurus

'3,500

4 dr., white, loaded'

'90 Pontiac Grand Am Coupe

'2,700

white, 'extra clean'

'89 Pontiac Grand Am Coupe

'2,800

silver, 'sharp", sunroof, tilt, cruise, sport
wheels, tape player
1983 CHEVY Blazer, automabc, heat & air, 4X4 Call
492-8509, after 7 30pm
1983 FORD F150,
122,XXX miles, with topper. Needs work. $1,250.
759-2320.

'88 Honda Prelude Coupe

'3,700

red, 'extra nice'

'88 Honda Prelude Coupe

'4,600

blue, 'real nice', sunroof, loaded

'88 Chevrolet Nova

'1,600

4 dr., brown, 'real nice'
1984 CHEVY,new 350 motor Very good truck,
$5,500. Can see in front of
K-Mart. Call 753-7949, after 6:30pm
1990 GMC Stepside, burgundy w/burgundy interior,
loaded, 15' aluminum
wheels, 74xxx. SHARPI
$9600. 753-4264 after
5Prn•
1992 SUZUKI Samurai,
a/c, 4wd, rag top, Sap,
58,XXX 'miles, black.
$6,500. Aluminum tool box
for full-size truck, like new,
$150. 502-355-2263.
1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
black, 31,XXX miles, 4cyl,
warranty, am/fin, cd player,
excellent condition
753-9731.

'88 Honda Accord Coupe LXI
'87 Toyota Corolla

•

••
.

*2,250

4 dr., burl, 'sharp'

'87 Toyota Cressida

'5,000

4 dr., while, 'extra ncie"

'86 Plymouth Reliant
2

4

81,700

dr., white, 'extra clean', one owner

'85 Ford LTD

'850

dr., silvar, 'clean'

Garrison Motor Sales
Located 1204 Douguid Dr.
off Hwy 641 N across
from Shoney's Inn

n:S/

•
•
••••

*2,500

blue, automatic, air, tape

•

4..
•
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Sin

Services
Colleted

&mikes
Oftweri
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing Clecx
ing, plumbing & electrical
489-2632

'alters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks II fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

Roofing Additions, Vinyl Siding, R.k'..
Remodeling

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
terns, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

'0% Discount On All Roofing
lhru 1-ch

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—
AMERICAN
I'M STANDARD

Wen

gruiz
air!
Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

BACKHOE SERVICE
Con_ctruc tion

NeSbitt

Masonry
Concrete
Complete Foundations

Law Leveling
Certified Septic Installer
Backhos Trucking

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

DAVID S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing homes mobile homes
boats brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured. Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502 853 1108
ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your
home/ business need at
tention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
762 0001
Murray
Cellular 519-1592
EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL LEES CARCLEANING.
PET
7M-5827.
G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759-5613
HANDYMAN/ available
Carpentry, Painting, Cement, Tuckpornbng. Aldo
Calabrese,(502)436-2997.
HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted_ No job too small.
Just give us a call
759-1184
HEATING Ron Hall Heating & Cooling We service
all major brands Complete
installation & unit replacements 435-4699
HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed. Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne.
474-8621

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM IN000w0RouNG

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
KY 436-5560

Kitchen.& Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
f'..Aaiit Ma

V ‘447AY (ilat"rd

• II\11-...s."1"
--

-44'•
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•

ATTENTIONI 1
1co,ntraetor Home

1

Plumbing

Cooksey

Licensed Master Plumber

Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

'I

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

•

till/ Budd To Your Specifications!
• Kiti- hen Cabinets & Vanities
•
Furniture
Entertainment Centers
• Solid Sulth:e Counter Tops

502-759-9672
\
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mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-435-5744
1-800-548-5262
I.
free ksturnares
'4th Celt ale
(whet leanmq &
Mak h thaufely
Lauds,alyrry
ledge Trimming
Ire,'yr ainq

&

RED

Oltned & Operated
TIM I 1N111
'
,Quality service'

Tree Trimmurg
Tree Remota!
Stump Remota!
tiranup Seri Kr
Light Hauling. En.
• Full Lone of
Equipment

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN
This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997

Call
Bus: 502-753-0834
Fax: 502-753-0816
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.
(0 Wick
Buildings
.
1

BACKHOE Service small
lobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling snow removal
753 0834 or 759 9835

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years. All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast Free Estimates.
753-5827.
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

I• phone 436-2667 1
a IN

LAMB Brother Home Improvements. remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning_
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEES 753-5827.

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system. drive CARPORTS for cars and
ways, hauling, foundations, trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
etc 759 4664
and etc_ Excellent protecBACKHOE SERVICE tion. high quality, excellent
BRENT ALLEN septic tank value_ Roy Hill 759-4664
installation, repair, replaceCLEANING- yards, barns,
ment 759-1515.
sheds, attics, garages
BOB'S Plumbing Service. Hauling. Free estimates
All work guaranteed Free Luke Lamb. 4365950.
estimates 753 1134,
COMPLETE residential
492-8584
construction New homes
BUSHHOGGING. box add-ons garages & remod
blade, front end loader, 52 eling Free estimates Call
tiller for garden & yards 753 7091
Landscaping
yards
mowed & weed eated COUNTERTOPS, custom
Snow removal, free esb Homes, trailers, offices
mates Call Gary 753 0912 Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436 5560
or Pop 492 8530

MACHINING. moldmalung
& casting services available JIRAK CASTING
753-4554
MERRY CHRISTMAS from
Morns Property Management Get all your home
repairs and improvements
done nowl One call does it
all' 759-4599
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & Insured Local and Out of
State Moving Phone
767-9630
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436 5255
ROOFING and painting, in
tenor, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &Yard Maintenance
474-0107
SEAMLESS gutters installed. residential or commercial. Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484
TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00. Cable
lacks added, moved. Business telephone systems
sold and Installed Custom
home electronics sales and
service. Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567.
Prompt Reliable Service
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TILE, Ceramic, Mosaic.
Mexican, Marble. etc. Residential, commercial_ Southwest tile Professional, artistic Simply the best. Stoney Neufang, 767-9072
Lica 1208,
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders. microwaves, Mon Fro,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530

FREE to good home pup
pies & kittens 436 2953
FREE to good home
CHRISTMAS KITTENS
Will hold until Christmas
Eve 435 4123 evenings
FREE to good home White
male miniature Poodle
Neutered, wonderful with
children 759 9058
FULL blooded Basset
Hounds to good home No
papers 489 2056 after
5Pm

lary's Discount Center
1/2
1/2
990

Teapots Over 30 Styles
Boxed
Christmas Cards
Big Windsocks

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Greater financial and personal freedom will have you walking on air.
Others are depending on your leadership; set a good example. Your
career goals merit top priority as
1997 gets underway. Going back to
school even part-time helps you stay
abreast of the latest trends in your
field. Getting together with an old
friend could lead to rekindled
romance. A move to another city or
climate could improve both your
health and finances.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: tennis player Tracy
Austin. legendary singer Frank Sinatra. singer Dionne Warwick. auto
racer Emerson FittipaJdi.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
financial windfall is possible. Be
ready to shift gears and pursue a
new career interest. Make the most
of your good fortune. A sudden
move will require major adjustments
on the home front.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
dreaded assignment could turn out
to he a pleasant experience. You
enjoy learning new skills. Get to
know some newcomers better. Make
the first move!
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Greater financial security is possible
if you remain flexible and open to
suggestions. A VIP's support is a big
help in business. Friends will lighten
your load if you confide in them.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
You cannot get by on wit and charm
alone. Big challenges lie ahead.
Tackle them head-on! Speak up if
you think that you know the best
way to handle a delicate family situation.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Consult
with a legal adviser before signing
an agreement. Your prestige grows
when you show a willingness to

Paris, Tn

901-644-3821

97 Memorial Dr.

THURSDAY,DECEMBER 12,1996

Price

Price

Reg. $9.95

Ea.

Over 135 Different Kinds ot

Porcelain Dolls
Poinsettia
Brown Jersey
Bush
Gloves
0
Select

59°

Pr.

Coloring
Books
Select
Group

290

Ea

Group

49

Ea

Jingle Bell
Necklace

390
990
Ea.

Christmas Mugs
Thanksgiving &
Fall Merchandise
Porcelain House Electric Potpourri Pot

1/2

Reg. $9.95

Ea.

Price

$199
Now

Gary's Discount
Your Christmas Headquarters
open Til 10:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. • Open Iii 7:00 p.m.

increases to 150 per 100,000
units.
The federal funding will pay
for final development of the new
test ,as well as clinical testing of
30,000 individuals.
Gen-Probe officials said the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration has promised a speedy, fourmonth review.

AMERICAN HEART
ASOCIATION
MEMORIALS &TRIBUTES

I-800-AHA-USA1
The space provoclood as a publir WVSCP
o1994 Amance. Heart Assonahon

"

•

EDE

MONEY. LE
TO SOME
9617-AND
PLACE IN
COUNTRY
WEEKEN

NO TIME T
Gins,
8006,1

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N 12th St • 759-9622

resoIutionsolution4- 1510 Chestnut St •753-4295
ii

e
4
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Let Us Help!

Give a gift subscription to the
T

MURRAY

Ledger &Times

amallaa.

GARF1

Local

Out of Area
:Boo
'33"
'66"

3 months
6 months
1 year

11-1i44,1

549"
'56"
'79"

3 months
6 months
1 year

You can come by or mall- in' the coupon below with your
payment or for your convenience we accept Visa & MIC.

Well even send a gift card if you wish.

Christmas Shopping can be this easy!
, have enclosed my payment of
. Please send a gift subscription to:
Name
Address
City
Phone

State
Zip
Gift card yes

Local
3 months
6 months
1 year

"
Or

Just
STOP

no

Out of Area
3 months
'49"
6 months
1 year

98"
166"

Mail or bring to: Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071-1040

Make payment to Murray Ledger & Times
For more information call the Circulation Dept.
Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 502-753-1916.
•Offer valid only on gift subscriptions.

•Offer ends December 20, 1996.

so

-

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
emphasis today is on consolidating
recent gains. Eliminate negative
influences from your life at the same
time. If a financial strategy does not
meet your expectations, try a different tack.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
can swing a big deal if you move
swiftly now. Romance will require a
more subtle approach. Avoid pushing too hard. A little kindness will
work wonders with an irritable teenager or parent.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Someone may not be telling you the
whole story. Separate fact from fantasy. Your domestic priorities could
change. Delegate more responsibility to young people.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Refuse to be distracted from
reaching a coveted goal. Move
quickly and be adaptable. Dynamic
action pays off in both the boardroom and romance. Show that you
mean what you say.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Private talks yield valuable
information. A legal matter looks
promising. Spend your leisure time
in activities close to your heart. A
gentle approach could help you salvage a romantic relationship.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Seek positive outlets for your excess
energy. Lunching with a friend gives
you a lift. A permanent attachment
may be developing. You are delighted! True love takes time.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Tackle a backlog of work without
further delay. Family members
should be encouraged to carry their
share of the load. Ask a friend to
repay a loan.

CAT H

Is your Christmas
Shopping list too long
& you're running out
of ideas & time?

American Heart
AssociationF11141,79 Heart Disease
and Stroke

subordinates.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are strong but gentle, preferring to rely on their
brain rather than their brawn. Blessed with charm and intellect, these Sagittarians can find success in almost any profession. Spiritual growth will
become more and more important as they probe the deeper meaning of life.
They love to debate philosophical-or religious questions. Count on them to
set high standards for themselves and their children. They are committed to
improving the world around them.

Sun.

New blood test could
limit tainted transfusions
PASADENA, Calif.(AP) — A
San Diego biotechnology firm
has received federal backing to
develop a highly sensitive test to
identify HIV -infected and
hepatitis-C infected blood that
slips undetected into blood banks.
The technology promises to
halve the number of tainted transfusions with blood from whose
infections arc too recent to be
discovered.
Frank Nordhoff, Gen-Probe
Inc.'s president and chief executive, said Tuesday the company
hopes to make a.combination test
available to blood banks nationwide by 1999.
The test, being developed
under a $7.7 million contract
from the National ;Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute, finds the
deadly viruses in newly infected
individuals who have- not._ yet-developed antibodies that are the
traditional signposts of infection.
The Gen-Probe test instead
picks up the viruses' genetic material, -either -DNA Or- RNA,
which shows up in the blood
sooner than the antibodies, Nordhoff said.
"Currently, maybe as many as
2(X) transfusions out of 12 million
blood donations may still transmit hepatitis C. This should- prevent more than half of them,"
said Dr. Peter Pad'seniorinedical officer for the American Red
Cross Biomedical Services.
The test should also prevent
more than half of the approximate 20 HIV transmissions from
donated blood per year, he said.
It takes 22 days from the day
of infection for most antibody
tests to detect HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS; a quicker test, to
pick up a protein in the virus,
still takes 16 days.
The Gen-Probe technology can
pick up HIV in just 11 days, Page
said. For hepatitis C, the 70 days
in which the virus can not be detected will be trimmed to 25
days.
The Red Cross estimates that
five out of every 100,000 units of
donated blood test positive for
HIV. For hepatitis C, a virus discovered in 1989 that is a major
contributor to cirrhosis of the
liver and liveraiineir, that figure
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Dr. Clegg Austin will be honored at a reception on Dec. 14, at
Curris Center, Murray State University. This will be in honor and
appreciation of his 25 years of
practice of pediatrics in Murray.
Richard Jackson, former director of Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray State University, is pictured hanging a watercolor by
Emily Willson for the Murray
Art Guild open house on Dec. 7.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Lakers
beat Fulton City and Murray Tigers beat University Heights.
High team scorers were Corey
Wells for Calloway, Rick Isbell
for Fulton, Rodney Skinner for
Murray, and Tucuma for University Heights.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education has gone on record as
favoring a football program in the
county school system, providing
necessary funds can be obtained,
according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney K. Burkeen, Nov. 12: a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Barry Johnson, Nov. 28.
Karen Hussung of Murray
spoke and showed slides about
her work as a youth missionary to
the American Indian children of
Syoming last summer at a meeting of Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women at the
home of Renee Linn.
Thirty years ago
Murray Woman's Club will

DEAR ABBY: When I was in the
eighth grade I didn't -like boys."
Building forts was much more interesting. But when my first love
walked into our classroom, I knew I
loved him the second I saw him.
We liked each other all during
high school, although my parents
told me I was too young to like boys.
When he gave me gifts, I had to give
them back. When he offered me his
class ring I wasn't allowed to take
ft. It silently broke my heart. In all
those years. I didn't ever tell him I
loved him — or how much.
He was the valedictorian of our
class, and after high school he went
on to Stanford University. I went to
nurse's training. His life prospered;
mine disintegrated.
At age 30. I married a man to
please my father. That marriage
ended in divorce eight years and
two children later. After being a single parent for seven years. I longed
for a husband and family. I married
a man who had my first love's
name. This marriage ended a year
later after a lot of trauma to me and
my children.
Two years ago. I realized that
my true love was "missing in action"
in my heart and that I hadn't been
able to go on with my life. I located
him through the Stanford•Alumni
register and after 30 years, talked
with him -- for 42 minutes. He's
happily married with four children.
After that phone call, I grieved
for two days and then reconciled my
love fin- him in my heart.
Abby. no other true love has
come into my life. Perhaps one
never will. Please encourage parents to take their children seriously.
The heart is never too young to love
deeply and eternally.
Thank you. I cannot sign this letter since I don't wish to expose my

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

Reward for Good Behavior

HONEY, LET'S GO
TO some LITTLE
BED-AND-E1REAKFAST
PLACE IN 114E
COUNTRY THIS
WEEKEND'

SOME OF THE BED-ANOBREAKFAST PLACES SOUND
GREAT? HERE'S ONE
REALLY LIKE! LISTEN "47
TO TtliS!
"
'
t„,„•,,

BREAKFAST, BREAKFAST,)
BREAKFAST, AND c\

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4 K 85 4
10876 2
•A Q
4K 3
WEST
EAST
4QJ 1093
4A
•A
•54
• 1086 3
•J 9 7 4 2
4.J 6 4
4b Q 10852
SOUTH
4762
'11PKQJ9 3
•K 5
4 A 97
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
3 IP
Pass
4•
Opening lead — queen of spades.
Assume you're declarer at four
hearts and West leads the spade
queen.It's dollars to doughnuts East
has the ace of spades, so you follow
low from dummy, hoping he was
dealt the singleton or doubleton ace.
Sure enough, East wins the queen
with the ace — proving the ace was
singleton — and shifts to a club at
trick two.
You're still not out of the woods
after you win the club with dummy's
king. If you lead a trump now,there's
the danger that West will win with

B€DJ7 --N
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NO TIME TO DECORATE
DECORATIONS
AREN'T UP.
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the ace, return the jack of spades,
and East will ruff the king. If that
occurs — and you'd have to be somewhat unlucky for all this to happen
— you'd eventually go down one,
since you'd be left with a spade loser.
So you don your thinking cap at
trick three, and look for a means of
saving the contract if you should run
into the unlikely possibility that
West was dealt the ace of trumps
and East precisely the other two
trumps.That's the only combination
ofcards that can stop you from making four hearts.
And, as you think about it, the
solution suddenly dawns on you.
Even if the situation is as you fear,
there's a sure way out of the dilemma.
Accordingly, after winning the
club return, you cash the A-K of
diamonds,the ace ofclubs,and then
ruff a club in dummy. At this point,
having eliminated all your minor
suit cards from both hands,you lead
a trump.
,
West wins with the ace and returns the jack of spades to dummy's
king, and, sure enough. East ruffs.
But as a direct result of your early
spadework, poor East must now return a diamond or a club.This allows
you to discard your spade loser as
you trump in dummy, and the contract is saved.
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DEAR RECONCILED: Yours
is a dramatic story. It's gratify- •
ing to know that you have finally found peace and resolved
your first love.
When parents tell children
that they are "too young" to be
seriously in love, what they usually mean is that the children
are too young to shoulder the
responsibilities that accompany
their turbulent emotions. I hope
that the next time you find love,
it brings you every happiness.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My wife died two
years ago. I know absolutely not
about her side of the family
Although we had a wonderful trouble-free marriage of 47 years, she
did not discuss her family
Among her possessions is a
photo album from 1880 All of the'
photos are excellent, taken in professional studios. The album is blue
velvet, in mint condition The pictures were taken in Illinois,
Missouri. Nebraska, Colorado, lAis
Angeles, Oakland and Pasadena,
Calif.
Only one photograph is identified with a name. "Mrs A Ilemenover. 1300 San Pablo Ave Oakland, Calif. May 5, 1902
Abby. I would love to return this
album to any of her descendants. If
anyone reading your column can
help. I'm sure at will make the family very happy.
There are no strings at
and no thought of financial gain: I
simply. hate to see this beautiful
album lost to the family.. I am 77
years old and a totally responsible)
citizen.
Incidentally, my wife's maiden
name was Jean Elenor Alameda_
She was born in Oakland, Calif..
and graduated from high school
there'.
GAYE!.G. CHEW
DEAR GAYEL 0.CHEW:How
generous of you. If a family
member claims this album, I
will contact you. Thank you for
giving me your name, address
and telephone number.

DR. dart
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has

been a heavy drinker for years. In
addition, he takes prescription sleeping pills. A year ago, his doctor doubled the dose of the pills. My husband's memory is shot. Although he
has moderated his drinking, he's still
not himself. Could the sleeping pills.
as well as the alcohol, have caused
permanent brain damage?
DEAR READER: Without question,
yes.

As you suggested, chronic abuse of alcohol can lead to death of brain
cells, with resulting cognitive impairment, confusion and loss of memory
all of which can be permanent.
Unfortunately. long-term use of
many brands of prescription sleeping
pills can do the same thing. What's
more,the combined- effects (with alcohol) could be disastrous.
Tomorrow:The obligatory finesse. .
Your husband needs medical
attention.
First, he should undergo a detoxification program in a hospital: Second,
CROSSWORDS
he needs a neurologist's consultation
41 "Hill Street
to confirm the cause of the mental
ACROSS
Blues" star
impairment. Third, he should have
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extensive testing, including CT or
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MRI scanning, to help assess brain
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function.
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This is a monumental task.
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resources needed for your husband.
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It is probably not too late for your
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husband to get his life back in order.
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To give you more information. I am
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parents to the heartache they
caused me so young in life, and the
profound impact that forcing me to
deny my love has had on me
throughout the years.
FINALLY RECONCILED,
RICHLAND,WASH
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• DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Dec., 11, the 346th day of 1996. There are 20
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Dec. II, 1946, the United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) was established.
On this date:
In 1719, the first recorded sighting of the Aurora Borealis took
place in New England.
In 1792, France's King Louis XVI went before the Convention to
face charges of treason. (Louis was convicted, and executed the following month.)
In 1816. Indiana became the 19th state.
In 1872. America's first black governor took office as Pinckney
Benton Stewart Pinchback became acting governor of Louisiana.
In 1928, police in Buenos Aires, Argentina, thwarted an auempt on
the life of President-elect Herbert Hoover.
In 1936, 60 years ago, Britain's King Edward VIII abdicated the
throne in order to marry American divorcee Wallis Warfield Simpson.
In 1937, Italy withdrew from the League of Nations.
In 1941, Germany and Italy declared war on the United States:
which responded in kind.
In 1961, a U.S. aircraft carrier carrying Army helicopters arrived in
Saigon — the first direct American military support for South
Vietnam's battle against Communist guerrillas.
In 1981, the U.N. Security Council chose Javier Perez de Cuellar of
Peru to be the fifth secretary-general of the world body.
Ten years ago: The government of South Africa drastically expanded its 6-month-old media restrictions by imposing prior censorship and banning coverage of a wide range of peaceful anti-apartheid
protests.
Five years ago: A jury in West Palm Beach, Fla., acquitted William
Kennedy Smith of sexual assault and battery, rejecting the allegations
of Patricia Bowman. European Community leaders meeting in the
Dutch city of Maastricht hammered out a compromise for a loose federation of their countries.
One year ago: Utah Congresswoman Enid Greene Waldholtz held
an emotional news conference in which she publicly addressed the
scandal surrounding her personal and campaign finances and blamed
the mess on her estranged husband, Joe.
Today's Birthdays: Producer Carlo Ponti is 83. Nobel Prize-winning
author Alexander Solzhenitsyn is 78. Actress Betsy Blair is 73. Actor
Jean-Louis Trintignant is 66. Actress Rita Moreno is 65. Actor Ron
Care is 61. California state senator Tom Hayden is 57.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

sponsor a Holiday Home Tour on
Dec. 11. Homes to be toured will
be Mr. and Mrs. Tommye D.
Taylor, North Eighth and Sharpe
Streets; Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Garland, Glendale Road and
Kirkwood Drive; and Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Roberts, Hermitage
Drive.
Shawn Bucy, South 11th
Street, Murray, was one of three
students from Physics Departrment of Murray State University
to present a paper at a meeting of
American Physics Society at
Nashville, Tenn.
Pictured is Prof. J. Albert
Tracy with part of his Debate
Team at Murray State University
at a recent debate program presented at a high school assembly.
Forty years ago
Quartermaster First Class Edwin G. Miller has completed a
two-year tour of duty in the Panama Canal Zone. He has been
ordered to Newport, R.I., to assume duties with the destroyer
fleet. He is the son of Mrs. Pearl
Miller.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat West Texas 74 to
65 and 88 to 66 in basketball
games played at Murray. Fran
Watrous was high scorer for the
first game and Ken Wray and
Quitman Sullins in the second
game. MSC Basketball Coach is
Rex Alexander.
"Safety on the Farm" was the
lesson presented by Mrs. Carl
Lockhart at a meeting of Lynn
Grove Homemakers Club at the
Lockhart home.
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42 Olsen ID
44 Spelling
contest
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47 "— la vie"
48 Rabbit
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52 Sweet potato
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(tree)
55 Vase
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The pneumonia vaccine booster
should be given every five to seven
years to susceptible individuals: those
with lung disease, a propensity to
develop pneumonia, immune deficiency, and patients who have undergone
splenectomy The spleen normally
acts as a filter for the body's blood: it
traps bacteria before the microorganisms can infect internal organs. .
Although it protects against only 23
strains of pneumonia-producing bacteria.. the vaccine can be life-saving
for such patients.
wrionbge.lieve that your doctor was
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Its The Total On The Tape That C
ra Fancy
hington State

APPLES
Mal sr Yellow Ilsicions

Dubuque Boneless
(Flat) BY lb. avg. Lb.
Boneless-Cooked

$1.59
Lb. $2.99
b. $1.79

Ham
Field
Kentuckian Ham
Clifty Farm Whole - Sliced Free
Country Ham

Boneless

Sirloin Tip Roast
Fresh Any Size Pkg.
Ground Chuck
Oscar Mayer Fun Pak
Lunchables

California

$2.29
Lb. $1.39

Lb.

12 oz. Box

f

2
PleCrastSb
44„,ahdb
,4,
'ICA

Broccoli
Bud IS oz. Bag
Cole Slaw

$1.79

S..414..'-':.'-'': ri

Tangerines

Fresh
18 ct.

994
99'

0' zs,....

§ , ,preA.
,r- ._,.....—
! --- .
\ I •-•:---Prairie Farms Pure

Fruit Baskets
Assorted Sizes S Prices

b i5 Pillsbury Plitt

guTTER

PMsbary

t
i
Delat

I\

yPEPSI, DIET PEPSI,-

9 Inch 2 CL Pkg.

Lb. Sticks

2 Liter Bottle

CAKE MIX
Food

White, Yellow, Devil
20 oz. Box

G9C 9r 89' 69'
Cottage
Cheese

$169

Kentucky Basketball
Weekend Get-A-Way
A Weekend Bus Trip To The Kentucky Wildcats Basketball Game On January 18,
1997. The Wildcats Take On The Auburn Tigers In Rupp Arena in A Saturday Night
COM011i. 0110 Lucky Winner From Jkii Adams IGA in Murray, Kentucky WIN Win 2
Tickets To The Game, Bus Fors And 1 Night Accommodations At The Raddison
Hotel in Lexington, Kentucky. (dates of the hip January 18 & 19, 1997) (Trip
Accommodations Provided By West Kentucky Fun Tours)
Drawing Will Bo itoid Saturday, Jon. I, 1997.
CONTEST RULES
•No Purchase Necessary
•Must1.18 Years Of Age To Be Eligible
*Al Decisions Aro Final
•Register Everytimit You At. in The
•No Alternate Prize Substitutions
Store

Prices Effective
Dec. 11 - Dec. 17

12 Pack 12 oz. Cans

$339

Pepsi
Products

IGA Standard
25 ft.

Aluminum Foil

1

W

Martha White

FLOUR
5 Lb. lag

9gc
Bubb lack UM IL Cu

for I

17'
lido

CA

CO

R/SIM

.11J --';414
_

•-•

BUTTER

Egg Nog or
Boned Custard_

RISIM;
j
:RISIM;

MT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW

Ptah Panes PA m. Caftan

$1.79

vvh

PIE SHELLS

Prairie Farms 32 N. Carta 99C

3 Lb. Bag

,p;•
I

5

kiln]

Tide

APPLEGAJUICE
al

STRAWBERRY JAM DETERGENT
iml
as. la
32

54 ox. Bonk

IS Use 311 Oz. Sox

99 $299
R
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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